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ABSTRACT 
This thesis reports on an Action Research case study into the teaching of comprehension 
strategies to Grade 8 learners in a rural high school in the Eastern Cape, South Africa. The 
learners in this study, who were studying English as an additional language, experienced 
difficulties in comprehending English text. 
A series of six lessons were designed to teach comprehension strategies to improve the 
learners' performance in reading comprehension. The purpose of the intervention was to 
equip the learners with skills that would enable them to improve their reading 
comprehension and evaluate their effectiveness as readers. The intervention was also 
intended to assess my teaching, which was challenged by the need to deal with learners' poor 
levels of reading comprehension. 
The data was collected using the following research techniques: interviews, questionnaires, 
non-participant observation, learners' and researcher's journals, document analysis The data 
analysis revealed that a lack of resources to learn English; limited English language due to 
lack of exposure; and learners' lack of foundational knowledge from their primary schools 
were barriers to the successful teaching of comprehension strategies.  
Despite such barriers, however, this research provides evidence that teaching comprehension 
strategies can be effective if it is taught systematically, and applied continuously. Personally, 
I learnt that I had to modify my methods of teaching due to the response of learners to the 
lessons taught. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of this chapter is to introduce my research project, which aimed at 
improving the way I teach reading comprehension to grade 8 learners in a rural high school. 
It describes the research context in which the study took place, and presents the research 
goals and research questions. I also explain action research and justify my reasons for using 
this approach. 
1.2 Context of the study 
Schools in rural areas face the problem of learners who are unable to read English texts, and 
my school is not an exception to this challenge. Some grade 8 learners are able to read 
sentences in a reading comprehension passage, but they have no understanding of what they 
are reading. The majority do not have the ability to sift information relevant to the 
comprehension activities required from irrelevant details in the reading passage. This 
challenge caused me to focus my research on learners who found it difficult to understand 
English texts, and to seek strategies that would help them to comprehend the English texts 
that they were required to read in grade 8. Introducing reading comprehension strategies in 
grade 8 would involve training the learners to read English texts with understanding and be 
independent readers. 
The Southern and Eastern African Consortium for Monitoring Educational Quality II (2000) 
reports that grade 6 South African learners lack skills in interpretive, inferential and critical 
reading (p. 1). Assessment made by the Progress in International Reading Literacy Study 
(PIRLS) (2006) of grade 5 learners' ability to retrieve information, interpret and integrate 
ideas, shows that the majority were unable to reach even the low international benchmark 
(p.32). Fleisch (2008, p. v) says that the majority of South African primary school children 
from disadvantaged schools complete their primary schooling without being able to read in 
their instructional language. The majority of the learners I work with have isiXhosa as their 
home language, and they stay in communities and are part of families where isiXhosa is 
predominantly used as the medium of communication, thus making it difficult for them to 
understand and speak English. They are only exposed to English at school where it is 
the language of learning and teaching (LoLT), but that exposure is insufficient to 
develop competence in the language. This language barrier has, moreover, caused difficulty 
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in understanding content in other Learning Areas. According to Ngwenya (2003, p. 1): 
In South Africa, many learners from disadvantaged townships and rural areas 
experience a diversity of learning problems of which one is certainly poor reading 
comprehension. Unfortunately some of these learners leave their primary schools and 
proceed to secondary schools with little or no support given in order to overcome their 
reading problems. 
Fleisch (2008) states that 'those rural school children with limited reading material available 
in English or other languages, few opportunities to hear or speak English, and teachers with 
limited English proficiency, inhabit a world in which English is essentially a foreign 
language' (p.111). 
By introducing grade 8 learners to some reading comprehension strategies, I hoped that I 
might improve their ability to read English texts with understanding and help them to find 
their studies more manageable. 
1.3 Description of the research site 
The high school in which I teach is in a rural area in the Eastern Cape. The school buildings 
are in a good state. It was a technical school consisting mainly of a number of workshops 
that wwere later on converted into a normal school. Some workshops have been turned into 
classrooms, a science laboratory, a computer laboratory and a library. Our library is not well 
stocked, but it has more English reading material than isiXhosa material. 
The school has a shortage of textbooks in most learning areas, with languages suffering the 
most. It is difficult for learners to take English textbooks home because there are so few of 
them. They share the textbooks in the classroom. As teachers we rely on photocopying the 
material we need to use. 
For quite a long time, teaching English at our school has been the responsibility of two 
teachers from grade 8 to grade 12. Each teacher has had to teach five classes which are 
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overcrowded. It was only last year that we had a vacant post at our school and a new teacher 
who was qualified to teach English was appointed. 
During the time the research took place, the school had 19 teachers - 18 teachers were 
isiXhosa speakers and one was a Xitsonga speaker. There were 586 learners of which 580 
were isiXhosa speakers and 6 were Zimbabweans, who spoke either Shona or Ndebele. The 
environment of our school does not cater for the non-Xhosa learners: the language used 
outside the classrooms, and even in many cases in the classroom, is mainly isiXhosa. At the 
time of the study, the teacher-learner ratio varied according to grades: in grade 8, we had 70 
learners that were divided into two classes thus making a ratio of 1:35 in each class, but in 
other grades the ratio was 1: 57 or 1: 60. The classrooms therefore were overcrowded. Our 
time table had six periods per day in a ten day cycle and English had 8 periods in that ten day 
cycle. 
Most of our learners are from extremely poor families where the main source of income is the 
old age governmental grant. Learners live with their grandparents some of whom cannot 
afford to buy them reading material, so they are not exposed to text outside of school even in 
their own home language. It is clear that the learners are not encouraged to read at their 
homes. There are a few learners whose parents are literate, who may be exposed to reading 
material like magazines and newspapers. 
1.4   Research goals and questions 
 Research goals 
• To develop a series of lessons to teach comprehension strategies in Grade 8 
and to evaluate their effectiveness. 
• To gain insight into and to improve my teaching of reading comprehension 
skills. 
Research questions 
• How successful are the lessons in developing learners' reading strategies and 
improving their reading comprehension? 
• What aspects of the lessons are successful/unsuccessful? How can this be 
explained? 
• What aspects of my teaching can be improved? 
• What can be learned from this for the planning of teaching reading 
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comprehension in the future? 
1.5 Action Research 
The methodology for this study is action research as I am interested in improving my own 
teaching. Mertler (2009) states that action research allows teachers to study their own 
classrooms; their own instructional methods; their own students and their own assessment in 
order to better understand their teaching and to be able to improve its quality or effectiveness. 
This research methodology is appropriate for me as it implies being hands-on, and being 
practically involved in the teaching and learning situation. It allows me to be actively 
involved and to look at effectiveness of my role in the teaching and learning process. 
Ferrance (2000) states that action research is a 'reflective approach' (p.l). It provides an 
opportunity for a teacher to review his/her practices and reflect on his/her work. This implies 
that I should constantly interrogate and review my teaching approach, reflecting on each 
lesson. This methodology has helped me to better understand my learners and be able to 
improve the quality of their reading comprehension.        
McNiff and Whitehead (2006) state that "action research allows teachers to investigate their 
own work, to systematically monitor what they do and to find ways of making judgments 
about their own work. Its purpose is to empower the teacher" (p. 2). McNiff (2002) views 
action research as 'a practical way of looking at your own work to check whether it is as you 
would like it to be. It is called a self-reflective practice since it involves the teacher thinking 
about and reflecting on his/ her own work' (p. 5). Since I am interested in improving my 
teaching, checking my own work and reflecting on it, this gives me a chance to develop my 
knowledge and improve my practice. 
Action research is said to function in cycles or spirals. Schmuck (2009) says that action 
research entails a series of steps: identification of a problem; planning the action; 
implementing the action; reflecting and evaluating the action and planning a new cycle. Each 
cycle influences the next, in that changes are made during the planning to suit the students' 
learning ability or the teacher's own practice. 
1.6 The structure of the thesis 
This thesis consists of five chapters. Appendices covering a variety of data can be found at 
the end of the thesis. 
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Chapter 1 introduces the reader to the background of the research context, provides a 
description of the research site, research goals and questions. It also discusses action 
research. 
Chapter 2 presents the theoretical and research literature that informs this research. 
Chapter 3 discusses the methodology used for this research. It discusses the research design 
and procedures I used to carry out this research. 
Chapter 4 presents the analysed data that was generated from journals, worksheets, interviews 
and questionnaires. 
Chapter 5 discusses the findings and presents a discussion of issues that emerged from the 
analysis in chapter 4 of the teaching of comprehension strategies. It presents 
recommendations and limitations of the research. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW  
2.1. Introduction 
As stated in Chapter 1, this research aimed at teaching comprehension strategies to the Grade 
8 learners in a rural school in the Eastern Cape and to evaluate the effectiveness of these 
strategies for this context. An additional, but equally important goal was to gain insight into 
and to improve my teaching of reading comprehension skills. 
This chapter focuses on the teaching of comprehension strategies; some research into 
teaching reading comprehension in South Africa; learning outcomes and assessment 
standards as outlined in the National Curriculum Statement (NCS) Grades R-9 (2002). 
2.2 Reading comprehension 
2.2.1 What is reading comprehension? 
Reading comprehension is often referred to as "the essence of reading." It can be 
described as "understanding a text that is read, or the process of constructing 
meaning from a text" (National Reading Panel, 2000, p. 4-5). For comprehension to 
occur, words must be decoded and associated with their meanings in a reader's 
memory (Nel, Dreyer & Klopper, 2004). The Rand Report (cited in Israel & Duffy, 
2009), defines comprehension as "the process of simultaneously extracting and 
constructing meaning through interaction and involvement with written language" 
(p. 32). Hirsch (2003) describes comprehension as "the ability to understand and 
gain meaning from what has been read and being able to communicate the 
information to others" while Boakye and Southey (2008) define text comprehension 
as "a learner's capacity to construct new knowledge or information from written 
texts" (p. 8), something which develops from reading volume. 
Comprehension refers to the overall understanding process whereby meaning is 
constructed within sentence units, between adjacent sentences, and across larger 
units of text to the meaning of the text as a whole (Graves, Juel & Graves, 1998). 
Successful reading comprehension, according to Casanava (1988), depends not only 
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on readers' ability to access appropriate content and formal schemata, but also on 
their ability to monitor what they understand. Reading comprehension is effective if 
the reader: 
• is able to read for meaning 
• reads to remember content (Casanave, 1988, p. 283). 
Alexander and Fox (2004), as cited in Israel and Duffy (2009) state that comprehension "is 
a process that involves three elements: reader, text, and activity. It results from the 
interaction of a person (reader) engaged with linguistic materials (text) for a self-generated 
purpose (activity)" (p. 228). 
The reading process entails active, cognitive interaction between mind and text in order to 
interpret and comprehend the text. Reading comprehension is linked with a reader's prior 
knowledge that has been actively constructed and reconstructed as schema. Schema theory 
explains that "reading comprehension is an interactive process between the text and the 
reader's background knowledge and depends on the reader being able to relate information 
from the text to pre-existing background knowledge" (Bouazid & le Roux, p. 35). Each 
schema is connected to many other schemata in a complex mental network. As readers notice 
particular ideas or facts in a text, they match that information with background knowledge 
which enables them to construct a version of the text's meaning. When readers focus 
primarily on what they already know this is called 'top-down' processing (Mikulecky, 2008, 
p. 1-3). 
However, Abadzi (2008) highlights that reading starts with what we call 'bottom-up' 
processing: tracking and interpreting individual letters in print. The brain isolates enough of 
the individual letters, in order for learners to understand the text (p. 586), and more so, 
reading requires practice to achieve automaticity and fluency as a necessary foundation for 
comprehension (p. 589). Eskey (1988) claims that in the bottom-up reading process, the 
reader decodes, letter-by-letter, word-by-word the written symbols in the text and then 
reassembles the pieces to form meaning (p. 93-100). 
Israel and Duffy (2009, citing Au & Kaomea) claim that "reading comprehension relies on 
decoding skills (reading words accurately and fluently), plus knowledge in several domains 
(vocabulary) plus cognitive processing capacities (memory)" (p. 610), for, as Bouwer and 
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Jordaan (2005) argue that understanding of a passage does not depend only on understanding 
the sum of the meanings of the words which constitute the text, but on critically evaluating 
the flow of the text and self-monitoring one's level of understanding. 
Reading does not simply imply a decoding of sound and letters but rather refers to the ability 
to make meaning of a text as well as to be able to offer a critique of the text. This is 
sometimes referred to as critical reading or critical language awareness (Janks, 2001). 
Bouadzi and le Roux (2010, p. 43) state that comprehension needs critical thinking; a reader 
needs to be actively involved and constructively engaged in the process of focused reading, 
continually negotiating what he or she knows with what he or she is trying to understand. 
This involves interpretive skills; the ability to perceive the author's intention, awareness of 
the theme and the use of language to create specific effects. These interpretive skills refer to a 
reader's ability to read between the lines (Graves, Juel & Graves, 1998). 
Reading comprehension can be affected by world knowledge, with many demonstrations that 
readers who possess rich prior knowledge about the topic of a text often understand it better 
than classmates with little prior knowledge (Pressley, 2000). Mikulecky, (2008, p. 1) states 
that: 
When a reader reads a text, the textual information activates prior knowledge, and 
the prior knowledge, in turn activates expectations about what is in the text. This 
primarily unconscious, interactive process continues until the reader is satisfied with 
the match between text and prior knowledge, and thus comprehension occurs. 
Researchers at Potchefstroom University indicate a bleak picture with regard to the reading 
comprehension levels of our learners. Reading is the skill upon which success in every 
academic area is based (Nel, et al., 2004). Navsaria, Pascoe and Kathard (2011) identify the 
inability of many South African learners to read critically and with comprehension as 
possibly the single greatest educational problem teachers confront, even in tertiary education. 
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2.2.2 The role of language proficiency in reading 
Second language proficiency is the ability to speak or perform in an acquired language. 
Pretorius and Mampuru (2007) claim that language is the key to reading comprehension. In 
order to read a text and understand what one is reading, one has to know the language. 
Research reveals that many learners from disadvantaged schools can decode English texts 
fluently, but have very poor understanding of what they have read (Pretorius & Machet, 
2004, p. 47). This suggests that being able to read in one's additional language is more than 
just being able to recognize letters and decode words but is the ability to construct meaning 
from the written word and be familiar with various forms of written texts. 
Many learners, more especially those in rural areas, experience difficulty in learning through 
English as an additional language. Because of the context in which they are living and 
learning, many rural learners have limited English proficiency; as a result, they do not 
understand easily or make meaning of English text. Neither do learners have a good literacy 
foundation in their home language, especially those in the Eastern Cape. In the assessment 
administered by PIRLS (2006) to Grade 4 learners in all 11 official languages in South 
Africa, IsiXhosa and isiNdebele speaking learners achieved the lowest average scores (van 
Staden & Howie, 2008, p. 5). Also the PIRLS 2006 results indicated that South African 
learners were struggling to develop the reading literacy competencies needed to make a 
successful transition to using reading as a tool for learning (p. 217). 
Learners need more exposure to extensive reading in order to acquire more vocabulary that 
will develop their language proficiency. The vocabulary that learners would be able to 
acquire in this way, would also help them to read a text with understanding (Krashen, 1981; 
Waring & Nation, 2004). Cummins (1981) recommends the early and gradual introduction to 
English in primary schools in order to allow the learner sufficient time to acquire Cognitive 
Academic Language Proficiency (CALP), which is needed to master the upper primary and 
secondary syllabus (pp. 16-29). 
According to Krashen (1996), in order for second language learners to gain proficiency in the 
second language, they should acquire it rather than be taught. He feels that language should 
not be taught directly in primary school classrooms and believes that speech will emerge 
when the acquirer has received and accessed enough comprehensible input (p. 100). 
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It is argued that all languages develop through use and the more one uses a language, the 
more likely it is to develop (Pluddemann, 2002, p. 55). Learners in rural areas of South 
Africa need exposure to English language in order for them to understand the additional 
language. Such disadvantaged learners who lack exposure to English in their communities 
and in their schools, learn all their subjects in a language they do not understand - as a result, 
the Eastern Cape has a high failure rate in public tests and examinations. Pretorius and 
Machet (2003) state that reading is a core skill at school and all academic achievement 
depends to a lesser or greater extent on reading literacy. 
2.2.3 Reading in an additional language 
The National Curriculum Statement (NCS) Grade R - 9 (2002) states that learners should 
learn at least one additional language (p. 4). Most schools in South Africa have adopted 
English as the first additional language and in African schools it is used as the LoLT from 
Grade 4 onwards, not considering the challenges of learning through the medium of an 
additional language. According to Lathy (2006), when the government decided that black 
learners were to begin their schooling in their mother tongue and then transfer to learning in 
English in Grade 4, no specific plan had been developed by the Department of Education as 
to how this transition was to be successfully achieved. 
Many black learners experience severe difficulties in the classroom, and teachers who are 
themselves not fluent in English are at a loss to provide appropriate assistance. However, the 
LoLT remains English, resulting in many learners learning in a foreign language, i.e. a 
language that is not their home language and which is often unknown to them as they have 
little exposure to English outside school. This situation has created numerous teaching and 
learning challenges contributing to low achievement (Navsaria, et al. 2011). 
Donald et al., (1997, p. 57) as cited in Ngwenya (2003), highlights that before the change of 
government in South Africa in 1994, the policy that applied to all speakers of languages other 
than English and Afrikaans was that, beyond the first four years of school (i.e. in Standard 3 
which is now Grade 5) the medium of instruction had to shift to one 'official' language, at 
that time either English or Afrikaans. In practice, this meant that the majority of children had 
to learn through a language other than their first language (i.e. the language in which they are 
most competent and in which they feel most comfortable). The fact is that most learners in 
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the rural areas are neither comfortable nor competent in English. Moreover, Eskey warns that 
teachers 'must not lose sight of the fact that language is a major problem in second language 
reading' (1988, p. 97). 
According to Heugh (2006), the majority of learners, especially in poor socio-economic 
communities where literacy levels are low, require at least six years of quality learning and 
teaching of a second language before they are ready to use the language as a LoLT; therefore 
English should not become the LoLT until grade 7. However, currently black South African 
children use English as their LoLT from the beginning of the Intermediate Phase (i.e. Grade 
4). It is important that learners enter the Intermediate Phase with solid foundation skills that 
have initiated the development of reading and writing. Not only do these learners need to 
acquire Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills (BICS), they also need to develop CALP, 
which will help them to develop interpretive skills (Cummins, 2008). 
Second language readers' mental schemata are based on their first language and cultural 
background. This means that what second language readers encounter in text and how they 
interpret it will vary due to differing expectations about language structure and cultural 
attitudes towards literacy (Mikulecky, 2008). 
The NCS (2002) states that learners are able to transfer the literacies they have acquired in 
their home language to their first additional language. However Coetzee (2008, citing 
Langhan, 1996) maintains that African languages have to be developed to become a vehicle 
of meaningful learning for their speakers, thus making additional languages supplementary in 
the learning process. There is "limited material available in isiXhosa to facilitate the 
development of the home language" (Lemmer, 1996, p. 228). However, if learners are ill-
equipped in their home language (in the case of this research, isiXhosa) little can be achieved 
in developing and promoting English in our schools (Coetzee, 2008). 
A child who has not yet developed CALP through reading and writing in the LI, who is 
placed in a language immersion situation where he/she is expected to use the second language 
exclusively, will suffer deficits both in LI and L2. L2 will suffer as it cannot develop 
adequately due to the fact that LI has not yet reached the stage of decontextualisation 
(Cummins, 1999). Research has provided evidence that "black children in South Africa fail to 
master English reading because they have not mastered basic reading skills in their own 
languages" (Pretorius, 2000, p. 35). The Molteno Project under the directorship of Professor 
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Len Lanham, found that black children were failing to master English reading as they had not 
acquired basic reading skills in their first language (Lathy, 2006, citing Kingwill, 1998). 
Cognitive development is more successfully achieved when a person's mother tongue is used 
as a language of learning. Without sound cognitive skills, learners struggle to make sufficient 
academic progress in the additional language. The learners in this study have isiXhosa as 
their home language and stay in communities and are part of families where isiXhosa is the 
predominant medium of communication. They are however expected to learn through and be 
taught in the medium of English, when most of them only interact with the language in the 
classroom. This results in these learners seldom being able to master the LoLT, English. In 
addition, learning in a language other than the home language poses a range of challenges and 
many learners experience difficulty at school (Cummins & Swain, 1986). Lathy (2006) 
highlights that the children's understanding and progress can be hampered by the fact that 
they may not be competent enough in the L2 for it to be an effective vehicle for learning. 
Having an additional language as the medium of teaching and learning may also encourage 
non-involvement of parents and worsens the fact that they cannot help their children with 
their schoolwork (Coetzee, 2008). 
2.3 Comprehension strategies 
2.3.1 What are comprehension strategies? 
According to Bouazid and le Roux (2010) a strategy is "a conscious procedure carried out 
with the purpose of solving a problem" (p. 44). Block and Pressley (2002) state that 
comprehension strategies are specific, learned procedures that foster active, competent, self-
regulated, and intentional reading, while Nel, et al. (2004) define comprehension strategies 
as 'planned and purposeful tools" that strategic readers use to draw meaning from text. They 
help readers to engage with the text and to monitor their comprehension (p. 96). The 
comprehension strategies which readers use indicate how they conceive a task, what textual 
cues they attend to, how they make sense of what they read, and what they do when they do 
not understand. Strategies reveal a reader's resources for understanding (Block, 1986, p. 
465). 
The goal of comprehension strategies is to enable learners to read independently. They are 
the conscious steps that readers use to make sense of the text (Caskey, 2008, p. 170). 
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Strategies such as monitoring comprehension, and asking/answering questions should be 
modelled to help students to become purposeful readers who are in control of their own 
reading comprehension (Adler, 2004, p. 1). Effective comprehension strategies can be 
accomplished through cooperative learning which involves students working together as 
partners or in small groups (Adler, 2004). Beck, McKeown, Hamilton and Kucan (1997) add 
that there are other common sets of strategies that can be used when reading for 
comprehension such as, summarizing what you have read; monitoring your reading to make 
sure it is still making sense; and analyzing the structure of the text. 
For learners to be able to extract meaning from texts, strategies such as identifying a purpose 
for reading; activating background knowledge; surveying; summarizing and synthesizing 
should be practised (The Centre for Cognitive Development, 1995, p. 1) 
In order for learners to be able to monitor their comprehension and understand what they 
read, they need the following strategies: to recognize text structure (whereby a learner will 
distinguish between main points and supporting details); integrate information; interpret the 
text; paraphrase; re-read and solve vocabulary problems (Block, 1986, pp. 473-4). Ribbens 
(2008) indicates six strategies that could help students' reading comprehension: making 
connections, inferring and predicting, questioning, visualizing, monitoring/clarifying, 
summarizing and evaluating (p. 110). For learners to be able to comprehend, they must learn 
"to make inferences, integrate information, utilize the text structure, and monitor their 
comprehension" (Israel and Duffy, 2009, p. 39). In my situation, some of my learners still 
struggle to read, they cannot decode and it is difficult for them to make meaning of the text. 
2.3.2 Strategies selected as suitable for grade 8 learners 
Israel and Duffy (2009) claim that a teacher can narrow down the teaching of strategies for 
the benefit of the learners. Among the many strategies for reading comprehension researchers 
have identified, I chose to focus on three: surveying (skimming and scanning), strategies for 
making sense of vocabulary (e.g. using a dictionary) and summarizing. As an English 
teacher, I chose these because I see them as the basics for learners in a rural school, and the 
ones most likely to empower my learners to learn independently. Rather than confusing 
them with many strategies, I thought these three would be beneficial as a starting point. 
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The learners can improve their comprehension of texts if they are taught strategies such as the 
ones described above, which they can later on apply (Franzen & Allington, 2011, p. 220). 
These are strategies generally related to higher order skills. Cummins (2000) claims that it is 
the language associated with higher order thinking skills such as evaluating, predicting or 
classifying that relate to learning and are required for academic tasks across the curriculum. 
2.3.2.1 Surveying (skimming and scanning) 
Before one reads a passage in detail, one needs to survey it to get a general idea of what is in 
it. One of the most important ways of surveying is scanning, which according to Day (1993) 
is a skill for all learners when they need access to the details in a text. Day maintains that 
scanning involves moving your eyes quickly down the text seeking for specific words and 
key ideas. It is used to locate specific information quickly, searching for key words and 
phrases that are likely to indicate the information a learner is seeking, rather than looking at 
each word in a text. When scanning, learners look through a text for particular pieces of 
information, paying close attention to those sections where they expect to find the required 
information and looking out for words that relate to it (p. 127-136). 
The key words and ideas might help a learner to understand and remember what he/she was 
reading about. Those key words are useful in locating information which a learner has to 
remember completely and precisely. Scanning involves finding and recognizing chunks in a 
text. It trains a learner to look for clues and to realise that words in a text are recognisable and 
accessible. Scanning might also be used when looking for reviewing information (Day, 1993, 
p. 137-143). 
Once the learner has scanned the text, then he/she can skim it, skimming is one of the 
important ways of surveying. 
Nuttall (1996) writes: 
Skimming is glancing rapidly through a text to determine its gist. It enables the reader 
to select texts, or parts of texts that are worth spending time on. Reading the 
beginning and the end of paragraphs where information is often summarized gives the 
reader an idea of what the text is about i.e. getting an overview of the main points (p. 
49). 
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Skimming is an important technique that needs to be taught to learners, as it gives them 
insight into what is happening in the text without reading it in detail. It helps making them 
aware of what is important in the text. The Centre for Cognitive Development (1995, p. 3) 
suggests that when skimming a learner should: 
• Look at the title and sub headings. 
• Look at the illustrations and their captions. 
• Look at any words which are written in bold, italics or capitals. 
• Quickly read the first and the last paragraphs of the passage, as authors often 
summarize the ideas in these paragraphs. 
• Quickly read the first sentence of each paragraph, as this sentence will often 
contain the main idea of the paragraph. 
Skimming helps learners to get the gist of the passage, to think about it and develop questions 
about it. Surveying a text guides learners in developing insight into it, helping to make them 
better readers, and therefore improving their comprehension and thus their academic 
achievement. 
2.3.2.2 Vocabulary skills 
A large vocabulary is attained mainly through reading, in other words, the more exposure 
learners have to written texts whether at home, through self-selected reading, or at school, the 
more vocabulary is acquired. Nation (1994) claims that among the strategies of reading 
comprehension, vocabulary development is one of the most important. "The training of 
knowledge of word meanings can be seen as critical for reading comprehension" (Israel & 
Duffy, 2009, p. 39). 
Vocabulary knowledge is the core skill possessed by successful fluent readers that enables 
them to read faster and better with much greater comprehension along with much improved 
recall (Spadorcia, 2001). Citing Mezynski (1983), Israel and Duffy (2009), suggest that 
comprehension of text "is a function of a reader's ability to efficiently locate and access word 
meanings when reading, and the more quickly a reader can access semantic meanings the 
deeper the text comprehension" (p. 325). 
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Learners need to know 90% of vocabulary in a text they read in order to understand it 
(Nation, 1994). Similarly, Hirsch (2003) states that vocabulary experts agree that adequate 
reading comprehension depends on a person knowing between 90 - 95 % of words in a text. 
Knowing that percentage of words allows the reader to get the main idea of what is being said 
and therefore guess correctly what the unfamiliar words probably mean (p. 6). Guessing a 
meaning for a word from context clues is the most useful of all the strategies, but it is only 
possible if the reader understands the text as a whole (Ribbens, 2008). 
Also Nation (1994) maintains there are various strategies to cope with unknown vocabulary 
such as 'guessing and using a dictionary' (p. 173). If learners acquire these skills, it allows 
them to be independent of a teacher and to be prepared to tackle new, unseen texts. 
Sometimes the meanings of words are guessed from the context, but for this to happen 
effectively the text must be largely understood (Horst, Cobb & Meara, 1998). For learners to 
be able to guess a meaning, they need more word-knowledge so that learners could be in 
control of the text. Guessing requires a lot of practice over several weeks so that learners can 
use it without causing a major interruption to their reading (Nation, 1994). 
Dictionary skills should be taught to help learners understand the meaning of unknown words 
and gain insight into what they read. A teacher should model how to use a dictionary to 
learners while in lower grades. They have to know that a dictionary is an important tool when 
learning. Learners have to learn how to find the meaning of a word from the dictionary. Apart 
from just getting to know the meaning of a word from the dictionary, a teacher should model 
how to look for the meaning that fits well within the context of the text. A teacher should 
illustrate the correct way to look for the meaning of a word from the dictionary, checking 
thoroughly for the meaning which is appropriate within the context of the passage (Israel & 
Duffy, 2009). 
However, dictionaries contain a great deal of other information that learners can use in order 
to use vocabulary effectively (Nation, 1994). The more one's vocabulary grows, the more one 
reads with understanding and the gateway to learning is opened. The best way of improving 
vocabulary is to use a dictionary regularly. The NCS (2002) stresses the point that learners 
should use dictionaries and a simple thesaurus to understand their texts (p. 101). Carter and 
McCarthy (1988) argue that dictionary use 'is a valid activity for foreign learners of English, 
both as an aid to comprehension and production' (p. 11).  
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There seems to be a relationship between knowledge of vocabulary and reading 
comprehension (Cunningham & Stanovich, 1998). As learners' vocabulary grows, so their 
ability to comprehend what they read grows also. The size of learners' vocabulary plays a 
crucial role in reading comprehension (Pressley, 2000). 
Vocabulary acquisition is therefore likely to be useful in enhancing students' ability to 
comprehend texts. According to the NCS, a learner in Grade 8 should be able to demonstrate 
a reading vocabulary of between 5000 and 6500 common words (NCS, 2002, p. 101). 
2.3.2.3 Summarizing 
A summary is defined in the Oxford dictionary (2010) as "a short statement that gives only 
the main points of a passage, not the details" (p. 1494). Summarizing requires students to 
determine what is important in what they read and put it more briefly in their own words. It 
involves generating multiple main ideas from across the text and skilfully combining those 
ideas with important supporting information. 
The Centre for Cognitive Development (1995) claims that before summarizing, readers 
should make sure that they have read the text in detail and understand its main ideas and how 
they are connected to each other. Writing a summary involves taking notes of important facts. 
In each paragraph of the text to be summarized, there are details that explain and support the 
main idea; a reader is expected to be aware of those details from the passage. The use of a 
strategy like summarizing after each paragraph has come to be seen as effective strategy for 
building students' comprehension (Palinscar & Brown, 1984). 
In order for learners to cope with summarizing, a teacher should give clear instructions that 
will enable learners to know what is expected from them. Adler (2004) agrees that clear 
instructions in summarizing help students. Learners should be given instructions like: 
• Identify or generate main ideas. 
• Connect the main or central ideas. 
• Eliminate unnecessary information. 
Summarizing a passage keeps a learner focused, interacting with the text and developing 
critical thinking. According to the NCS, “learners should develop thinking and reasoning, as 
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well as access, process and use information for learning. Learners should be able to take 
notes and organize points” (NCS, 2002, p. 107). Summarizing enables learners to work 
independently even in other learning areas. 
(The Barrett Taxonomy, n.d.) also states that when summarizing the learner has to organize 
ideas or information to produce a desired thought. The learner should learn to recollect facts 
from memory (i.e. what was learnt from the passage and to know facts in sequential order). 
The facts may be condensed using direct statements or paraphrases. For example, learners 
can be asked the following questions: 
• What has happened up to this point? 
• What is the passage about? (use your own words) 
The learner at this juncture is expected to provide the main ideas in the passage. As I have 
indicated earlier on, reading is an interactive process in which the reader constructs meaning 
with the text; therefore, our learners need to be helped to learn to engage with the text. This 
means moving beyond a literal understanding of a text, and allowing our learners to use their 
own knowledge while reading. It may be a challenge for our learners at the beginning to 
create their own understanding; however, as they become accustomed to reading and 
summarizing, improvement in selecting facts in a text will be attained. Thus summarizing 
develops their CALP. 
2.4 Teaching comprehension 
2.4.1 Teaching surveying (skimming and scanning) 
As indicated in section 2.3.2.1 above learners’ reading comprehension can be improved by 
teaching them how to skim and scan. The goal of skimming is to identify the main points, 
therefore teaching the strategy will enable the learners to focus on important ideas in a 
passage. The learners should be trained to identify the major themes throughout the passage. 
Also the teacher must train the students to look for key words when scanning a text and 
that will help them in reading fast and activating the mind (Grellet, 1982). 
When teaching skimming and scanning, a teacher should read through the text with the 
learners to give them a general understanding of it and model the use of skimming and 
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scanning; and deliberately guide students' application of learning in text (McGill - 
Allington, 2011, p. 266). For example, a teacher can give learners a text and use guiding 
questions for learners to identify key words or main ideas in a text. Also when teaching 
vocabulary knowledge using a dictionary, learners are looking for specific words, and in that 
process of checking words, they use mostly scanning. The teachers should encourage students 
to use these strategies and more practice should be done more especially when they read their 
textbooks. When students are thoroughly taught the strategies, they will soon realize that 
every word does not need to be read and fully understood and they will no longer be bound 
by the text (Grellet, 1982). 
A teacher can take advantage of media "fads" to bring articles of high interest into class and 
point out how useful it is to know about something before reading. Also, the use of a 
telephone directory and a page of classified advertisements when teaching scanning could 
bring the essence of scanning to light. Learners should know that scanning is used when you 
look for something familiar like checking a cell number from a cell phone. (Day, 1993, p. 
126). 
Skimming and scanning prepare learners to recognize key concepts and sentences in a text. 
These strategies increase their vocabulary and reading speed. Day (1993) highlights that 
skimming and scanning help learners to find and recognize chunks of text and promote recall. 
2.4.2 Teaching vocabulary 
A teacher should come up with various methods of teaching vocabulary that will generate 
curiosity and interest in learners to expand their vocabulary, for example, using a dictionary 
and keeping vocabulary notebooks. 
The use of dictionaries should be part of the lessons throughout the year and not be taught in 
isolation in a block. Additionally, using a dictionary is a skill which needs to be taught 
gradually with scaffolded practice (Wright, 1998). A teacher should illustrate to the learner 
the correct way to look for the meaning of a word from the dictionary, checking thoroughly 
the meaning which fits well within the context of the text. When students are taught 
vocabulary in a thorough fashion, their comprehension of what they read improves (Pressley, 
2000). 
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McKenzie (1990) used dictionary work extensively with his class. He taught his learners the 
following process to compile a word list: 
• The learners wrote a sentence on an index card and underlined the difficult 
words. 
• Underneath each word they wrote a meaning which they guessed from the 
context of the sentences. 
• On the back they wrote the dictionary definition, part of speech and any 
synonyms which could fit in the context. 
Modelling and scaffolding learners on how to use a dictionary may help them to participate 
actively in any given activity that requires searching for the meaning of words in a dictionary 
and work independently at some stage. A teacher should advise learners to buy dictionaries 
that are suitable for their level so that they quickly understand the meaning of words. Murray 
(2009) stresses the importance of choosing a dictionary at the appropriate level for additional 
language learners, for example, the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, the 
Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary or the Cambridge Advanced Learners Dictionary. 
However, for Grade 8 learners struggling with reading comprehension, the Longman South 
African School Dictionary may be more useful (http://www.mml.co.za/longman/ 
Longmanschool.htm). 
Citing Scott et al., (2008), Wells (2010) states that using a dictionary is a well established 
method for learning new words and a strategy which can benefit learners in all subjects, 
providing positive learning opportunities including the possibility of looking up problematic 
words without interrupting the lesson (p. 25). 
When teaching vocabulary development using a dictionary, a teacher may at some stage 
select a text with some unknown words that will challenge the thinking of learners and 
expand their vocabulary. The teacher's task is to know at what level to extend the learners' 
existing knowledge and how best to do this. Applying Krashen's theory of Comprehensible 
input + 1 (Krashen, 1981) would be relevant. The learners should be able to understand the 
major part of the text but be challenged to add to their knowledge with a certain number of 
new words (Wells, 2010, p. 25). 
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The learners should be encouraged by the teacher to have vocabulary notebooks where they 
write new words, define them and use them in sentences. By so doing learners would compile 
their own dictionaries or glossaries. The teacher could also introduce vocabulary cards where 
learners in pairs could ask one another the meaning of words. Also crosswords and scrambled 
words help word retention. Research indicates that there is a relationship between teaching 
vocabulary and improving comprehension (Nel, et al., 2004). 
In rural schools, more practice in developing vocabulary skills is needed in order to improve 
learners' reading comprehension. 
2.4.3 Teaching summarizing 
Guthrie, Wigfield and Perencevich (2004) state that summarizing refers "to forming an 
accurate, abstract representation of text after reading it all" (p. 15); it is then the duty of a 
teacher to model appropriate techniques that will help learners to quickly understand how to 
come up with accurate facts when summarizing. Learners should be taught thoroughly how to 
locate keywords and key ideas in a text. If learners are well trained, they will gain confidence 
in working on their own. Teachers should model and explain comprehension strategies, have 
students practice such strategies with teacher support, and also let students know that they are 
expected to continue using the strategies on their own. It is critical that teachers help their 
students create meaning from the texts they read (Pressley, 2000). 
When teaching a summary, the teacher has to make a careful selection of a text whereby 
learners can easily relate to it, more especially second language learners (Guthrie et al., 2004, 
p. 15). When students are first learning a comprehension strategy, they should encounter 
texts that do not make heavy demands in other respects, such as background knowledge and 
vocabulary load (Duke & Pearson, 2002). 
According to Duke and Pearson (2002), when teaching how to write a summary, a teacher 
can use a rule governed approach where students are taught to follow a set of step-by-step 
procedures: 
• Rule 1: Delete unnecessary material 
• Rule 2: Delete redundant material 
• Rule 3: Compose a word to replace a list of items 
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Through teacher modeling, group practice, and individual practice, students can learn to 
apply these rules to create brief summaries of text (Duke & Pearson, 2002, p. 12). 
When giving learners a text, a teacher can use guiding questions that will lead and help 
learners to get the information required in each paragraph. A teacher can train learners to 
summarize using different organizers such as, mind maps and flow charts to identify key 
points and ideas in a text, which will help the learners to understand what they read. A 
teacher can also introduce the learners to tabulating, so that they can use the skill even when 
studying other learning areas like history. Mills (1987) says that when teaching summarizing, 
learners can work in pairs. They both read the text. Each writes down the main ideas; they 
read those ideas to each other and discuss them (p. 94). 
2.5 Teaching reading strategies 
Teachers have a significant role to play in helping students overcome barriers to 
understanding and interpreting the text. Teachers should teach skills and strategies clearly 
and directly to learners (Bouazid & le Roux, 2010). Strategies must be taught directly and 
intensively with the ultimate goal that learners are able to use the trained strategies 
autonomously, skilfully and appropriately (Klapwijk & Du Toit, 2009, p. 80). Franzen and 
Allington (2011) claim that teachers should teach strategies clearly and directly and model 
them. 
Teachers must model the use and guide students' application of the strategies when reading 
the text. Therefore teacher modelling plays a crucial role in enhancing reading 
comprehension strategies. A teacher is there to support learners until they improve their 
reading comprehension (Bouazid & le Roux, 2010). Furthermore, a teacher can create a 
collaborative learning environment which fosters the development and exploration of ideas, 
and improves students' background knowledge relevant to the text being studied (Pressley, 
2000). 
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2.6 Importance of scaffolding 
Scaffolding is a metaphor to describe the type of assistance offered by the teacher or peer to 
support learning. In the process of scaffolding the teacher helps the learner master a task or a 
concept that he or she is initially unable to grasp independently. As the learner masters the 
task, the teacher begins the gradual removal of scaffolding which allows the learner to work 
independently. 
When learners are scaffolded in any task with the appropriate level of support, they gradually 
develop control of their own work and perform the tasks independently (Lipscomb, Swanson 
& West, 2004). McGill-Franzen and Allington (2011) suggest two types of scaffolding. The 
first is a careful sequencing of skills so that concepts and skills build gradually upon a strong, 
coherent foundation. Secondly, it must be an on-going teacher-learner dialogue that 
demonstrates directly to the learner the kind of processing or thinking that must be done in 
order to accomplish a particular task successfully (p. 266). Therefore, a teacher's support will 
enable a learner to solve a problem that he or she would not otherwise be able to solve 
independently. In relation to scaffolding reading strategies, Armbruster, Lehr and Osborn 
(2003, p. 53) claim that teachers should tell readers why and when they should use strategies, 
what strategies to use, and how to apply them. 
2.7 The NCS with regard to vocabulary development using a dictionary, surveying and 
summarizing 
The curriculum frames what must be taught. The South African curriculum uses learning 
outcomes to give specific focus to particular kinds of knowledge and skills, and to make them 
clear and understandable. Vocabulary development, surveying and summarizing are included 
in the assessment standards to be used to organize teaching and evaluate learning outcomes. 
The NCS Grades R-9 (2002) for English additional language learners stresses the need for 
learners to know the meaning of words and how to use them in order to become competent in 
their additional language and to develop critical thinking from grade 7 upwards. The 
curriculum mentions the use of dictionaries and a simple thesaurus for development of 
vocabulary which is needed in rural schools to aid learners with their limited vocabulary. 
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The curriculum provides strong support for those learners who will use their First Additional 
Language as the LoLT. By the end of grade 9, these learners should be able to use their home 
language and first additional language effectively and with confidence for a variety of 
purposes, including learning (2002, p. 4). 
The relevant assessment standards for my study are: 
Learning Outcome 3: Read and Viewing 
• Summarizes information (p. 99). 
• Distinguishes main points from supporting detail (p. 97) 
Learning Outcome 3: Read and Viewing 
• Shows some understanding of how reference books work: 
• Shows knowledge in the use of content page and index to find information and 
uses dictionary and simple thesaurus (p. 101). 
Learning Outcome 3: Reading and viewing 
• Demonstrates an understanding of between 5000 and 6500 common words in 
grade 8, and   learners who will study other Learning Areas through their 
additional language should aim for 6500 words (p. 101). 
2.8 Research on teaching reading comprehension in South Africa 
Teaching reading comprehension in South Africa has many challenges that have hampered 
the interest and development of reading in learners. Klapwijk and Van der Walt (2011) argue 
that “while ample attention is paid to the professional development of teachers for teaching 
reading in South Africa, little attention is paid to the professional development of 
comprehension instruction. As a result, it seems little, if any, formal comprehension 
instruction exist in schools, and teachers claim that they are not aware of existing 
comprehension instructional frameworks for teaching” (p.3). 
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As a result, many English additional language (AL) students have serious reading 
comprehension problems, which means that they have ineffective and limited access to the 
rich sources of knowledge provided by print-based materials in the learning context 
(Ngwenya, 2003). 
Many rural learners do not receive sufficient opportunities to practice reading and writing at 
school. They need to be given more texts to improve their vocabulary and reading 
with understanding. Mostly learners are given worksheets where they are required to fill in 
single words. Therefore learners do not have enough opportunity to develop academic 
literacy through practice due to limited resources (Navsaria, et al., 2011). 
The genre of the "comprehension exercise" in schools is said to be a prime inculcator of 
thoughtless and non-interactive reading practices. Graville (2001) has observed that doing a 
comprehension and answering the comprehension questions often count as reading and 
substitute for other types of reading activity, thus confusing the active process of 
comprehension. 
To resolve the situation, Klapwijk and Van der Walt (2011) state that training workshops for 
teachers would enable them to update and improve teaching strategies and empower them in 
their delivery of the curriculum in the present context. Teachers would also learn more about 
providing support to learners who are experiencing difficulties. Graville (2001) states that 
teachers need to be encouraged to teach comprehension strategies thereby increasing the 
possibilities of improved comprehension. 
Learners in disadvantaged areas should be taught strategies that would include repetition of 
what has been read and that may promote remembering the information more effectively, re-
reading certain parts of a text that could assist them in answering questions about the text and 
making notes to enhance text recall (Klapwijk & Nel, 2003). 
Fleisch (2008) claims that young children have received little systematic instruction in 
reading; and they read and write very little. Pressley (2002) argues that in South Africa, there 
is strong evidence that comprehension instruction does not occur in many classrooms (p. 11- 
27). 
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2.9 Conclusion 
This chapter presented the literature that supports my study. In it, I explored reading in an 
additional language, literature on reading comprehension and comprehension strategies, 
teaching of comprehension strategies, and the significance of modelling and scaffolding. I 
also reported on research on teaching reading comprehension in South Africa and the 
requirements of the curriculum. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
METHODOLOGY  
 3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter presents the research design and procedures. It reminds the reader about my 
research goals and research questions. It explains action research as a method and its 
suitability for this research project. It covers the procedures involved in sampling; the 
construction of a series of lessons on comprehension strategies; methods of data collection; 
data analysis; issues related to validity and ethics; and the limitations of the research. 
3.2 The research goals and research questions 
Hammersley (1992 as cited in Maxwell 2005, p 15) points out that "your goals shape the 
descriptions, interpretations, and theories you create in your research" (p. 15). This study is 
guided by the following goals: 
• To develop a series of lessons to teach comprehension strategies and to 
evaluate their effectiveness. 
• To gain insight into and to improve my teaching of reading comprehension 
skills. 
In order to achieve these goals, I framed the following research questions: 
• How successful were the lessons in developing learners' reading strategies and 
improving their   reading comprehension? 
• What aspects of the lessons were successful/ unsuccessful? How can this be 
explained? 
• What aspects of my teaching could be improved? 
3.3 Action research 
Ferrance (2000) states that action research is a real and immediate action taking place with 
possible solutions while the research is being undertaken. A researcher works through cycles 
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of intervention, taking note of the issue as it unfolds and seeing how the situation can be 
improved (McNiff, 2000) 
The main purpose of this research was to look critically at my teaching, reflecting on each 
lesson designed to develop comprehension strategies and evaluating its effectiveness for the 
learners. 
3.3.1 Action research and its suitability for this research 
Mertler (2009) states that action research allows teachers to study their own classrooms, their 
own instructional methods, their own students and their own assessments in order to better 
understand their teaching and to be able to improve its quality or effectiveness. This research 
method is suitable for a teacher in the classroom as it implies being hands-on, and being 
involved in the teaching and learning situation. It focuses critically on a particular problem 
being encountered in the teacher's own situation. I realised that in our school we have a 
problem of Grade 8 learners who read English texts without understanding. As action 
research is about self-development, I chose it to evaluate my teaching methods and also to 
gain insight into how to deal with Grade 8 learners' problems with reading comprehension. 
Action research focuses on a teacher recognising a problem that needs attention. I was aware 
that I had a problem in my teaching of reading comprehension skills. I needed more 
information on strategies to use when teaching English texts in order to help my learners, as 
well as to empower myself as an English teacher. Teaching comprehension strategies was 
one of the components I had neglected. The NCS Grades R-9 points out that learners should 
demonstrate various reading and viewing strategies for comprehension. For example, they 
should use strategies in order to access information. I knew from the NCS what strategies the 
learners need to acquire, but I did not know how to teach them. I therefore formulated 
research goals and questions that revolved around the problem of teaching strategies of 
reading comprehension that could help the learners to understand English texts. 
Elliot (1991) states that a necessary precondition of action research is the need to initiate 
change by the teacher. Through inquiry and reflection, a teacher could investigate an area of  
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concern needing some sort of intervention. I hoped to fulfil this by developing and 
implementing a response to the curriculum through my own experience in teaching. 
The action research approach is suitable for study as it provides an opportunity for a teacher 
to review her practices and reflect on her work. Ferrance (2000) states that action research is 
a "reflective approach" (p. 1). This method also had the potential to help me to better 
understand my learners and more importantly to improve the quality of their reading 
comprehension. This implied that I should constantly interrogate and review my teaching 
approach and record my reflections. 
McNiff and Whitehead (2006) highlight that action research "allows teachers to investigate 
their own work; to systematically monitor what they do and find ways of making judgments 
about their work. Its purpose is to empower the teacher" (p. 2). McNiff (2002) views action 
research as a practical way of looking at your own work to check whether it is as you would 
like it to be. It is also called a self-reflective practice since it involves you thinking about and 
reflecting on your own work (p. 5). Since I was interested in improving my teaching, 
checking my own work and reflecting on it, this gave me a chance to develop my knowledge 
and improve my practice, as action research is about gaining personal understanding and self 
improvement in a professional sense. 
Hopkins (2008) prefers the term "classroom research" as he points out that teachers are 
constantly researching their classroom methods which could be helpful to themselves and 
their colleagues if analysed as a formal piece of research. Teacher's research need not focus 
on a specific problem but may be to better understand the teaching situation and to see if 
there is room for improvement in an interesting and relevant context to fit in with the 
required teaching and learning of the school. Constantly looking at one's own classroom 
teaching to see what works and what does not work is a practical way to look for 
improvement (McNiff, 2002). 
McNiff (2002) states that action research functions in cycles or spirals as follows: identify an 
area of practice to be investigated; imagine a solution; implement the solution; evaluate the 
solution; and change practice in the light of the evaluation. Koshy (2010) says that action 
research will enable one to work flexibly, as it allows freedom to plan, act, evaluate and 
reflect (p.7). Schmuck (2009) says that action research entails a series of steps: 
•    identification of a problem, 
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 • planning the action, 
• implementing the action, 
• reflecting and evaluating the action, 
• planning a new cycle. 
I prepared the lessons conforming to Schmuck's cycles. As cycles build on each other, I 
planned my lessons to teach a different strategy in each cycle. This was done in the context of 
giving learners a comprehension passage and applying strategies taught. I assessed and 
improved my planning and teaching in each lesson as a result of conducting observations 
and reflections. 
The steps involved in my research were as follows: Step 
1: identify the problem 
• Identifying   learners'    inability   to   read   comprehension   passages   with 
understanding and the lack of knowledge in my teaching practice with regard 
to comprehension strategies. 
Step 2: Planning the action 
• A lesson unit on comprehension strategies was planned. 
Step 3: Implementing the action 
• researcher taught the lesson unit to learners in Grade 8. 
Step 4: Reflecting and Evaluating 
• The researcher, colleague and learners in their journals reflected on and 
evaluated the lesson unit taught. 
Step 5: Planning a new cycle 
• The reflection done by the researcher, colleague and learners influenced the 
planning of each subsequent lesson in the cycle. 
In my study, I planned six lessons that would spread over six weeks. Each lesson constituted 
a cycle. In the first cycle I noted the challenges I was faced with: for example, learners were 
unable to understand English texts because they lacked vocabulary thus causing them to have 
limited English. That led me to design worksheets that encouraged learners to practice the 
vocabulary development strategies and promote reasoning (see appendix 3a). The following 
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strategies were taught over the entire period of the research: 
• Vocabulary development (using a dictionary) 
• Surveying( skimming and scanning) 
• Summarizing (using point form  summary,  tables,  flow charts  and mind 
mapping). 
This approach is in line with the NCS (2002), which requires that strategies like summarizing 
be used for reading English texts in Grade 8. Also the NCS stresses the point that 
learners should use a dictionary and simple thesaurus to understand text (p. 101). 
Lessons were designed in the light of the evaluation of the previous cycle. This allowed me to 
be flexible; Koshy (2010) points out that action research allows flexibility as each cycle 
influences the next one. I planned the first lesson knowing what I wanted to achieve. Through 
observation and my reflection I had to change my approach to fit the situation of the class. In 
all the lessons conducted, the data from the participants had an impact on changing my 
methods of teaching. The flexibility of action research helped me in implementing the lesson 
and acting on the problem. Worksheets were used by the learners throughout the programme 
and they formed part of the data. 
The programme was designed to be carried out during the first term. One period of 50 
minutes was used to teach English comprehension strategies every week except on 
Wednesdays where the periods were 30 minutes. I reflected on each lesson in a diary/journal 
(see appendix 7b). Learners were also given 5 minutes before the end of the period to reflect 
on the lesson in their journals using simple guiding questions (e.g. Did you understand the 
lesson? What helped you to understand the comprehension?) (see Appendix 7a). Learners 
were given a choice to reflect either in isiXhosa or English. 
 
O'Leary (2004) says that action research calls for participation and collaboration between 
researchers, practitioners and other stakeholders (p. 139). In line with this, instead of                                                            
researching 'on' students I was conducting research 'with' them (Rodriquez, 2001) to build a 
collaborative partnership that was focused not only on learning new information, but also on 
transforming the existing situation (Rivet, et al., 2003:4).  
 
The learners and I worked collaboratively towards the same goal of improving their reading 
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comprehension. I made them aware that their reflections on the lesson would guide me in 
teaching them. Schmuck (2009) states that collaborative learning supports higher 
achievement and develops thinking skills (p.7). The NCS also encourages teachers to develop 
language skills; to give support to learners; to motivate and encourage them. The focus was 
not only on the learners, but also on how I taught them and the approaches I used in the 
classroom. 
 
Elliot (1991) points out that the process of working towards a practical solution to improve a 
situation, is of interest to the researcher and is as important as the product. My aim was to 
critically analyse my teaching of comprehension strategies and discover to what extent the 
learners had benefited. 
3.4 Research site and sampling 
My participants for the intervention were grade 8 learners in the school where I teach, which 
is situated in a rural area. The school made a suitable site for my research as I had access to 
the learners at any time. Also my programme suited them as they had a problem in 
understanding English texts and had limited exposure to English at school and in the 
community. I wanted to find out how effective the programme of teaching comprehension 
strategies in such a situation could be. Also I used a language teacher from my school to 
observe my teaching (the non-participant observer). 
 
The whole class participated in the intervention. I made use of purposive sampling to select 
those students who I would focus on for purposes of data collection (e.g. to interview); I 
selected 6 learners based on their abilities (2 strong learners; 2 average learners and 2 weak 
learners). Singleton, Straits, Straits and McAllister (1988) state that purposive sampling is 
entirely based on the judgment of the researcher, in that the sample is composed of elements 
that contain the most characteristics of typical attributes of the population. 
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3.5 Data collection 
McNiff (2002) states that action research cannot be based on opinions. Once the purpose and 
focus of the research has been identified, it is important to consider what data will be used to 
validate the research and how this can be obtained. Data collected in this research was related 
to the teaching of comprehension strategies that could improve Grade 8 learners' reading 
comprehension skills. To collect the data, I used the following: a colleague for non-
participant observation, a research diary/journal, worksheets completed by learners, learners' 
reflections at the end of each lesson, interviews with six learners which were tape recorded, 
and questionnaires. All the data collected has been stored in a file. 
3.5. 1 Non-participant observation 
McNiff (2002) states that a critical friend is someone whose opinion you value and who is 
able to critique your work and help you see it in a new light. A critical friend helps one to 
evaluate the quality of the research. Schmuck (2009) states that "observation is a means of 
attentively watching and systematically recording what is seen and heard" (p. 52). Murray-
Thomas (2003) defines observation as gathering information by means of watching and/or 
listening to events, then recording occurrences. Observations can be direct, where the 
researcher immediately sees or hears what is happening or they can be mediated, when the 
researcher hears/sees a reproduction of an earlier event. Observations can be directed by the 
questions the researcher is attempting to answer. Questions guiding the observer's attention 
can range from general to specific. 
The colleague was expected to be present in the classroom but not to take part in any activity, 
except keeping a watchful eye on what was happening. He had to base his observation on: 
• What the lesson was about 
• What the learners were doing 
• What the teacher was doing 
• What went well and what did not go well 
• What needed to be improved 
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3.5.2 Interviews 
I used interviews to collect data from the non-participant observer and the small group of six 
learners. Johnson and Christensen (2004) state that "an interview is an interpersonal 
encounter, where the interviewer has to establish rapport with the interviewee. The 
interviewer must also be impartial to the responses of the interviewee. The interviewer must 
try to limit biased research data by obtaining the trust of the interviewee(s) by explaining why 
the research is being done" (p. 178). Also Hopkins (2008) advises that during an interview the 
researcher should remain calm and neutral so that participants might understand that there is 
no right or wrong answer in the discussion. 
The interview questions were planned beforehand. The first questions were general with the 
purpose of establishing rapport between the participants and myself. I also wanted to know 
them better. The questions addressed issues of age and where the learners came from. Those 
questions were asked to put learners ease and familiarize learners with the environment so 
that it could be easy for the interview to take place. Further questions were based on the lesson 
units carried out in the classroom (i.e. strategies of reading comprehension). 
I used face to face interviews with my participants and semi-structured questions were used 
(see appendix 5 for the non-participant observer and appendix 4 for focus group). MacDowell 
(2001) states that the best place to interview people is where they feel comfortable and where 
there are good conditions for recording sound. It must be a place where people are familiar 
with the surroundings. The familiarity of the location puts an interviewee at ease. 
To provide a conducive environment, the school library was used as it is a place that is neatly 
arranged and learners can sit comfortably. I chose that environment in order to create a social 
relationship with my participants and communicate freely, as interviews should be relaxed 
and remain neutral. The learners were interviewed in isiXhosa although at times we mixed it 
with English. That was done in order for learners to feel free to express themselves. Also with 
my colleague I used both languages so as to get rich information and more clarity. 
When recording the interviews I used a tape recorder, which made it possible for the 
interview to move smoothly without any interruption. I had sufficient time and was able to 
listen carefully to each learner and ask more probing questions. When a learner spoke softly I 
had a chance of asking him/her to repeat what he/she said more loudly. The recorded 
interview gave me a chance to replay it. 
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Both interviews were transcribed and translated so that those who do not understand isiXhosa 
could have an opportunity to read and understand what happened (see appendix4b). 
3.5.3 Research diary/journal 
3.5.3.1 My personal journal 
McNiff and Whitehead (2006) say that "a personal journal acts as a record of events, and also 
a record of your thinking about those events. It can also act as a piece of evidence to show 
how actions and thinking change over time" (p. 107). 
I kept a personal journal (see appendix 7b) where I reflected and commented on what 
happened in the classroom. I reflected when learners were doing an activity; I moved among 
them and recorded what happened in each group. Both positive and negative actions and 
responses were taken into account during the lesson. I also wrote reflections about the lesson. 
The journal was a reminder of my observations made in each lesson and it was helpful in 
making me think about how I should approach the next lesson. My reflections gave me a 
better understanding of my teaching practices. 
3.5.3.2 Learners' journals 
Participants were asked to write their journal entries after each session. Williams and Wessel 
(2004) identify the purpose of reflective journals as being a tool to deepen students' 
understanding of experiences and to foster thinking skills that actively engage them in 
learning. Spalding and Wilson (2002) point out the following benefits of journaling: 
Journals serve as a permanent record of thoughts and experiences, providing a means 
of establishing and maintaining relationships with instructors, serving as an outlet for 
personal concerns and frustrations; and as an aid to internal dialogue (p. 1396). 
Learners wrote their journals during the last five minutes of the lesson. They were guided by 
the following questions: 
• How did they feel about their engagement in the activities? 
• What did they know as a result of the lesson? 
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I read the selected learners' journals (2 of the strong learners; 2 average and 2 of the weak 
learners) which had interesting information that was useful in my research. The learners' 
journals have been scanned and attached as appendices (see Appendix 7a). 
As learners were writing their comments in their journals, I believe that it was one way of 
serving as an outlet for their personal concerns. Their journals contributed a lot in 
accumulating data relating to the effectiveness of the intervention results. 
3.5.4 Worksheets 
Although all learners in Grade 8 used worksheets to do their activities, I used sampling to 
select evidence of their daily work. This demonstrated to what extent they could use the 
strategies they had been taught (see Appendix 3a). 
3.5.5 Questionnaire 
In order for me to get feedback about the lessons, I asked learners to fill in a questionnaire 
(see Appendix 6a). The questionnaire allowed the learners to comment on the lessons 
conducted whether positively or negatively. My aim was to get feedback that would help me 
to improve my teaching practice. 
3.6 Validity 
Maxwell (1992) points out that ensuring validity consists of the strategies to identify and try 
to rule out any threats to the validity of the study (p. 106). Cohen et al (2000) state that 
validity in qualitative research might be addressed through honesty, depth, richness and scope 
of the data obtained and the participants approached (p. 105). 
The utilization of various methods of gathering data was used to strengthen the evidence. 
Data was collected through my personal research journal, learners' journals, worksheets, 
interviews and questionnaires. This provided data in different forms from different 
perspectives. Patton (1980) said that "validity depends on how data is used by the researcher 
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and the participants to see whether changes in practice have occurred or whether there has 
been an improvement in practice" (p.484). 
 
The use of interviews and questionnaires with my participants (i.e. learners and a colleague) 
intensified the validity of my study as they aimed to elicit more detailed information and to 
balance the evidence. The interview transcripts were given to participants for validation 
before the information was used in the report, where learners pointed out mistakes that were 
rectified. Getting such a wealth of information from the participants, together with my honest 
reflection on my practice, contributed to the validity of my study. 
 
The participants were given a choice of the language they preferred during the interview and 
they preferred isiXhosa. This validated the data, as they were able to voice out their ideas 
freely. The data gathered was transcribed accurately and the learners' journals were typed 
(see Appendix 7a). Also the actual words of the participants were used. 
Since this study is a self-reflective practice that aimed at personal growth and development, 
my honest reflections from the beginning of the intervention to the end validated my study. 
3.7 Data analysis 
Data was analysed from the initial stages throughout the research process using the research 
journal, a colleague, worksheets, interviews and questionnaires. After gathering relevant 
information from various sources (as mentioned above) I repeatedly read them to identify the 
themes. Further, I also looked at unexpected input from learners and reported on this in data 
analysis and in my journal, as Koshy (2005) recommends that when analysing data it is 
important to examine unexpected outcomes and report them (p. 109). 
The analysis of the data was based on each lesson unit using the following questions: 
1. What went well and what did not go well? How can this be explained? 
2. How did learners feel about engaging in the activities? 
3. What was the learners' progress i.e. what did they know? 
4. In order to plan forward, what had I learnt from what happened? 
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These questions highlighted a true reflection of what happened in the classroom. They gave 
me a chance to critically analyse and evaluate my teaching practice and think constructively 
within the situation. 
3.8 Ethical issues 
As a researcher I have a responsibility to ensure that my research is ethical: that it is carried 
out with respect towards persons, respect towards democratic values and respect for the 
quality of educational research (Bassey, 1995; BERA, 2005). Also McNiff (2002) stated that 
ethical issues are addressed through negotiating access (for example, writing of a letter to the 
principal and the SGB), promising confidentiality, keeping good faith and assuring the right to 
information. 
During school opening in January 2011, I had a meeting with my principal informing him 
about the nature of my study and highlighted its purpose. He gave me permission to write a 
letter addressed to the principal and the SGB on which parents are represented. The 
SGB and the principal responded positively. Copies of letters requesting consent are 
attached as appendices to my thesis (appendix la and lb).  
I also informed the Grade 8 learners in the classroom what my research was about and 
explained to them that its purpose was to improve both their comprehension skills and my 
teaching practice. All learners were expected to participate as the research was conducted 
during school lesson times. I also wrote a letter to my principal asking for permission to 
conduct group interviews during study period. 
Ethical issues demanded that participants must be protected and respected. In all the 
permission letters to the principal and the SGB and during the interviews, the participants 
were informed that the name of the school, the name of the learners and the non-participant 
observer would be protected. Their names would not be revealed either in the thesis or at any 
time subsequently. I assured them of anonymity and confidentiality. 
I engaged myself in a social relationship with my participants in order to have open 
communication with them so that we could develop a relationship of partnership and trust. 
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3.9 Limitations 
The lack of training in proper skills on teaching comprehension strategies when I was a 
student teacher, was the limitation that the research sought to overcome. There was a total 
neglect of strategies for teaching comprehension on my part. The NCS introduced strategies 
but I was not trained how to teach those strategies. Although, I learned a substantial amount 
during the research, I still have more to learn. 
Also the lack of dictionaries among learners during the first part of the cycle posed a serious 
challenge during lesson presentation (this is reported in chapter 4). This challenge made me 
better understand the learning needs of the learners. 
I had a technical challenge in the transcription of interviews; some learners were inaudible, 
which resulted in omitting important data which could have been beneficial to the research. I 
had to interview the learners a second time so that I could hear their response. Because I was 
not able to video record classroom interaction during the lessons, I missed capturing the non-
verbal communication which could have given me a true reflection of the process of 
communication. 
3.10 Conclusion 
This chapter has provided the reader with the methodological choices made in this action 
research project. I explained action research and showed how appropriate it is for my 
professional development as a teacher. I described the tools I used for data collection which 
are: my research journal, the learners' journals, a colleague (as a non-participant), interviews 
that were tape recorded and questionnaires. I also discussed the sampling of learners for data 
collection purposes. The validity as well as ethical issues were discussed in this research. 
Lastly, the chapter showed the limitations of this research. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
DATA ANALYSIS 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents an analysis of data collected during the action research project. I also 
report on the outcomes of the programme, what they reveal about learners' ability to cope 
with the curriculum and the influence of the research on my teaching. 
I begin the chapter by providing an outline of the lessons; presenting the baseline test results 
and then discussing how this informed the intervention. 
4.2 Outline of lessons 
Table 1 
 
Lesson Focus of Lesson Activities in lesson Time    used 
   For 
   Activities 
Baseline assessment Comprehension   test   (25 *done by all learners 50 minutes 
 marks)   
Lesson 1 (Day 1 & 2) Vocabulary  development: *Opening (question & answers) 5 minutes 
 using dictionary to find the   
 meaning of words *Revision of dictionary  skills - using 20 minutes 
  copies of a dictionary page  
  *Worksheet:      identify      words      not  
  understood (See Appendix 3a) 20 minutes 
  Journal writing 5 minutes 
Lesson 1 (Day 3) Surveying   (skimming   & teaching skimming & scanning; where 20 minutes 
 scanning) to focus - e.g. first and last paragraph  
  *teacher modeled focusing on the title  
   25 minutes 
  *Worksheet: apply surveying, focus on  
  the   first   and   last   paragraph   (See  
  Appendix 3 a)  
   5 minutes 
  Journal writing  
Lesson 1 (Day 4) Summary writing *Teach steps on how to summarize 20 minutes 
  *Worksheet:     write     summary     (See 25 minutes 
  Appendix 3 a)  
   5 minutes 
  Journal writing  
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Lesson 2 (Dayl) 
(Repeated lesson 1) 
Vocabulary  development: 
using vocabulary  learned 
in lesson 1 
*Opening: Revision of dictionary skills 
*Read aloud the passage and explain 
phrases that are not clear 
*Worksheet: write simple sentence using 
vocabulary 
Journal writing 
5 minutes 20 
minutes 
20 minutes 5 
minutes 
Lesson 2 (Day 2) Practice in surveying *done orally 
*Worksheet: write what they understood 
in the first and the last paragraph 
Journal writing 
20 minutes 
25 minutes 5 
minutes 
Lesson 2 (Day 3) Practice      in      summary 
writing 
*Done on the chalkboard 
*Worksheet:   write   summary   in point 
form 
*Groups presenting * Journal writing 
15 minutes 
25 minutes 
10 minutes 5 
minutes 
Lesson 3 (Day 1) Vocabulary  development: 
learning   and  using   new 
vocabulary 
*opening: revision of dictionary skills 
*read aloud a new passage and explain 
phrases 
*Worksheet: i) write meaning of words 
using glossary 
ii) write own simple sentences and read 
them to other group members 
* Journal writing 
5 minutes 15 
minutes 
20 minutes 5 
minutes 
Lesson 3 (Day 2) Surveying *Worksheet: survey the first and the last 
paragraph and give feedback 
* Journal writing 
25 minutes 5 
minutes 
Lesson 3 (Day 3) Summarizing *Re-read the passage making use of the 
glossary 
* Worksheets:  write  summary in point 
form using guiding questions 
*presentation by groups * Journal writing 
15 minutes 
20 minutes 
10 minutes 5 
minutes 
Lesson 4 (Day 1) Surveying *Opening: Question & answers on topic 
of abuse 
*Read aloud the passage & explain 
*Worksheet:    apply    survey    strategy 
looking at the first & last paragraph (See 
Appendix 3 a) 
5 minutes 20 
minutes 
20 minutes 
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  * Journal writing 5 minutes 
Lesson 4 (Day 2) Vocabulary  development: 
using vocabulary 
*Worksheet:     matching     words     and 
meaning without using dictionary & peer 
marking 
*Using dictionaries for corrections (See 
Appendix 3 a) 
* Journal writing 
25 minutes 
20 minutes 5 
minutes 
Lesson 4 (Day 3) Summary writing *Learners re-read the passage quietly 
*Worksheet: write summary using own 
words  &  the  teacher gives  feedback 
using chalkboard (See Appendix 3a) 
* Journal writing 
20 minutes 
25 minutes 
5 minutes 
Lesson 5 (Dayl) Surveying *Opening 
*Read   aloud   passage   from   Natural 
Science entitled    'Bird beaks and bird 
food' 
*Worksheet: do surveying focusing on 
the meaning of 'adaptation'; title; the 
first and last paragraph (See Appendix 
3a) 
Journal writing 
5 minutes 20 
minutes 
20 minutes 5 
minutes 
Lesson 5 (Day 2) Vocabulary  development: 
using vocabulary 
*Worksheet:   match  words   with  their 
meanings (See Appendix 3a) 
*marking of task *corrections done using 
dictionary Journal writing 
45 minutes 5 
minutes 
Lesson 5 (Day 3) Summarizing *Model how to summarize using table 
form 
*Worksheet: write summary using table 
form ( See Appendix 3 a) 
Journal writing 
25 minutes 
25 minutes 5 
minutes 
Lesson 6 (Day 1) Surveying *Opening 
*Read aloud passage from Human Social 
Sciences -explaining terms & phrases 
*Worksheet: write what you understand 
about   the   title;   first   and   the   last 
paragraph 
5 minutes 20 
minutes 
20 minutes 
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  Journal writing  
  NB:    during    study    period    learners 
prepared their vocabulary cards 
5 minutes 
Lesson 6 (Day 2) Vocabulary development: 
using vocabulary cards 
*Learners work in pairs - exchange their 
cards and ask each other meaning of 
d  
25 minutes 
  *An example shown on the worksheet 
(See Appendix 3a) 
 
  Journal writing 5 minutes 
Lesson 6 (Day3) Summarizing *Read aloud again 25 minutes 
  *Model summarizing using table form on 
the chalkboard 
 
  *Worksheet: write summary using table 
form 
25 minutes 
  *Sharing ideas  
  * Journal writing 5 minutes 
Post-intervention 
assessment 
Comprehension test (30 
marks) 
*Done by all learners 50 minutes 
4.3 Analysis of the baseline assessment 
After conducting the baseline assessment (see Appendix 3a), this was marked. The results 
are shown in the table below. The marks were out of 25 and have been converted to 
percentages so that a comparison with the post-intervention assessment is possible. 
Table 1: Comprehension test 
Text l  
 
Highest mark Median mark Lowest mark Average mark 
48% 28% 0% 25.3% 
The test assessed understanding of written English language. The highest score was 12/25= 
48%. The mark reflects that none of the learners had a good understanding of the meaning the 
text. The median mark was 7/25=28%, this mark reflects that majority of the learners read the 
text with very little understanding at all. The learner with the lowest mark reflects that this 
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learner either did not understand the questions or did not even read them hence the learner scored 
0/25=0%. The results presented above showed that a lot of work needed be done with grade 8's. 
What was also revealed was the learners' slow pace in reading the text. 
4.4 Results of focus group interviews - access and attitudes towards reading in English 
I chose six learners as my focus group, who I interviewed and asked to complete 
questionnaires. I selected them according to their abilities: 2 stronger learners, 2 average learners 
and 2 weaker learners. Since the learners had a limited English vocabulary, the questionnaire 
asked them in which language they most liked to read Four learners indicated that they read in 
isiXhosa (see Appendix 6a). 
During the focus group interview, the following interaction took place: 
Educator: Before we go any further I would like to know whether you like English or not? 
Do you like being taught in English or you learn it because you have no choice? 
Learner: I don't like English. I learn it because I have no choice. The language I like is 
isiXhosa because in order to pass to the next grade you need to pass it. 
This suggests that some learners might be somewhat more positively oriented towards isiXhosa 
than English. 
4.5 Analysis of the lessons 
In the sections that follow below I describe and analyse each lesson in turn, drawing on my records 
of what happened in the lessons, the learners' writing, the learners' reflections, my own 
reflections and the observations of the non-participant observer. 
 
4.5.1 Lesson 1 (Day 1 & 2) - Strategies for understanding vocabulary 4.5.2 
Preparation, activities and resources 
Before I introduced the reading comprehension strategies to the learners, I revised dictionary skills: 
guide words, pronunciation, definition and spelling were clarified, as these were essential in 
preparation for the strategy of developing vocabulary. I gave learners each a copy of a dictionary 
page since there were not enough dictionaries available. I also gave learners a text (appendix 3b) 
that was taken from a grade 9 textbook (Dawson, 1995), which was used for both lesson 1 and 2. 
Lesson 1 had a vocabulary focus using dictionaries. The learners were asked to identify words not 
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understood and look up their meaning from the dictionaries. In the table below I provide an analysis 
of the words not understood: 
Table 2 
 
Words not understood No of learners Percentages (%) Of learners 
who did not understand the words 
Accompanies 8 11.4% 
Supply 8 11.4% 
Equipment 7 10% 
Annual 6 8.6% 
Obtain 6 8.6% 
Trails 5 7.1% 
Warden 5 7.1% 
Various 5 7.1% 
Kruger National Park 4 5.7% 
Tourists 4 5.7% 
Game ranger 3 4.3% 
Probably 3 4.3% 
Travel 2 2.8% 
Rest camps 2 2.8% 
Explains 1 1.4% 
Part 1 1.4% 
Permission 1 1.4% 
Their 1 1.4% 
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4.5.3 Commentary and reflection 
The information in Table 2 above suggests that some learners had poor vocabulary 
knowledge in English, since they did not understand some fairly high frequency words. This 
led to them not understanding what they read. Their reading pace was very slow because 
they read word by word, indicating a reading problem. Also they were not used to working 
according to time. In our school we have no wall clocks in the classrooms and the learners 
have no watches, so they are reliant on the teacher telling them how many minutes are left to 
finish the task. The lack of these resources in the classrooms (i.e. grade 8 classes) played a 
significant role in the slow pacing of the lesson. In addition, a shortage of resources 
impacted on pacing. In one class, there were only four learners who brought dictionaries 
from home, in another only five. I had to take my dictionary and the two dictionaries from the 
office so that each group could have a copy. Learners were noisy and quarreled over the 
dictionaries. That factor alone, i.e. lack of dictionaries, contributed to the slow pace, which 
caused the lesson to overlap into the second day. The non-participant observer commented: 
There can't be vocabulary enrichment without consulting a dictionary. You are 
heading for a big problem; the learners will never finish the task in one day (see 
Appendix 5a). 
After reflecting on this problem, I talked with the principal and persuaded him to buy 
dictionaries for the school from the school fund. I had to go to Jet Mart to check the prices of 
dictionaries which I found reasonable. A copy of the Oxford dictionary for learners was 
R35.99. 
Apart from the challenges we had in the classroom, learners were interested in the lesson. 
One learner commented in her reflection: 
The story was interesting and I understood the words because I had a dictionary (see 
Appendix 4b). 
Also learners grouped around the learners who had dictionaries to see for themselves the 
meaning of words and to feel the touch of a dictionary. They were motivated and saw the 
value of having a dictionary; that one could increase one's vocabulary by using it. The non-
participant observer commented: 
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Although most learners have no dictionaries they showed interest in what they were 
doing because they grouped around the ones who had dictionaries to look for the 
meaning of words themselves (see Appendix 5a). 
The non-participant observer's comment prompted me to devise a glossary that would help 
the learners when dealing with vocabulary skills in the next lesson. 
4.5.4 Lesson 1 Day 3 - Surveying (skimming and scanning) 
Learners worked in groups; they were asked to think about the first and the last paragraph of 
the text and discuss what they understood. In each group there was a strong learner positioned 
strategically to help the weaker learners. Because they had a problem with English language, 
they used isiXhosa when discussing. Using isiXhosa during discussion was not advantageous 
to the weaker learners because they did not take part in the reporting back process, and 
therefore did not get an opportunity to practice and improve their English. 
However, as the learners worked in groups, I was amazed to see the group leaders in some 
groups delegating other learners to write down their own sentences; and then each learner read 
his/her ideas to the whole group. On reflection, I wrote in my journal: 
• As some learners were not contributing in their groups, the group 
leaders mandated other learners to write their own sentences and read 
them to the group (see Appendix 7a). 
That encouraged each learner to speak; there was no chance to hide. I learnt something new 
from the learners that they had capabilities that needed to be strengthened. Although, the 
lesson was time-consuming and some learners were still slow, I learned much from it. 
4.5.5 Lesson 1 Day 4 - Summarizing 
Learners worked in groups again. I told the groups to adopt the method I saw working well in 
some groups on Day 3 of Lesson 1, to ensure that every member of the group contributed. 
However, despite the preparation and familiarity with the text, learners could not identify key 
ideas. They were unable to write sentences in their own words due to lack of vocabulary and 
they opted to write direct quotes. For instance, in Worksheet 1 learners were asked: 
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Summarize each paragraph in a short sentence and write what is important. The learners' 
responses were: 
• Each year James father travels to different Game Park. 
• It is important to obey the rules of the Game Park and his father had to 
obtain special permission from the Warden before he can go into the 
bush, (see Appendix 3a). 
This reflects a lack of understanding of summary writing. Learners could not identify what 
was important in the text or try to use their own words when writing their sentences. They 
found summary writing very difficult and needed more scaffolding and more time to practice. 
Scaffolding each group was time consuming, and on reflection, I think it would have been 
better for me to scaffold the activity for the whole class using the chalkboard, in the first 
instance. Pacing was still a problem for the learners. 
4.5.6 Lesson 2 Day 1: Vocabulary development: - using vocabulary 
I still used the same text as in Lesson 1 for all the activities in Lesson 2. 
Learners used the same text as in Lesson 1, but I changed the method we used to develop 
vocabulary. Learners had to work individually within a group; they were given a list of words 
to use in writing their own sentences and then share them in their groups. The glossary was 
given to learners without dictionaries. The sentences of some learners were of poor quality. 
For example: 
•    My teacher asked me at what i to be when im' old and i said "i want to 
be a photographer" (see Appendix 3a). 
The learner's sentence shows lack of understanding of sentence structure although the word 
'photographer' was used correctly in last part of the sentence. This sentence led me to revise 
sentence structure with the learners using the chalkboard. 
The pace of the lesson increased; it might be the fact that learners were familiar with text and 
that they had glossaries. It could be that there was a clear distribution of tasks and everyone 
was involved. In my reflection I wrote: 
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• Learners were actively involved today; maybe it was because we 
repeated the lesson using the same text. They seemed to know the story 
better and the response was positive (see Appendix 7b). 
The learners were very tolerant of each other, suggesting that they had accepted working as a 
group. 
4.5.7 Lesson 2 Day 2 - Surveying (skimming and scanning) 
Learners were actively involved in their task, still working in groups focusing on the first and 
the last paragraph of the text, but writing their sentences individually and then sharing them. 
Some groups were fast except a group of boys that was slow. Average learners contributed a 
lot, and the activity seemed to build up their confidence. However, although they were 
familiar with the text, the feedback session revealed that their sentences were still of poor 
quality. Learners were asked to write what they understood in paragraph 1, a response of a 
learner was: 
•    he tells us about the game Ranger when he go with his father in a 
holiday 
I think I should have modeled the strategy of surveying by doing many examples for the 
class on the chalkboard before they did an activity. During the activity, I should have 
monitored the learners and given them feedback. Despite the fact that learners were shown 
the sentence structure, the weaker learners continued to write poor sentences. Regarding the 
group of boys, I thought of mixing them with girls in the next lesson. 
4.5.8 Lesson 2 Day 3 - Summarizing 
I started this lesson by re-arranging the group of boys and mixing them with girls. Since the 
learners were by now familiar with the text, their pace in this lesson was much better. In 
some groups their sentences were meaningful although they still struggled to use their own 
words. What made me happy was to see that they were able to identify what was important. 
Even the report back was better. In my reflection I wrote: 
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• / think using the same text had a positive impact to learners. They were free to 
share their idea. (see Appendix 7b) 
Also the non-participant observer commented: 
• / liked the fact that you used the same comprehension text so that learners get 
to know and understand the text. (see appendix 5a) 
I also noticed that the group leaders worked too much for their groups as they were also 
scribes. This meant that the learners who were getting most practice in reading, writing and 
speaking English, were those who were already fairly competent. In this way, the gap 
between the weak and strong learners could widen. I realized that learners had to learn to 
share responsibility and the position of being a scribe had to rotate. 
4.5.9 Lesson 3: Day 1 vocabulary development - using a dictionary and using vocabulary 
in sentences 
Learners were given a new text (see appendix 3b) which was taken from a grade 9 textbook 
(Dawson; 1995). The text was used to teach all the strategies in lesson 3. On day 1, the focus 
was on developing vocabulary: i) using dictionaries/glossaries; ii) using vocabulary in 
sentences. I prepared a glossary for learners to use in the task given, and those who had 
dictionaries used them. The non-participant observer commented: 
• This is a brilliant idea continue with it as long as they don't have dictionaries 
and the school hasn 'tyet bought the dictionaries. (see Appendix 5a) 
Although learners had glossaries, some did not use them; they disturbed those who had 
dictionaries. They thought that what was in the glossary was not the same as that in the 
dictionary. Their pace was slow because they had to share a dictionary and some came up 
with wrong meanings. For example, a learner gave a meaning of 'Mustered' instead of 
'Muttering'. It might be the learner did not double check the spelling of the word or the 
learner still had a problem with the alphabet. This left me with a task of constantly reminding 
the learners to double check their spelling before writing. Others used the glossary fruitfully 
and managed to finish on time the easy task they were given. 
ii) In the activity in which learners used the new vocabulary, some learners wrote good 
sentences. Here are some examples of positive responses on worksheet 3: 
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• David's family has a bad reputation in my village. 
• He came to alert them about the war. 
• Unathi and I were muttering when we heard that the caretaker is coming. 
• Every Monday there is an assembly at my school. (see Appendix 3 a) 
Some were unable to write their own sentences but rather selected sentences from the 
passage. Again I suspect it was their lack of vocabulary and their limited English that made 
them unable to write sentences on their own. Here are their examples: 
• Get everybody out make no exception. 
• The panic in my voice soon spread round the dormitory. 
The weaker learners wrote the meanings of words again instead of sentences. For example: 
• A big bedroom for a lot of people. 
• A situation in which everything is confused and nothing is organized. (see 
Appendix 3 a) 
These learners were unable to think and come up with sentences although they had the 
meanings of words. The lack of exposure and vocabulary in English is their biggest problem. 
To counteract this problem I gave them simple English books from the library to read and 
every Friday during cleaning time they would tell me about the story they read in English. In 
my reflection I wrote: 
• / had to give the weaker learners English story books to try and alleviate the 
problem. (see Appendix 7b) 
Since the learners were working on a new text, their pace was slow. 
4.5.10 Lesson 3: Day 2 Surveying (skimming and scanning) 
During surveying (skimming and scanning) learners were still seated in groups but worked 
individually and then shared their ideas with the group. The pace of some groups increased, 
since they were now familiar with the text. Some learners seemed to understand surveying. 
The learners' reflections were as follows: 
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• I like it I've done exactly what has been told. to me its easyer.it is the 
easiest way to understand a comprehension. 
• Survey showed me how to have a general idea of comprehension. 
• We were taught how to survey and the story was simple so it was easy to get to 
know what the story is about. (see Appendix 7a) 
Some groups had learners who were slow readers and that caused them not to finish on time. 
In as much as there were groups that improved, some still produced poor quality of work. The 
weaker learners needed more attention as it was hard for them to understand the text and 
identify key words. Here is an example of a weaker learner's response on surveying the first 
paragraph: 
• My name is James Banda and arrived from Malawi in few days ago. 
(see Appendix 3 a) 
The sentence shows how difficult the activity was for the weaker learners. 
4.5.11 Lesson 3: Day 3 Summarizing 
Learners had to summarize using guiding questions. Some responded positively to 
these questions. They were able to select main points. Some learners were able to write 
short sentences with meaning, but some were still writing long sentences. I think using 
guiding questions can be of help to learners when summarizing. During their discussion 
learners were free to talk whether they said something correct or not. They had gained 
confidence. A learner in his reflection said: 
• The comprehension is not difficult I need to learn to write short sentences (see   
Appendix 7a). 
I think before learners embarked on the activity on summary writing, I should have 
scaffolded the whole class using the chalkboard, showing them how to get rid of unnecessary 
words when summarizing. 
On the other hand, there were still learners who were battling to identify main ideas in the 
passage. They could not understand the text or the questions, and as a result they were not 
participating in their groups. The non-participant observer commented: 
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• There were learners who did not participate who were difficult, ask them more 
questions until they develop a good attitude that a question can be posed to 
them and an answer is expected (see Appendix 5a). 
This comment caused me to devise another strategy in the next lesson that would cause the 
learners to participate. I had to dissolve groups and each learner had to work individually. 
4.5.12 Lesson 4: Day 1 Surveying (skimming and scanning) 
The text used in Lesson 4 (Appendix 3b) was taken from (Reading level 1 of START, 1995). 
The learners at this juncture worked individually. Most learners found the story easy and 
understandable. They managed to grasp the meaning of the first and the last paragraph and 
their pace increased. However, some learners still had problems with pacing and writing 
sentences in their own words. For example on Worksheet 4 on surveying a learner wrote: 
• The fall guy's father had an injury on his foot and that made him angry. 
• The fall guy started a new life where he had peace at last and what his father 
did to him, he will never do it to his son. (see Appendix 3a) 
These sentences were taken from the text as they were. They were not modified at all. 
During this lesson, dictionaries were made available; the school had bought 35 copies. 
4.5.13 Lesson 4: Day 2 Vocabulary development - using vocabulary 
Still using the same text, the task was done individually with no assistance from other 
learners. The aim was to train learners to work independently and demonstrate how much 
they had attained from working in groups. The learners attempted their individual task on 
vocabulary development, matching words with their meanings, but there were a few learners 
who found it difficult to work alone. During the second interview, a learner commented: 
• It was difficult when you separated us. It was not easy but I got used to that 
(see Appendix 4c). 
Most learners were focused on their task as matching words was a new method introduced to 
them. A learner reflected: 
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• The activity was interesting. I like to think which meaning for this word if I got 
it wrong then I will look it's meaning from a dictionary. (see Appendix 7a) 
The non-participant observer commented: 
• / think this is a good approach because it stimulates thinking. I observed that 
they were quiet and thinking trying to relate a word with its meaning. I think 
you can use this approach frequently. (see Appendix 5b) 
The strong and average learners made few mistakes which showed that they understood the 
task. In my reflection I wrote: 
• Some were serious about their work. They were clever enough to go back to 
the comprehension passage and read the sentence where the words were taken 
from in order to understand/guess their meanings, (see Appendix 7b) 
The learners finished on time but the weaker learners inaccurately matched the words without 
giving any thought to this. Dictionaries were issued for them to check the meaning of words 
and write their corrections. The availability of dictionaries made learners work faster. 
4.5.14 Lesson 4: Day 3 Summarizing 
Most learners had gained confidence, and they grasped how to write a summary. Their 
sentences were good and short. Some were able to identify key ideas from the text, but their 
sentences were still long. They could not focus on those key ideas but tended to explain them. 
Here are some responses of learners on Worksheet 4 - summary writing: 
• The fall guy was hated by his father. 
• His father took him out of school. 
• The fall guy was accused for everything wrong that happened at home. 
• The fall guy and his father did not have a good relationship because his father 
was always angry because of his injury. 
The weaker ones wrote their sentences in poor English. For example: 
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• The father and the son relationship is, i think the father hart is son because 
always hit him and get out of school. 
• My father is fight of the son because parent do not want me. 
• Whipped me my father felt like I wanted 
During the activities in lesson 4, I tried to ask as many learners to report what they had 
written so that they could participate in the lesson. 
4.5.15 Lesson 5: Day 1 Surveying (skimming and scanning) 
The text (appendix 3b) was again taken from (Reading Level 1of START, 1995). The text was 
about 'Bird beaks and bird food'. Some learners were interested in the passage, more 
especially boys, but others were not. Apart from their attitudes towards the text, they learnt to 
take the strategies seriously because they could see that they could be applied in all learning 
areas. Most learners were able to survey the text while the weaker learners were grappling 
with the new text which again caused their pace to slow down. In their sentences some 
words were not completed and some words were misspelt. For example in Worksheet 5 (Bird 
beaks and bird food): 
1. What is the meaning of adaptation? 
• to change the way thayou do things because you are in a new situatio 
2. What do you think is the reason for the writer to give the title of this passage 'Bird 
beaks and bird food'? 
• I think it is a need of bird that bird can not leve weth out them. 
4.5.16 Lesson 5: Day 2 Vocabulary development - using vocabulary 
Learners were now familiar with the routine of the programme. During vocabulary 
development they quickly embarked on their task. I repeated the method of matching words 
with their meanings as the non-participant observer commented that the approach 'stimulates 
thinking'. The learners worked fast, did their marking and their corrections. A learner 
reflected: 
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• I am used to match the words its not that difficult (see Appendix 7a) 
In my reflection, I wrote: 
• I have noticed that if I repeat the method in any lesson, the learners work 
freely and with confidence because they are used to the approach, (see 
Appendix 7b) 
The average learners had improved a lot and they were focused. However, the weaker 
learners showed no improvement in vocabulary development. They still matched words 
without thinking. For example: 
Extract from worksheet 5 
 
1. habitat Birds mouth 
2.wild Dead flesh     1 
3. site Sweet liquid produced by flowers 4 
4.beak Living area   3 
5. prey A pocket of skin in some animals 2 
Since the weaker learners did not have enough practice in speaking English, I thought of 
introducing the learners to vocabulary cards where they would work in pairs asking each 
other the meaning of words. By so doing, learners would get practice in speaking English. 
4.5.17 Lesson 5: Day 3 Summarizing 
On Day 3 learners were introduced to a table form of summary writing. Most learners found 
the table form much easier than writing sentences in point form. The use of columns made it 
easier for them to see where to fit in relevant information. It was structured and 
straightforward. Many learners finished on time. Here are learners' reflections: 
• We used table form and it was good. 
• The table form make summary simple. 
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•    I found table form simple than summarizing using sentences. (see Appendix 
7a) 
However, the weaker learners were unable to identify sentences that described the beaks of 
the birds. 
4.5.18 Lesson 6: Day 1 Surveying (skimming and scanning) 
The extract was taken from a Grade 8 Human Social Science textbook (Birkenstock and 
Gardner, 2006). The learners had to apply the surveying strategy. The text had some difficult 
words but some learners managed to derive the meaning of the title, the first and the last 
paragraph. The weaker learners strove to finish on time but their sentences showed that they 
did not understand the text. For example: an extract from worksheet 6 
What do you understand about: 
a) The title: 
• The understand the Nazi to the comas capital letters to vertical commas very 
understand. 
b) The first paragraph: 
• People in Germany want one people to solve promblems people in Germany 
want solutions. 
During study period, the learners prepared their vocabulary cards and started to read them. 
They were also told to read the cards at home as their homework. 
4.5.19 Lesson 6: Day 2 Vocabulary development - using vocabulary 
The learners used vocabulary cards during vocabulary development. They were given five 
vocabulary cards to keep with five words and their meanings. Learners were given homework 
to read the vocabulary cards at home. In the classroom they worked in pairs asking each other 
the meaning of words. Learners were interested because the activity was like a game to them. 
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Some learners knew the words and their meanings, but some had a poor memory; they 
twisted the meaning of words. The activity gave all the learners a chance to think in and 
speak English. In my reflection I wrote: 
• Learners were cooperative and they had fun. They were relaxed, laughing at 
each other during the activity; and what was exciting was to see them 
speaking English. Even the weaker ones were trying their best although they 
seemed to forget the meaning of other words. (see Appendix 7b) 
4.5.20 Lesson 6: Day 3 Summarizing 
Learners did summary writing using the table form again. All the learners finished their task 
on time even the weaker learners. They had become accustomed to this kind of summary 
writing as they found it much easier than the previous one. The majority could easily identify 
the event that happened in the story and the year in which it happened. During feedback they 
were willing to share their ideas showing confidence. In my reflection, I wrote: 
•    Most learners found tabulating much easier and they finished the task on time. 
They were free to share their idea. (see Appendix 7b) 
An extract during second interview: 
Q: when I introduced you to a tabulating as a form of summary writing, did you understand 
it? 
L: I liked it, it is better than writing those sentences. 
L: Those columns made it easy to see where each point fits, (see Appendix 4c) 
The weaker learners also tried to identify a few points but missed others. The spelling of 
some of the weaker learners was still poor. For example: 
Extract from worksheet 6 
Year Person/people/country Event 
 
e.g. 1914 Germany There  was   social,   economic 
and political chaos 
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1919 Hitler There was an opportnity part 
that wold solve the problem 
1935 Germen Nurember become the centre 
of the Nazi part in the 1930 
1939 Jewish people Had to regster all property that 
they owned with the Nazi part 
4.5.21 Analysis of Post-Intervention Assessment 
After the programme had been completed, the learners were assessed again using a 
comprehension test (see Appendix 3d). The results are shown in the table below. The 
test was marked out of 30; the results have been converted to percentages to allow a 
comparison with the baseline assessment. 
Table 3: Comprehension test 
Text 2 
 
Highest mark Median mark Lowest mark Average mark 
70% 46.6% 16.6% 44.4% 
The test assessed the learners' reading comprehension in English after they had been 
taught strategies that could help them read with comprehension. The results 
demonstrated better comprehension of the text in the case of the strong learners and 
average learners. In the 1st test: a strong learner scored 12/25 = 48%; in the 2nd test a 
strong learner scored 21/30 = 70% and the difference was 38%; while the median mark 
in the 1st test was 7/25 = 28%; 2nd test the median mark was 14/30 = 46.6% and the 
difference was 18, 6%. Some learners had improved their understanding of English 
language. Also there was a slight improvement even for the weaker learners when 
compared with the first results where the lowest mark was 0%. The weakest learner 
moved from 0% to 16.6%. Their problem lay in their slow reading; and not 
understanding the language or the questions.  In questions that needed explanation and 
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their own views few managed, they gave very short answers. Apart from that 
some learners managed to finish the test, some did not. 
4.6 Themes that emerged from the analysis of data 
I will now discuss themes that emerged from the analysis of data collected during the 
intervention. 
4.6.1 Pacing 
I found that initially the learners controlled the pacing, and they held me back in achieving 
what I had intended during the time period of a lesson. It was particularly the weaker learners 
who could not keep up with the intended pace of the lesson because of their poor knowledge 
of English and weak reading ability. The learners had not been taught to time themselves, and 
as a result they could not self regulate their own pace when working in groups. Furthermore, 
the learners had no tools to do so i.e. they did not have watches and there was no clock in the 
classroom. Clearly, there is a relationship between the availability of tools and the possibility 
of learning to self-regulate pacing. The school does have a timetable and the bell is rung at 
the end of each lesson, but that was not consistently applied. Thus, the need to attend to time 
was not consistently modeled. For instance, there were disruptions to the timetable on 
Wednesdays when school was interrupted by sports activities. Initially, the lack of resources 
like dictionaries also slowed the pace down because learners had to wait until they could 
borrow a dictionary. Also the learners' lack of knowledge about comprehension strategies 
contributed to the slow pace. This lack of knowledge is illustrated in the following extract 
from the first interview: 
• Researcher: When I started teaching the strategies of reading comprehension 
- did you understand or not; or you were confused? 
• Learner: I was lost because it was the first time being taught these strategies. 
• Learner: I was confused I had no knowledge of strategies of reading 
comprehension. (see Appendix 4b) 
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According to the NCS, comprehension strategies should be taught from grade 7. The fact that 
learners entered Grade 8 not having adequately covered the Grade 7 curriculum further 
retarded the progress of the lesson. 
As the lessons progressed, through a process of reflection on action and feedback, it was 
possible for me to make changes that increased the pace of learning. I talked to the learners 
about the need to work quickly and keep to time. I also used the same text several times to 
develop different strategies, which enabled learners especially the weaker ones, to understand 
the text and read it more fluently. I also established routines with which learners became 
familiar; this reduced time wastage on giving instructions and explaining tasks. 
The use of a glossary and the purchase of dictionaries accelerated the pace. This shows that 
lack of resources have a negative impact on lessons; it slows down the pacing. In the case of 
dictionaries, learners had to wait their turn. 
4.6.2 Group work 
Group work had advantages and disadvantages. Learners were actively engaged in their 
learning activities. I assigned the learners with stronger literacy in English to be group 
leaders. On their own initiative, some group leaders delegated tasks to every member of their 
group. They ensured that everyone participated by calling on the teacher to intervene if any 
group member refused. I persuaded reluctant learners to participate by explaining that they 
had to work together as a team. Initially, only the stronger learners were writing, but as the 
intervention progressed the group leaders ensured that all learners had written tasks. As a 
result of these processes, leadership skills developed. 
I recognized how effective the strategy was when observing some groups, where leaders 
structured tasks so that learners had to do something individually first and then share their 
ideas in the group. I therefore encouraged other group leaders to apply this strategy. 
When learners worked in groups, their discussion was in isiXhosa but the written work and 
report back was done in English. Although all the learners did some preliminary written 
work, it was the stronger learners who dominated in the group writing and the report back, 
which deprived the weaker learners of the opportunity to use English. Because of the group 
work, the oral language used in the lesson was predominantly isiXhosa though written texts 
were in English. Therefore, learners had limited opportunities to listen to or practice their oral 
English. 
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As a teacher I wanted to use English, but found myself code-switching. I explained in English 
but I was concerned that not all learners understood. I consequently translated key concepts 
into isiXhosa. In my written reflection I wrote: 
•    Since I wanted learners to understand I had to code-switch to unlock difficult 
concepts, making the lesson easier. 
I noted that explaining in both languages seemed to benefit the learners in terms of their 
understanding of my instructions and explanations. However, it may also have reduced their 
motivation to try to understand spoken English. It may also have reduced my motivation to 
simplify my English to the point where it was comprehensible to the learners. 
4.6.3 Limited English vocabulary 
One of the assumptions on which the research was based was that learners' English 
vocabulary was poor and impeded their reading comprehension in English, and that they 
needed strategies to improve this. However, in the course of the research it became clear 
how lack of vocabulary was for some learners a barrier to understanding and using English 
at the most basic level. It held back their ability to write in English, for example, in 
surveying and summarizing; to note key words and paraphrase ideas was difficult for the 
learners. The weaker learners found this particularly difficult and did not make a great deal 
of progress. This raises the question of whether the intervention was appropriate for the 
needs of the weaker learners, or whether they needed to work on vocabulary development 
and basic English language skills. 
However, ensuring that learners each had a dictionary made a difference to the learning of the 
strong and average learners. They also benefited from working on vocabulary development 
activities individually and in groups. 
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4.6.4 The need to provide scaffolding in summary writing 
The learners were unfamiliar with summary writing. I therefore had to provide scaffolding, 
for example by modelling the strategies as learners found it difficult to summarize using 
sentences. It would have been helpful to have practiced the steps in summary writing, for 
example, I should have done a number of surveying activities together first as a class before 
learners attempted to do this on their own. I should have modelled summary sentences until 
learners felt comfortable with them. This is supported by two learners' reflections on 
summary writing at the beginning of the intervention: 
• Too difficult I did not know how to put paragraph in small w ord. 
• It is difficult at this moment may be it will be easy through the year. I never 
done summary maybe that's why its difficult. (see Appendix 7a) 
The fact that learners struggled to write short sentences which were meaningful and to find 
key ideas when summarizing, indicated that they needed support from the teacher. Strategies 
that worked were, in the first instance, providing guiding questions for summary writing, 
which helped most learners to have an idea of what to focus on. However, the weaker 
learners still struggled. When I introduced tabulating, learners found it much easier. On 
reflection, I should have started with this had I known that learners would respond positively 
towards it. 
4.6.5 The extent to which the weaker learners benefitted from the programme 
The weaker learners were motivated, engaged and attempted to participate. However, they 
were only able to manage the simplest tasks. There were 7 learners who were barely able to 
manage to read or write in either English or isiXhosa. They needed a different kind of 
intervention. 
Teachers are currently faced with the challenge of having to teach a wide range of abilities. 
This is a particular problem in Grade 8 since learners enter high school from different feeder 
schools, with different experiences of learning. There are many factors which contribute to 
learners entering high school with extremely low levels of literacy, and a discussion of these 
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is beyond the scope of this thesis.   However, it is important to mention that very few high 
school teachers are trained in remedial teaching. 
4.6.6 My lack of experience of teaching Grade 8 
Before embarking on the current research I used to teach Grades 11 and 12 as a result of this, 
I had to make adjustments when teaching grade 8. I had to watch the level at which I 
pitched the lesson. The non-participant observer commented after the lesson: 
•    You used words like 'predict and brainstorm' and grades 8 's are not familiar 
with such words. (see Appendix 5a) 
On reflection, the concepts I used might have contributed in causing learners not to grasp the 
lesson immediately. 
What I learnt about teaching Grade 8 was that I should be slower and more direct. I had to do 
more reading aloud of texts and provide more explanation. I had to give the learners 
simple instructions, which also needed to be explained, and model more exercises before 
learners could work individually. However, I also needed to ensure that there was a sufficient 
level of challenge in the lesson, especially for the stronger learners. 
4.7    Coverage of the curriculum prior to entering Grade 8 
One of the assumptions at the outset of this research was that learners' level of reading 
comprehension was not what it should be and that the Grade 7 assessment standards had thus 
not been achieved. This was borne out in the research intervention. 
According to the NCS (2002) Grade(s) R-9, the assessment standards relating to reading 
and viewing, for Grade 7 doing English First Additional Language demand that these 
learners: 
• Show some understanding of how reference books work 
•    Use contents page and index to find information; 
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• Use dictionary; understands dictionary entry (spelling, pronunciation, parts of 
speech, meaning); 
• Use a simple thesaurus, (page 100) 
However, in the class I was teaching the majority of learners were unfamiliar with how to 
use a dictionary. What I encountered were learners who had difficulty in finding the meaning 
of words. They found it difficult to choose the meaning that fitted well within a sentence or 
paragraph. 
Again, according to the NCS Grades R-9, the Assessment Standards relating to reading 
and viewing, for Grade 7 learners doing English First Additional Language demand that 
these learners when reading a text: 
• identify main points, (page 96) 
However, in the class I was teaching the majority of learners found it extremely difficult to 
identify the main points in a text. 
Again, according to the NCS (2002) Grades R-9, the Assessment Standards relating to 
language structure and use, for Grade 7 learners doing English First Additional Language 
demand that these learners:   
• To demonstrate an understanding of between 4000 and 5500 common 
spoken words in context by the end of Grade 7. Learners who will do some 
of theirlearning through their additional language should aim for 5500 
words. (page 100) 
Although I did not test the learners' vocabulary, it was clear from their use of English that it 
was much lower than the Grade 7 curriculum requires. For example, some of the unknown 
words written down by learners in Worksheet 1 (activity 1) were within the range of the most 
common 500 words in English (e.g. their, part, travel) or the first 1,000 words (e.g. supply). 
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4.8   Conclusion 
This chapter has provided a critical reflection on each lesson taught drawing evidence from 
the non-participant observations, learners' journals, researcher's journal, interviews and 
questionnaires. I focused on the three strategies of reading comprehension: vocabulary skills, 
surveying (skimming and scanning) and summary writing. I also focused on themes that 
emerged from the analysis of data.   These will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER FIVE 
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I discuss the main themes which emerged in Chapter 4 and how they relate to 
the literature on the teaching of comprehension strategies in a rural context. I also reflect on 
some limitations of the study, and what I learnt from it. Finally, I consider how the research 
could be taken forward, for example, into a further cycle of action research. 
5.2 Discussion 
5.2.1 Limited English proficiency of rural learners 
The research literature shows that South African learners lack skill in retrieving information 
from text, as well as interpretive and critical reading of English text (SAQMEC II, 2000; 
PIRLS, 2006). The main reason for many South African learners' limited proficiency in 
reading comprehension seems to be lack of literacy in their homes and in their communities. 
This is said to be “especially true for poor children who get little support for schoolwork 
from their homes and little intellectual stimulation in their broader social environment” 
(Taylor, 2008, p.10-11). 
Few parents can afford to provide books for their children, thus causing learners, especially 
those from rural areas, to lose out on the opportunity to learn from their parents how to 
engage in literate activities. Parents are not always able to develop their children's reading 
and thinking by asking them questions about texts (Nelson Mandela Foundation, 2005). The 
majority of school-going children function at home in an oral society which is not text-
orientated (Wessels, 2010, p.21). Biemiller (2005 in Konza 2011 p. 5) highlights that: 
Children from less literate backgrounds will hear a more restricted range of words; 
have less access to the vocabulary of books, and will consequently be more likely to 
have difficulty acquiring the skill of reading. This in turn will mean they have less 
opportunity to use their own reading skills to develop their vocabulary." 
In addition, studies by Mbelani (2007) and Wells (2010) suggest that coverage of the 
curriculum is poor and that learners have not achieved the outcomes and assessment 
standards described in the curriculum. Learners who reach grade 8 are still struggling with 
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English and unable to understand texts recommended for their level. Little seems to be done 
by schools in rural areas to combat the situation. Before I embark on this research my 
school was not an exception to this rule. Konza (2011) states that “not all children have the 
benefit of a language-rich and print-rich environment. These children enter school with 
disadvantage. They will be further disadvantaged if this is not understood and acknowledged 
by their school" (p.2). 
Krashen (1981) points out that learners need lots of exposure to extensive reading in order to 
acquire the vocabulary that will allow them to express themselves proficiently. It seems that 
many see it as solely the responsibility of English teachers to develop learners' English 
language usage and to provide them with such opportunities for extensive reading. 
Students' limited English proficiency contributes to the slow pace of lessons (Mbelani 2007, 
Wells 2010). Thus a vicious cycle is created: limited English proficiency contributes to slow 
pacing which prevents curriculum coverage; this in turn holds back learners' development of 
proficiency in English. 
I was aware of the learners' limited proficiency in English before embarking on my study. It 
was in fact their poor understanding of English texts that provided the motivation for the 
study. I was, however, unaware of just how severe this problem was. 
5.2.2 Pacing of teaching and learning 
Hoadley (2003 citing Bernstein, 1990) defines pacing as "the expected rate of acquisition, 
that is, the rate at which learning is expected to occur" (p. 267). "Pacing is the rhythm and 
timing of classroom activities or units, which includes the way time is allocated to each 
classroom component and the process of how one decides that it is the right moment to 
change to another activity" (Goldsmith, 2009, p. 33). 
Pacing is widely recognised as a problem in South African schools (Reeves, 2000). "The 
growing problem of teacher absenteeism and late coming; learner absenteeism causes schools 
to be ineffective in teaching and learning" (Taylor, 2008, p.7) Different studies carried out 
throughout the country have shown that factors related to time and pacing hinder meaningful 
teaching and learning (Reeves, 2000, p.68). Taylor (2008) refers to the "snail's pace at which 
teachers progress through the curriculum, sometimes spending a whole lesson reading two or 
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three sentences. This slow pacing is known to result in “low levels of curriculum coverage 
over the year" (p, 15). The Department of Basic Education is also aware of the use of time as 
a key issue in teaching and learning. In its Annual Report, DBE (2011/2012, p.3) 
acknowledges this through its implementation of the 3Ts - Text, Teacher and Time. 
In my study, I identified a number of factors that slowed the pacing of lessons. The learners' 
limited English proficiency impeded their reading comprehension, thus causing low reading 
speed. This meant that it took a long time for them to read the passages. Lack of resources 
such as dictionaries, watches and clocks were also factors. The lack of watches or a 
classroom clock prevented students from learning how to regulate their use of time. As a 
result they were particularly slow when working in groups. The initial lack of dictionaries 
meant students had to wait to use one, which again slowed the lesson down. Poor planning 
also played a part in the slow pacing of lessons; I did not take sufficient account of pacing 
when I planned my lessons. 
However, by changing a number of aspects of my practice, I found I was able to increase the 
pace of my lessons. I improved my planning by paying more attention to pacing, and I took 
action to acquire the necessary resources (for example, making glossaries available at the 
initial stages of the intervention, and eventually managing to obtain dictionaries). Realising 
that my learners were challenged by the text, I recycled texts, which enabled students to 
develop greater fluency and attend more closely to meaning. 
I have not yet addressed the question of learners' access to watches and/or a clock so that 
they can learn to self-regulate their use of time. According to Zimmerman (2002, p, 65-66), 
"self-regulation is not a mental ability or an academic performance skill; rather it is the self-
directed process by which learners transform their mental abilities into academic skills, and 
to develop life-long learning skills" (p. 65-66). 
Some of the learners have cell phones but they are not allowed to use them in class. I intend 
to talk to the principal about the possibility of learners being allowed to use these to monitor 
their use of time. I also intend speaking to parents/guardians about the possibility of buying 
learners cheap watches. I would like to purchase a clock for the classroom wall, but it is 
likely that this would be stolen. I therefore intend to request that the school purchase a clock 
that I can take with me to class. 
These findings demonstrate the importance of teacher knowledge and agency. Once a teacher 
starts addressing the pacing problem, teaching and learning can improve.   These findings 
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were important to me as a teacher, but they also make a contribution to the literature on 
pacing in South African classrooms. 
5.2.3 The teacher's role in the teaching of reading strategies 
The literature shows that teachers have a significant role to play in helping their learners 
overcome barriers to understanding and interpreting text through teaching comprehension 
skills and strategies clearly and directly (Bouazid and le Roux, 2010). My study helped me 
identify factors that benefitted most learners when teaching reading strategies. It was 
necessary, firstly, to give clear instructions, and secondly, to scaffold learners until they 
were able to work independently. Lipscomb, Swanson and West (2004) state that when 
learners are scaffolded in any task with an appropriate level of support, they gradually 
develop control of their work, and are then able to perform the task independently. When I 
employed scaffolding to teach learners how to summarize, (e.g. using a table form), 
learners were better able to work independently and with enthusiasm. 
Through my study I also discovered the value of group work. The NCS promotes group work 
as it is seen to enable learners to learn from their peers and clarify their ideas in a non-
threatening way. I also discovered the important role LI can play. Barnes (1992) says that it 
is helpful for learners to sometimes use their main language, because they need to feel safe 
when exploring ideas (p. 126). Through the use of group work, many of my learners were 
better able to understand the text as I gave them the freedom to ask questions in their LI. 
I have realised how vital it is for teachers to have pedagogic knowledge of the reading 
process; how to teach reading, and knowledge of reading strategies and how to teach these. 
As Konza (2011, p.7) points out, teachers “need to become experts in reading instruction".  
Wessels (2010) citing the South African National Reading Strategy (2008:8) highlights that 
many teachers do not know how to teach reading. Teachers don't know how to stimulate 
reading both inside and outside the classroom. They are not trained to teach it (p. 24). I 
also noticed how important it is that teachers know how to generate learners' interest and 
engagement by introducing activities that seem more like games (e.g. vocabulary cards). This 
action research project contributed to changing my practices, and I benefitted from being 
forced to reflect on each lesson, and re-planning the next lesson to suit the needs of my 
learners. 
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5.2.4 Meeting the needs of very weak learners 
This study showed that the teaching of reading strategies assisted the majority of the learners 
in my class in improving their reading comprehension of English texts. However, there was a 
small group of very weak learners in the class, mainly boys, who did not appear to have 
benefitted at all. This is in keeping with the growing concern in South Africa about the 
achievement of boys, especially with regard to language (Macupe and Hawker, 2013). I was 
not able to address this problem in the current cycle of action research. The question of how 
to address the problem is dealt with in Section 5.5 where I discuss possible steps for taking 
the research forward. 
5.3 Limitations of the study 
The purpose of action research is not to generalize, so readers cannot generalise from the 
findings of my study.   However, it is possible that other teachers can learn by reflecting on 
my experience and relating it to their own. 
Although this research was planned, there were limitations with regard to my teaching. First, 
I lacked experience in teaching grade 8, and I could not always judge the level of learners and 
what would interest them. Secondly, when I embarked on the study, I was not 
knowledgeable about how to teach the strategies, in particular the strategies for summarizing. 
Lastly, time was also a limitation. I was constrained by the fact that only six weeks was 
available to implement the project and collect data. If I had had more time, I would have been 
able to achieve more with the students. Also, owing to pressure of time, as I was a part-time 
student and needed to commence data collection, I was not able to do sufficient reading before 
embarking on the project. 
5.4 What I learned from the study 
The main purpose of action research in education is the professional development of the 
teacher. It is designed to enable the teacher to reflect on and improve her practice. 
I learned a number of things from the study. In order for the learners to understand what was 
taught, I had to be slower and more direct in my teaching. Again I had to do more explanation 
and give the learners simple instructions. Also, it was helpful if I used the same text for all 
strategies in each lesson. Since learners had a challenge with regard to summary writing, I 
had to use more guiding questions. To sum up, I learnt that learners from rural areas need 
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more scaffolding and encouragement to motivate them. 
I learned to be more empathetic and to understand the students' problems. If my tone was too 
harsh and critical, learners became nervous and were not receptive to feedback. Also I 
learned that there were good learners who could take responsibility and to whom I could 
delegate tasks. I realised that many of the learners were eager to learn, if I provided the 
scaffolding and encouragement. 
Finally, I deepened my professional knowledge as an English teacher. 
• I developed my knowledge of the reading process and how to teach reading 
comprehension. 
• I learned to reflect on my teaching on a daily basis. 
• I acknowledged the importance of thorough planning and researching the topic. 
• I had to think about the learners' English language level - the importance of 
comprehensible input. 
5.5 Taking the research forward 
Action research is designed to be a continuous process of action and reflection. Problems 
identified in one cycle become the focus of research in the next cycle. A significant problem 
that was identified in this cycle was that of weak learners who did not appear to benefit from 
the teaching of reading strategies. This was despite the implementation of a range of strategies 
designed to achieve just this objective. 
The next cycle of action research should address this problem. The first step should be to 
assess the reading level of the weak learners. I would estimate that they are reading at an 
Intermediate Phase level (Grade 4 to 6). It would be important to consult with parents about 
supporting these learners. Possible ways of supporting them are differentiated teaching 
methods, combined with texts that are at learners’ level and remedial classes in the 
afternoon. However, it is often difficult to get learners to attend in the afternoons. Teachers 
need to develop expertise in remedial literacy. A consultation with special schools would 
assist teachers in developing simpler methods of teaching the weak learners. 
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 5.6 Recommendations 
This study has shown how much I have learned through action research which in turn has 
improved my teaching of reading comprehension in English. It recommends that high school 
teachers would benefit from professional development in the teaching of reading. 
In Section 5.4 above, I have explained how I have developed professionally as an English 
literacy teacher. Therefore, I would recommend that teachers should be encouraged to 
further their education as to develop and empower themselves with information that will help 
them gain a deeper understanding of how to teach reading and comprehension strategies. 
There is a dire need for resources like libraries and dictionaries in rural schools. These are 
necessary if one is to improve the situation and expose learners to English texts. I have 
demonstrated that if teachers take responsibility for seeking out resources, these can 
sometimes be obtained. 
5.7 Conclusion 
This chapter has presented a discussion of key issues that arose in chapter 4. It has 
highlighted the major problems that prevented rural learners from being able to read English 
texts with understanding. 
One of my research goals was to teach comprehension strategies in order to help my learners 
read with greater understanding. I fell short of my goal as some of the weak learners were 
unable to progress satisfactorily. 
This study has challenged my assumptions about rural learners. I had thought that they were 
merely lazy, but I now realise that the problems runs deeper than that. Their lack of 
exposure to English and the lack of support from their homes play a major role in their 
inability to learn. 
Action research helped me gain insight into my own teaching and to better understand the 
learners I worked with. What also emerged from this study is the importance of creating a 
safe environment for learning, and patiently teaching comprehension strategies as a regular 
ongoing part of my English language programme.
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX 1: PERMISSION LETTERS 
Appendix l (a): A letter to the principal 
01 January 2010 
The principal 
I am registered as a part time student at Rhodes University. I have completed the first half of 
a Master's degree in Education which I started in January, 2010. I am now doing my research 
component required for completion of the degree. I am very grateful to you for allowing me 
to use your school for this. 
The goal of my research is to look at developing English comprehension strategies in Grade 
8. Because this is such a vast field I have decided to concentrate on dictionary skills as the 
focus of my study as this is a requirement in the curriculum. I would like to use two lessons a 
week for five weeks to implement the project. These would be the lessons time-tabled for 
English in the term calendar. I have asked the class teacher to video tape the lessons and to 
have discussions with me after each lesson, giving critical comments and suggestions on the 
lesson. I will also be using the learners' written work and oral responses, in the class and in 
small group discussions, as part of the data to validate the research. 
The school, class teacher and learners will remain anonymous in the final research report. I 
also understand that no member of your school is obliged to participate in this project but 
should do so voluntary. 
Yours sincerely 
E.N. Matakane 
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Appendix l(b): A letter to the SGB 
21 January 2011 
The SGB 
I am registered as a part time student at Rhodes University. I have completed the first half of 
a Master's degree in Education which I started in January, 2010. I am now doing my research 
component required for completion of the degree. I request permission to carry out my 
research to grade 8 learners. 
The intentions of the research is to develop English comprehension strategies that will help 
learners to read English with understanding and that could be of great help in other Learning 
Areas. The data for analysis will be collected from the Non-participant Observer; samples of 
learners' work; interviews and questionnaires. This information will be used in the final 
report. 
The school, the Non-participant observer and learners will remain anonymous in the final 
research report. 
Yours sincerely 
E.N.Matakane (Ms) 
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Appendix 2: Lesson outlines 
LESSON 01 
Topic: Meet James Banda (part I ) 
Duration of the period: 50mins (3 days = 150 mins) 
La: 3 Read and view AS: 3.2 uses of dictionary; understand simple thesaurus 
La 3: Read and view AS: 1.4 distinguishes main points from suppOJ1ing detail 
LO:3 Read and view 
DAY I 
Opening 
allocation 
AS: 2. 1 summarises infoffilation 
The teacher asked questions based on di ctionary sk ills 
e.g. I. What infonnation do we get [rom the dictionary? 
2. Do you think dictionary is important? Why? 
3. When is dictionary used? 
Key Activity 
The teacher mentioned 3 strategies to focu s on at thi s stage when reading 
comprehension: (a) Vocabulary development 
(b) surveying (skimming and scaruung) (c) summarizing. 
The teacher taught learners a single strategy and focused mainly on vocab ulary 
development using a dictionary. 
The teacher told learners the importance of vocablll(lry knowledge and modeled 
how to look for a meaning of a word in a di ctionary. 
Copies of pages of a dictionary were distributed to learners. The teacher 
gave examples of sentences with difficu lt words that needed to be checked from the 
copies they were given. 
Time 
Smins 
20mins 
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KcyTask 
Learners were given a passage to read and write down words they d id not understand. 
Learners were asked to use their dictionari es to check the meaning of those words. 
The teacher scaffolded learners in their groups as they were struggling to find 
meanings of words from the dictionary. 
Journal writing 
DAY 2 
Opening 
The teacher and the learners marked the task done on vocabulary 
knowledge. Learners were asked to give meaning of the words. 
Key Activity 
The teacher taught learners the second strategy of reading comprehension 
- surveying (skimming and scanning). Learners were taught what surveying 
was and how to use the strategy in a comprehension. 
Kcy Task 
Learners used the sanle comprehension passage to pract ice surveying 
strategy. The teacher scaffolded and monitored the groups. 
The teacher and the learners did the activity on the chalkboard. 
Journal writing 
DAY 3 
20mins 
Smins 
Smins 
ISmins 
2Smins 
Smins 
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Opening 
The teacher revised the strategy taught using quest ions e.g. 
What is surveying? How do you use surveying? 
Key Activity 
The teacher taught the third strategy - summary writing. They were 
taught summary writing using sentences in a point fonn. 
Learners were taught to look for important ideas in the passage. 
The teacher modeled how to summarize focusing on the first paragraph 
of the passage. The teacher used the chalkboard to show learners how to 
summarise. 
Key task 
Learners using the same comprehension passage tlley used 
from the beginning, were asked to write a summary. 
Learners were asked to list 5 sentences/facts to summarise 
the comprehension. 
Journal writing 
LESSON 2 
Topic: comprehension 
Duration: 5Dmins x (3 days = 1SDmins) 
Smins 
20mins 
20mins 
Smins 
LO: 3 Read and view 
LO 3: Read and view 
LO:3 Read and view 
DAY I 
AS: 3.2 uses of dictionary; understand simple thesaurus 
AS: 1.4 distinguishes main points from sUPP0l1ing detail 
AS: 2. I summarises information 
Opening Smins 
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A quick revision was done on how to use a dictionary. 
The teacher emphasized the three strategies that we should focus on, and 
started with vocabulary development. 
Key Activity 
The learners were instructed to use the same passage. The teacher read it 
aloud substituting the difficult words with simple words they found from 
the dictionary. The teacher also explained phrases that were not clear. 
The teacher used words in the first paragraph in sentences so that learners 
could understand their meaning. 
Key task 
Learners were instructed to focus on the second paragraph 
and use those difficult words in sentences. 
Each group had to present their sentences to the class. 
The teacher scaffolded the learners as they were 
working in groups. 
Journal writing 
DAY2 
Opening 
The teacher emphasized the imp0l1ance o f using a dictionary to 
find meanings of difficult words and use them in sentences in order 
to grasp their meanings. 
Key Activity 
The teacher repeated the surveying stTategy (skimming 
And scanning),drilling it so that learners may understand it. 
20mins 
20mins 
5mins 
5mins 
15mins 
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The teacher modeled how to survey looking at the titlelheading. 
Key task 
Using the same passage, learners were asked to read 
the passage with understanding and apply 
surveying strategy looking at the first and the 
last paragraph. The teacher scaffolded learners and also marked 
their work in groups. 
Learners were given a chance to do corrections. 
J ouroal writing 
DAY 3 
Opening 
The teacher asked questions on summary writing and revised 
the important things to remember when they write a summary. 
Key Activity 
Learners were asked to take out their comprehension and through 
leading questions, a teacher modeled how to summarize the first 
paragraph on the chalkboard. 
Key Task 
Learners in groups were instructed to continue with summary 
writing still practicing a point COnTI. 
Learners were given leading/guiding questions to be able to 
come up with important facts. 
Different groups were given a chance to present their summaries 
Journal writing 
25mins 
5mins 
50lins 
lOmins 
20mins 
lOmins 
SOlins 
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LESSON 3 
Topic: Meet James Banda (part 2) 
Duration: 130 mins (2days x 50 mins and 1 day x 30mins) 
LO: 3 Read and view AS: 3.2 uses of dictionary; understand simple thesaurus 
LO 3: Read and view AS: 1.4 distinguishes main points from supporting detail 
LO:3 Read and view AS: 2.1 summarises infonnation 
DAY] 
Vocabulary know ledge 
Opening 
The teacher used questions revising the usc of dictionaries. 
Key activity 
I.The teacher asked the group leaders to take copies of the passage 
and the glossary done for them and distribute them to members 
of the group. 
2. The teacher read aloud the passage for the learners and explained 
where necessary. 
3. Learners were instructed to use the glossary given. 
Key task 
I.Learners were asked to write their own simple sentences 
using the words they \vere given. 
2.The teacher scaffolded and monitored the learners. 
3. Learners were told to read their sentences for the group. 
Journal writing 
I DAY2 
Opening 
5mins 
20mins 
20mins 
Smins 
Smins 
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The teacher quickly rev ised how to apply surveying 
strategy (skimming and scanning) and also asking 
questions to learners. 
Key task 
1. Learners were told to work in their groups . 
2. They were given a comprehension- Meet 
James Banda (2) and were instructed to apply 
surveying strategy. 
3. The teacher scafTolded the learners checking each group. 
4. Learners were given a chance to give their feedback and the 
teacher wrote on the chalkboard important points from learners. 
Journal writing 
DAY 3 
Opening 
The teacher selected few words and asked their meaning 
to the learners. 
The teacher asked !.he learners the impol1ant facts they 
came up with during surveying. 
Key activity 
l.The teacher again told the learners to make use of the glossary 
as they were doing summary writjng. 
2. Learners were asked to read the passage quietly. 
Key task 
I.Learners in their groups were asked to do summary writing 
2. Learners were asked to present their work. 
20mins 
Smins 
Smins 
lSmin 
2Smins 
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3. Good points were written on the chalkboard. 
Journal writing Smins 
LESSON 4 
Topic: The fall guy (comprehension) 
Duration: 50 mins x (3days= ISOmins) 
LO: 3 Read and view AS : 3.2 uses of dictionary; understand simple thesaurus 
LO 3: Read and view AS: 1.4 distinguishes main points from supporting detail 
LO:3 Read and view AS: 2.1 summarises infonnation 
DAY I 
Opening Smins 
1.Learners were asked questions that will lead them to 
gain a better understanding of the comprehension, e.g. 
• Give types of abuse you know. 
• What do we mean by physical abuse? 
• Is there any child you know who is physically abused? 
• What happens to him/her? Who is the abuser? 
2. The teacher explains to leamers the meaning of the title of the 
comprehension as it had a hidden meaning - 'The fall guy.' 
Key activity 20mins 
1. The learners were given a passage by group leaders. 
2. The teacher read aloud the comprehension for learners, 
explaining certain phrases used. 
Key task 20mins 
I.Learners were told to use surveying strategies, looking at 
the sub-headings; fIrst and the last paragraph and write what 
they understand. 
2. Learners were asked to give feedback on the task. 
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I Journal writing 
Day 2 
Opening 
The teacher revised what was done yesterday with learners 
Using questions. The teacher emphasized important ideas 
and stressed the importance of surveying. 
Key activity 
l.Leamers were insttucted to work individually. 
2.They were instructed to read the comprehension, after that 
learners were given a li st of words and their meanings. 
The meanings o f words were jumbled. 
3.The teacher demonstrated whatleamers were expected to do 
taking one word as an example. 
Key task 
Vocabulary development 
I.The learners were instructed to match the word with its meaning 
without using a dictionary. 
2. Learners were asked to exchange their books to do 
peer marking. 
3. Learners were instructed to use dictionaries to 
check the correct meanings of the words given. 
Journal writing 
Smins 
Smins 
20mins 
20mins 
Smins 
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DAY3 
Opening 
The teacher told learners the importance of us ing 
the meaning of words as they read the passage 
as that will help them understand the text better. 
Kcy activity 
I.The teacher reminded learners that when they do 
summary writing they should focus and write short 
sentences that will make sense. 
2. Learners were instructed to read and re- read the 
passage to understand it. 
Kcy task 
I .Learners were instructed to work individually 
when doing summary writing. 
2. Learners were instructed to use their own words 
when writing summary. 
3. Learners were given guiding questions (see their worksheets) 
3. Learners gave feedback on their task 
Journal writing 
SOliDS 
LESSON 5 
Topic: Bi rds 
Duration: SOmins x (3 days = 150 mins) 
Smins 
lSmins 
2Smins 
LO: 3 Read and v iew AS: 3.2 uses o f dictionary; understand s imple thesaurus 
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LO 3: Read and view 
LO:3 Read and view 
Day I 
AS: 1.4 distingui shes main points from supporting detail 
AS: 2.1 summari ses infonnation 
Opening 
The teacher asked questions related to birds e.g. What type 
of birds do learners know? Where do we find those birds? How 
do they survive? 
Key Activity 
I .The teacher briefl y taught the learners about birds and lheir behav iors and 
how they adapt in different habitants. 
2. Learners were given a passage about birds taken from Natural Science. 
3. The teacher read aloud the passage for the learn ers and ex plained 
where necessary. 
Key T ask 
I. Learners were instructed to do surveying, looking at the ti tle; ftrst and 
the last paragraph and write down what they understood. Dictionari es 
were issued to look for the meaning of 'adaptation'. 
2.Leamers were instructed to work as groups. Their worksheets had 
lead ing questions. 
3. Learners gave feedback on what they have written 
Journal writing 
DAY 2 
Opening 
The teacher and the learners revised what was done tbe previous day 
using questions. 
Key t ask 
Smins 
20mins 
lOmins 
IOmins 
Smins 
5mins 
40mins 
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I .Learners were given a task to do it individuall y where they will match 
words with their meanings (vocabulary knowledge) without using 
a dictionary. 
2. The teacher and the learners mark the task. 
3. Learners used dictionaries to check the correct meanings of the words 
and do their corrections. 
Journal writing 
DAY 3 
Opening 
Key Activity 
The teacher introduced a new method of summarizing using 
tables. Using the same passage, the teacher modeled how to summarize 
and place in infonnation in columns given. 
Key Task 
.Learners were instructed to continue with summary writing individually 
using the table. 
2. After the feedback, corrections were written 
on the chalkboard. 
Journal writing 
Smins 
LESSON 6 
Smins 
Smins 
lSmins 
2Smins 
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Topic: The development o[the Nazi Party (HSS). 
Duration: 50 mins x (3 days = 150m ins) 
LO: 3 Read and view AS: 3.2 uses of dictionary; understand simple thesaurus 
LO 3: Read and view AS: 1.4 distinguishes main points from supporting detail 
LO:3 Read and view AS: 2. 1 summarises infonnation 
DAY I 
Opening Smins 
The teacher asked questions concerning the Nazi party 
to check ifleamers know something about it. 
Key activity 20mins 
I.Learners were given a passage extracted from Human 
Social Sciences. 
2.The teacher read aloud the passage and explained 
temlS and phrases used. 
Key task 20mins 
I.Learners were instructed to work individua lly 
in their task applying surveying strategy. 
2.They were instructed to look at the topic; the first and 
the last paragraph and write down what they 
understand about them. They were given worksheets 
3. Learners shared their ideas in the classroom. 
4. The teacher wrote impol1ant ideas on the chalkboard. 
5. Learners were asked to bring scissors to prepare for vocabulary cards. 
(The teacher asked penn iss ion to use study time for the preparation or vocabulary cards) 
Journal writing 
I OAY2 
Openmg 
Smins 
Smins 
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I.The teacher instructed learners to work in pairs 
and exchange their cards. 
Key task 
Learners in their pairs asked each other the meaning of words. 
Journal writing 
DAY 3 
Opening 
The teacher asked learners questions about the passage. 
Key activity 
l.The teacher revised how to do summary writing using 
a table [01111. 
2.The teacher read aloud the text and explained where necessary 
3. The teacher drew columns on the board and modeled again how 
to select and insert the correct inronnation in each column. 
Key task 
I.Learners were instructed to continue with summary 
writing using the table form. 
2. Learners were given a chance to share their answers; 
best answers were written on the chalkboard. 
Journal writing 
20mins 
Smins 
Smins 
20min, 
20min, 
Smins 
Appendix 3 (a): Learner Activities 
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c§J 
Appendix 3: Learner activities 
\\,ORKSH I::t:T 1 
LESSON 1 
M EET JMLES HANDA (Part 1) 
VOCABUUR\' 
Writ.: down \010«1$ you do not under<;tand and che;.:k th.!:ir meaning from a dictionary. 
\Vords I do not und~tand Meaning 
SUR \ 1:. \ ' 
SUMMARY 
SUIl\UIanSC ~ p3rngraph I.C a short IItmlC""". RCfncrnb<;:r U~ wrile whaf is important. 
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-----!--------------- -- - ----------------:---- -------------------------
5 __ J,cy::!§'_~-,-",,\)---~~.w----~----~1'li'j)j----WC1n.-H>erY.I---------­_~L_A:1><&----ruf.---~----,-tt"-j;C-{l.<Jt;u"LJ2<I'l-------------
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W ORKSHEET 2 
L~ON2 
VOCABUL ",RY 
Use the following words in scntenc.:s: 
I. PhotQgmpher 
r ermission 
SURVEY 
2. Film compaJl)' 
6. Warden 
3. Accompany 4 . Equipmern 5. 
7. Game Rang~ 8. Troils 
Use the same questions as in work.sh~1 1 and answer them showing a better understanding of the 
passage. 
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WORKSHE.ET 3 
LESSON3 
"'.IEET J Al'\1ES BANDA (Part 2) 
VOCABULARY (Lcamer$ were given n glossary) 
I .Find the meanjng of the following \.\'ords. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Donnito .:>.r .... 2>~, dr""" ~rY> ,,$'-,-- """ J--L _ .. ?~,../~.~ .:,.;ho...ll.,../n ~_S(")';;QC> 
ry . ~ ~'"c>~" ,..,.., ......... eft -e ..... ~ ..... ~1'-G~~~9 ' 5' C'eI .,...(""',S"~ 5 d ..".._.0 
Chaos -><!-<",...!:;;."';;' i'S <--/90..'" :2,<t:4 
Reputation ..., ............. )4.:..'t r~t;.,lc ~n;'"7'>" ___ os.-· ... ....... iCl'4" s-«>~t!'" ~dy. 
Panic ~ ~- h~ V(! &0. $CC<dJ"' ..... ~{!}"rts' _,-,,: r ~-(ik ..... 6 y~w>d- <Ez.. ...... ~.S' 
Exception ~> ~ /"~.Y5C7?" _or t.,hu~ ch.:s>--< .,'~Y7 .fl"" <. l ]-#¢>' .s~~"f!" t:'.-r .f:~u'· • 
Alert -J> ~o- i e.??, '>'''(#" c..-,...-r cL l;::?~ >*,~.$'.u.- S'<"~_ eCh,~ ......... h. £ _// "::' ....... r 0.£(. 
Assemble _~ ,f ... :?,r-/" f~~7"'" --S :s.".._v'J'·~ ..,;_?e,~e> t:<-5 
Munering ~ ~ ~;h.lc/< ~<t!! //".....,-..- ::J _ .. ~,£e ...-J'7.I,h c.- ...,~v 5~~f; 
2. Wnte your own sentences using the ,,, .. ords above. 
3. _1'....t::..e--..Ja::~EL".=.~_~ __ ~~_(;. __ :J!.::P-f-t~~~_&.l:u~,£~~ __ ~~ __ F-.. ,_¥~~_.= __ Q~4..cf __ ~~ 
JZ!£:_h.~.?. _______________________________ • ____________________________________________ ~ ___ ~ ____ _ 
4. .EnX' u: .... ____ 4f:_~ __ n&.,,::y-£ _~ _.r..-__ '!ic..s..4dt:r-. __ .E.<:<;./.:J...#.!!2~_.A"~ ;;~_.~~~~ _______________________ ~_ 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
6. .!..-----------.. ---~---------------------.------~------------------------------ -- -------------
... &..J..£<:_fo ____ ~,;:&_~.l:!.or: _____ 9--~.,,;:~--.L~~t.:-<..·-"l-:1-L"l,;r-!2--J;-"!"=;,-~s.~'"'--~eh_l_T:t."f:iL __ 
7 . _e..?_~<e?b..!..k_. _ A_~_£.~_. _.:c_<a~.l:! ___ &.?;; __ ";:!:L!:?E:?..I;:;1 __ ~ ~~_Qc: _d: ??_!-~ __________ _ 
8. _T.22.kc~L_<:'c_!:.I~cJ.----~...,,----(.k,·h2:-*t.:;J.e_'L_Y..><_.. ___ .:r ... X".~_:I.~~_C,£!... __ "::Y-..bi. __ ~=:v.:i!'Y 
_~_~ ___ s:.rx._CJr!_..!r.. ___ ~ __ ~_~:r:_~ _________ +~ _ __________ ______ ________ _ _______ • _ _ _____________ _ 
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'\VOJHCSH F:E'l' 4 
LESSON 4 
SURVEY 
1. Whalhaveyou leamtillparagraph I? 
2. What have you learnt in the la.."-l paragrnph? 
VOCABULARY 
Match word." in Column A with their meaning in ColumnB 
Colum.n A Col UUln n 
I.saw rig: ., an instnu.nent used to mix together an egg 
2.ba1ance wheel ~ \J thing that ma.:es you feellulppy 
-3.bounce~ .:::. ...... angry 
4.scar 
:--., ---
'-",,- ~ leave: 
5. fun ...--- ;;>< The~l~tadriv~wndtocontrQlilie 
...... x:::: 
-----
::<I~tion . 
6. mad __ 
""- ......-
that is left on the skin 
7.e~g- benter -~ .?'-.. ./ Saw that makes initial cuts in a lo~ of wood 
-
......- >< 
S.qult 
./' /" ~ A wheel1hat regulates rate of movement in a machine 
9.steerin wheel ~vcd uickl ' awa from a surface 
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(;()R.RECTtONS 
,. '&L< .. L~0:1-_-
; ~&i'--ZJT-eJ 
4. ---.- -----_______ _ 
s. ---_________ _ 
Ii ---__ .. _____________ _ 
7. ___________________ _ 
8. 
,. 
S UMMARY 
Rea" the pIIs511ge cllrcfully 1I11d bUllUD1U';se five: main p<Jint." 
Write: ,n Cull sentences_ 
• Do not repenl The &arne p<Jint. 
• Wnte in your own words. Do not C()py senten<:1.'S as they lOre from .he pa.<;.sage. 
Summmi~e The pas""'l5"' looking at: 
• The rc]nTic>n<hip l1e\ween th .. C,,(her lind .hti> ROil. 
• What WIIS he blamed for? 
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WORKSHEETS 
LESSON 5 
Bird beaks and bird rood 
I. SURVEY 
I. \Vhal is the meaning of adllpl3lion? 
k..d4f~~C.\:} ...... \S. __ . l:'.:J.. •• _clMi.'i:'.~ .... L-{~ ••... u .. a~'i- __ .t~.hLLif"b".'Lc1M._ 
~~ . .J:-? ''!.':.~.Y-n ••• ...pll-_. __ oM.~ ___ .~, \~_MlA _ __ .ui.oAIm .i.L.J.:\A' , \ - l V\ ' ,. n o. 
2. Whal do you Ihlnk is the ~n for the wrile to give the title of this passage 'Bird beaks 
ond bini food'? 
.i~_~~-.k..\'_':'_n .. r:::.b: \" \::"~~L... i=tb\\I;.;, , >~'t_.kl1L-.\l.h~~..$ 
.l .. ~.:_._~._ .. _.iQQ.\-L._Jl~ l:~ ... :...U..~ _ ___ .. ___ .__ ................ _ .. . 
........ _ ....... _ _ .................... . --_ .. __ .......... . 
~, Wbat have you lwnt in the last pan.grapb,? 
--_._ .. _-_ ....... ---- _._----_ .. __ ._--------------------------------._-.-
.... \do,I r I, .;:r..~<~'C\'t: 1.0', {' ~S_nb.1J..~~_ .. ___ J.~(r._.\..~ .\~i_ __ _ .. 
.J:~?b:L:on .. _h.M __ \: .. .t.·"' ''I-'-_______ . ___ .... __ .. _._. ___ __ . .. _ ............. __ ... ___ . 
2. VOCABULARY 
Match words in Colum.n.A with th('ir meaning in Column B (Do not use dictionaril's 
during this activity, Dictionaries "ill be used Iutu). 
COLU~IN A COLUMN B 
I.habiltl1 l.bKds mouth 
2,wild 
---
dead flosh q 
3.sile 
-
sweet liquid produced by llo\\'Crs 
4.beaJ<- livinll area I 
5.""", a pocket or skin in some animalstbirds 7 
I 
i 
I 
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T he deveiepwLnt of tlle ~jlli (e.,\l r act from sodal science textbook) 
SURVEY 
What do vou l.mderslano about: • 
0.) The tide: :-j:i::lt ••..• l'ID:zj~'f±IJ.\J _ _ .b9.$ .. ___ :JlQctD._ ..J44~tQ .. 
ntlL!lill':! ____ cN\':t' _ _ ___ ______________ ~-----____ ______ ____ __ ~ _________________ _ 
b) The first paragraph;_b~..J:.0.B_'1_ .. ~~-~00-Q . .. ~.\)OO.l} . .. t;iltt:U.i£r.tQb---. 
_,_C __ -".~ __ \'!'H""'-.-lh\O---~'j_----,--!9-S-----b:lnl!L"¥,---
c) ~~·:-I~st ;~:"~h:.:r~~Q==~~~~=-;.~~~~=~~i~~~~:t;~dQ=~~= 
:~ll~~~;a~tf(~.::~~"~:~~~:::":~~~v:i:~~~:£<)j;= 
VOCABULAR)f 
Dunng this lesson. !earn~rs W~fC introduced in vocabulary ords where a card hw:1 a 
dillk ult word on the other side and its m<:,~ n i ng on the other side. E.g. 
Neediug or wanting something ! 
~'cry much 
__ .J 
Lcamcrs worked in pJirs asking each other the meaning ()C words. 
SUM.MARY 
('.muplelc the table by 
1914 
in information lhat"s Clts well in ellen ¢Ohlinn. 
Pmon/pooplc100unlry Event 
Germany 
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I 1934 
Mo'. 1-1. \ lor ~ -~ ~ .. ~<IOcW I rt..~ n . 
1935 1: .. . :0" pti r '~~ '"'";:: ~:.~d ....., I ... ~~ ... ' p. 
1938 1,_ .~ -., ~\<' f"'3~':,~~O 
19]9 1-1- ~' :kW'S",/~~..,.... ...... 03'$ ~\l. ~ (Ufl 0- \-:)I45!nf"3S" 
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WORKSHEET' 
LESSON6 
The development or the Nazi (cxtl1u:t rrom sodal scienc.e textbook) 
SURVEY 
Whal do )'00 underuand about' ... 
a) The title: Z_ .-(h! M ... t:I. ... tt?!!b!'J. __ P.?!:'.x!..'d._Rii::t.t.. __ ~z:!.!.. __ .2_t;:_?-..!.. __ , 1_' __ /_":. __ 
J!lg.'kt:ma>.~ _____ . __________________ ___ _______ _________ • __ • ________________ • __ • ___ _ 
b) The fi~t paagrapb>.f.C':~<: ..... :0:2 __ N.rJ:l'!~_ ...... ~d....h!:t"!.«' __ £lp~_( ___ _ 
_ 1"..d~«'_t'b..>!£.. •• r.f!:'.1~Ij;_ •• :n_k..~ .. {~_'¢ .. dL.!~~~!~~I?J ______________ _ 
---------------------- --------- --------------
VOCABULARY 
During tlus I«son, learner.; were introduced in vocabulary cards where <1 cord had a 
difficult word on the other side lUld i4> meaning on the other side, ClI-
;'\eo:dmg or 'ft'll1ting something 
very much 
Lcnmen worked in pairs asking each other the meaning of words. 
SUMMARY 
Complete the table by filli ng in infOflll31ion that 's Iits well in each column. 
Peoonlpcoplcloountry Fvent 
1914 Gmnany Tbere WllS social, e..:ouomic 
and nautical chaos 
1919 C7c/l$ Hiilt,.- ~~ -' .,- ::. ')ii,i "~':AA-~;:~~" 
-
1"0 l", 
1923 "rkl't'r ,..,,) """' .. 1)1+ /"cl!. l)' e, k' .. J'.... . i} ... ~..-
1929 v"'nJ· p..p"l r~"~ff_~ _/"i~~ t;;~"£ ~?:.I".... . t 
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1934 
H"/rY 1JP~ ~ M." '~ ~,..." F~ ...... ~
1935 ~'" . ' 
rr,.,.;m:M "' 1:' M .{J.t "'if 2% f'V " I,... t "' ''' "JO 
19J8 ~/j";t> J'.!"""l" t' '~J to. .... hyi~~~ f~,$l!.fr ~c......,~~~, 
]9}9 ,.~upJf? -"'Y:X~ -~, __ s 
"(1 ,.,...,.. ~oh, 
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\ppendix 3b: Copies of comprehension text used during intervention 
Meat James Btulda :1 
~!!o! ,<l ,€VV 51,;j"''''! at Phomoloflg 
t:,,:c;..;, .:ii'<' Sebec ... i!t mil' ;~t~oduco 
myself to ,Ov 
MY'drr,e s James Ba,.,da and 1 arrived 
~~c~ f\,~a:<I,"'; a few days ago, I will stay at 
:n:s sc.l-:oo' for tf,~ rest of the ter.,., 
let me te' ',;ou why I have come -';.;re< 
'2+"-6' :$ a photog~apryer and a film 
pr;;.j;Jcer. He wcrk.s for 3 fi!m COtT'ps-ry ;" 
Malawi- Hf:: r,.,a~as f j,ms abou[ theNiI= 
~nimajs if' ~he: vBrious GilffiG Park.s in 
s~(,them Africa, 
Each year my father travels to a differ-
ent Game Park to make a film. My mother 
accompanies him, At tha moment they 
are in the Kruger Nationa, Park. However 
they do not stay in the Rest Camps whers 
the tourists go. They take a tent anc all 
their own s\..ppJles and equipment and go 
on fOOl along the animal trsits until they 
are deep in the bush. 
As you probably know, tourists must 
st3y in their cars when they are in the 
Game Park and they must keep to the 
main road$. These Bre some of the r:.lles 
of the Game P~rk. My father has to obtain 
special permission from the Warden of a 
Game Park: before he can go jnto the 
bush. Before we leave Mlllawi, he writes 
to the W alden and explains what he 
wants to do. Norma;;\- ~",e z-e,;-' 3:10\",,," 
my fat her iO ca-ry ;:)~t ; ~:;; Bros, c;..t ;:.r; _" if 
he takas a Game ~a-:Ger w;:- p - Qf 
course my father al .... ays il-;:-"';~ :, :nis. 
He knows it Makes ~r.:;:, ~::;. ~ ':;ii_~ ~ 
Ranger to u;>:e ,,~ ... ;:"sm __ ':;~-e 
Ranger knows the P1Hio. yr;;;-;- -<e 
carries a radio so thar ~"':" "Bn) '11 
contact wi!h the Res;: :::s ~::if ;-,,: ;;'S~ .. a 
carries a gun. 
I rsaH)! look fomil":;! ::: - :~~"1!£' 
annual t ri;1s to cther;c.. • it;; ~ ,;;~ ~ 0<: 
they afw(lYs !eke ne ,\ :r: ;;;~...., J ..•. ',£1 
term! go to schoel in ![.e ',:0;;.. :d. 
At half term or dufd"~ --e ::ays 
spend some ~ime wi,:' r' ~ =~VetHS 'r. ,~,a 
Game Park before we rl;:.I-" t: V.! e .... " 
Don't you think {"'at's 1.'1~ ".::: --,£ He" 
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Hello ! les James e.ar>da agllin_ Let me 
introdur:e you !O my brother, Joseph. He's 
at b(.1/1ofding senna! in Swazt!llInd. t-/", 
enjoys boan;!in9 school very much and 
h~fll: beftn there nOIN for tWO yOIlI'S. 
On8 W8ftkerod h e cern. to vi.it Sipho 
and me, During the friday evening. he 
told u •• bout an ,ne,dent that happened at 
his school, 
This W85 his Story 
Tho Fire 
tiang ! Clang] Clang! CIII"yl 
What a noise that bell made. ! thought 
And it WIIS sti1l dark in the dormitory 
Sleepily] pulled back thft (.urtam a I!ltle 
and peered H>rough the window Outside 
;t was Clnly just getting light and;; tew 
stars were SHIJ scattered round t he sky I 
100k9d ot my watch. Av. thirty AnothlH 
hour beforg we had to gO:t up but !l"1e bell 
continued 115 dOllfening nols6 
Chmgl Clang I Clang I Clengl 
Some of the other boys htilard It tuo, 
now. lind they sat up in bed. unwlllingiv. 
_rubbing the!~ eyes and muttering com-
plaints, 
~ 
Everyone agreed, We must carry out 
the Flre 0, ill. Well, we tried, but it w a s no! 
"ely sucee$$1uL We all 08giln shouting lit 
onco and repeMing the instructions (hal 
Iho Headmaster had rold us so frequently 
'Gel d'c('Jsed quickly.' 
'Leave th e dOlfllitory quietlv ilnd as fast 
as pos!Io!bJe 
'Don' t panic 
'A!o.swmbtofil on th@ football field. 
'CIOSI!! aU Ine v. indOws belore you 
1f<R>,'c_' 
~ 'G "'H everyOne 01.1\ of b@d' 
As WCUilS J:l11 th" no;~ ... , Inere we$. cnaos. 
It $uddanly OCCUII<ld 10 me what WIIS 
wrOng. The~~ w as II fire somewhere and 
the btllI was d w aH"ny 10 us . 
.. !t's a fire:' I Cfled urg81l1ly_ "The belP 
a's stili ring ing. II must bo the Firo BOIL 
Come on A11 ot you We must 9tH Qut of 
hel(;l," 
The panic in my voice tOon spreod 
round the dormitory and bo~ jumped 01,11 
of b ed, now fully alart et'ld worried. 
" Tl'e Fire Drill I" cried someone 8be. 
'~he Ffre Drill," 
end conhJs.on everywhere. Some boys 
couldn't fin d thff " sh o (l5, Olhors we .. , too 
fr ightened to dres!:! properly and they 
slruggled out of 'he dormitory. d ragg ;n!) 
0.1'1 their Irouse!"$. e5 they went, toslny th~ir 
ba.ance and finally falhng o .... r in the rush 
tor lno door. In the end we all managed 10 
gal out sefely .... with one exclfption 
Man d l. Shabe!8!a !\ad • reputation for ' 
sleeplflg 10ngGe' ttl""" .nyon •• 1&6 ""d a:; I' 
we scrambled through the dOOf, he took 
no not,,:e of us 11 11 He lay thore. fasl 
asleep Now we had ignored i!l1! the: ;1'1' I 
.$lf\.ICl'ons in the Fire Or:U 
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There a r e many different 
kinds o ( birda 
There Il~ 4boul 875 diifen~m. 
kinds oibrrd$ in South Mric(l., 
They are f OUlld ill many 
different habiUltli (hvirtg 
areAs). There aJ'$ bird..o in the 
descrta, in the tmpI;caJ forests, 
in the buAhvoeld and o n \.he 
highveld. There are also mAny 
~~nl. \'Tl lh o'i wild biras i.n 
our parks IIInd gard.as. 
Why are there.a ttUlny 
differenL ld.nd. ofbi ... :h .. ? 
II One reP..son for there b~ing 1>0 
many kinds of h iTds ill that 
Lhen~ ... n :: V(,ry IUtlo;y habitats 
and differeu!,; k.indA o.E'food for 
biros. E ach kind ofbird is 
a dapted hm.lt.ed) to its h >l b ltnt 
and to the food it e6ts 
a Different ktnds of birda liv& in 
dilfereu i babilsoUJ and .ao eat 
different kinds otIuods. TbJ.. 
melUlfi that they ean all find 
",U{}ugb food and place!! to l1est.. 
Tl'wy do nol 1> .. " .. t..o fiKhl O"~r 
food And n esting sites. 
\}\ti~'T~n.'\ \d:niis at b~ 
have diffe rent betlks 
4 B~ thaI eat diffcrcnl food!! 
have diffeN!n~ beaks . The 
shape ohhe beak will tell }",, 'C 
1M ~ I.n ...... ~ .. ~~ ... . .. 
WrtI ElltS. bc~~;;;~-~ek' .. :; 
bird is auil.ed to its d iet. A 
monte (Cnpo sparrow) has a 
ahart, broad, Stl"Ollg bto~ 
---
_. 
Mosaie:I eat gT(lin :lIld seeds, 
which can be very hard_ TbP.i!' 
strong litUl: bllaU are s ui ted -
t his tough diet . 
BlrcUi of p.t"ey 
~ ~-. h ...... kll .nd falcons;. ~ 
birds or prey . They UlIu&lly k!:~ 
their prey. Dmis ofp~y have 
str tmg, sharp. c:nrved bes.k.s. 
They U.&e their t-.ka w tear 
the meat that they eat 
• Vultures need their strong 
beaka to Lear tbe earrion (deaL. 
{\(l.I',n ) whl .. u \,he.y ea\.. So.to.e 
birds of p rey COWld ill South 
Africa are the hlaek-shoulderc; 
k:i1.e, the b1ac:k eagle. the fish 
eagle and the martial eagle. 
, 
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EXTAA CT fROM Hs,s TEXlIOOK 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NAZI pARTY 
At the end 01 the WoI'\d Wer 1, Germany was in t state ot ~odal, ecor.omI( and political ChlO1, t.iermanv 
~d started the WIr In 1914 , The war caused GerTlJl'tyto suffer m.nyecooomic and finand.1 pttIIltles 
H we". GemtJn p!'Ople were de5peflte fO( someone to lead them and to provide t/\em WIth solutions 
to theirprobltms. 
Adolf Hitler, an out·of,work artist and bincreksoldler, SlW an opportunity for a PQ1itlcai Plrtv that 
would soNe the problems the German people, In 1919 Hitler joln ll!d I small party, the Gertnln WOfkers' 
Party, By 1923 Hitler had radlc:ally chlnsed tilt Ilarty, ",oming i15 leader. He provided discipline and 
dIrection for the members.uuted I uniform, lIaB and symbol, ~nd !lIIve tht partya new nam!-
Nltklnal Socialist Germin Worker{ Party, 
THE !MPAqOF NAZISM 
Afte, the W!JI StrtetCtuh In 1929, the world's economies went Into I depressloo. Germany was badly 
aff.c ted by this and the economy collapsed Iia n, As conditions In thecountry became WO~, Nazi 
Party SH/I'led to be the only answer to thl to tilt country', problems. By August 1934 HidIf 'NilS elected 
as the leader, his aim was to destroy demoerxythlt 81 .... him limited powers, Hitler', focus was on 
eduCiUon and lb. youth for Natiftctt!on proanmme, B~ 1939 more than eight mlaon yoong ~ple 
were members olthe Nul Yot/tll. 
R~lision Wit one 01 the greatest threllu to Hi tler's policies-In 1933 Hitler signed In asreemenr. called 
the Concordat with the Pope in which he prom~ IIOt to threl1en religlon. The reality was different 
Hitler set up 8 Reich Church- Germtrl flip wert dlspilyed on the altars. and the swastika !luna alongsIde 
the CfOl.I . ReliglOlJs writinss wMlI1I-written loglorrfy Nausm, Christians like O!eltldl Bonhoeffer, who 
tried to thaNeose these tNnges wtrt arrested and hant ed. 
THE NUR EM BERG LAWS 
The town of Nuremberg was the set()(ld·larg.st town in Germany, Nurembel1 beta"" Ihe c.nlre olthe 
Nati Party in the ]9305. The Nuremberg laws were paned in 1935 and removed all rights from the 
Jewl5h people. Bv 1936. more than hall of the Germpn.kWs were unemployed. This was what Hitler 
wal'lt.d to achi.ve, Hitler did not view the Jhtsh people as being pJr1 of German. In 1938 1ft Jewlsh 
people had to "Iiiter all proptrty thltthev ownfd with Ihe Nui Party. No Jewish person WIS ~lIowed 
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Appendix 3c: GLOSSARIES 
GLOSSARY: 1 
LESSON 2: WORKSHEET 2 
.:. Accompany (v) : to travel or to go somewhere with somebody 
.:. Equipment (n): things that are needed for a particular purpose or activity 
.:. Film Company (n): a business that produces films! that makes films 
.:. Game Ranger (n): a person working in the Park and knows it in great detail 
.:. Permission (n): to allow somebody to do something 
.:. Photographer (n): a person who takes photographs especially as ajob 
.:. Trails (n, v) a long line or series of marks that is left by somebody or something 
.:. Warden (n): a person who is responsible for taking care of a particular place and 
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GLOSSARY: 2 
LESSON 3: WORKSHEET 3 
.:. Panic (v) to suddenly feel frightened SO that you cannot think clearly and you say or 
you do something stupid, dangerous, etc . 
• :. Exception (n) a person or thing that is not included in a genera l statement 
.:. Chaos (n) a state of complete confus ion and lack of order 
.:. Reputation (n) the opinion that people have about what somebody/somctJling is like. 
based on what has happened in the past. 
.:. A lert (adj) able to think quickly; quick to notice things. 
(v) to warn somebody about a danger or urgent situation 
.:. Muttering (n) words that you speak very quietly to yourself 
.:. Assembly (n) the meeting together ofa group ofpeoplc for a particular purpose 
.:. Dormitory (n) a room for several people to sleep in especially in a school 
Appendix 3 (d): Samples of Unit assessment before and after intervention 
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Appendix 3d: samples of unit assessment before and after intervention 
~ c_"s 5M ,,-.J,t:;! f\ 
tvX-t was: <I/<. 0« chu::k.-
b'wlh6j sQ. up ~ed · 
tl> Un"'illif',}; ' . 
\ii ~'Rubbfl<;1 -H~N 
rir~in) . 
tS) Hf (eahs{:d --.k's a J 'fl?-
,be:' hK:6 INdn,'., I:P ~h.nc 
tl f\{o ,$'bm{'- t)lh('j' ..f/)uf Cor!"Y? bn 
[1> ~'" {h., bell I lJ . 'r~J ) e;;, .1 h<\S 
t!J~ ,!:<,«j 10 
01hr 
b:x> 
~h.'~ . 
tij~ 4 h" .f. r E- """I. 
110\1:11 -t"c.r> C1n;;ooe ~ ~i~(' _ 
<t.."lhf ~ :>hc")")l"", C\jt dc< rn:Iv.'j . 
\JC31 Cle-\ '1.u;c h-fJ 
ht("n:;~y ir;fbH:"(1 '\t;> ~(\\"" h=> c\-t::>r ~t...-~ <1$Jle;~ Q5 5-..-..$'-
I . ~ ~('b!t'> 
1-0h",n 'I.h ~ J,<;l1 
-.Jp 'f\.. i.k b ¢t!!b 
fYU.)--H.e.red C*PMp f-alft.:; 
117 
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~ 
"I"j;(,!/'sb 1m 
1 J 
h"'~J::>eJ0's Hea.d /& t:;DQ V'lCH.V" au1d r!!he~ ?art ,.;.:p 1).1 J;c>d 
!/.l.AYI..,/II,>yI'j 'a .,.-, .. ", (p, n <J' tf.h<!!? eye;;- c<",,,,, /'07" I!;/'7tf'..-' 
ROJ), "i,f~ 11:1 w W' ?/"'Y/~S" I ."., ' 
" J "'''"u"" ,., . .-.. . 
~ ~/,!e .s~r' P&, " 01 f' ':1",=£ ,~ '-'-""'J 'nVe- t!,h,'y~ 
firM¢> "='';:1.1' 5"'mP<'"a ~c ""'9 "'~ 
!'Z1l&4/ ,,,, /1'7 ",/6'-,.6 <>,.",- '-<A:>IY'Y'<rd 
If Tnt:? n!n::? Pr/II e,,-ied s;:,J?1'6'&X'C!' d"ke 'J)?e /'l,n!";;>r-/( 
4:;;", _ .bo,~S ~uld~ -Find 6h(7/7' sho~ 
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Hello! It's J.me.s e .. nda again. let me 
introduce you to my brother, Joseph. He's 
at boarding SChOOl In Swazttand. He 
snjoys boerdlnlJ $Chool very much and 
he's been th~ now lor two yeers. 
One week.end he C.1me to visit Sipho 
aod me. During the Friday evening. he 
told us about Dr'! InCIdent that happened lit 
his school. 
This was his story. 
The Fire 
Clangl Clang! Clang I Clang\ 
What a noise that bell made, I thotIght. 
And it WilS $'lin dark in the dormltory. 
Sleepily I polled back the curtain a !1uJe 
and peered through the window. Outside 
it was only just getting light end a few 
s~ars were still scattered round the sky. I 
looked at my watch. Five thirty_ Anothar 
hour before we had to get up but the bell 
~ntinued its deafening noise. 
Clang! Clang I Clang I CI4Ingl 
Some of the other boy. heard it too, 
flOW. and they sat UjJ in btKl .. unwiflingly. 
;rUbb ing their eyes and mutterlng com· 
¥lillniS. 
Everyone agreed. We must carry ou! 
the Fire Drill. Well, wo tded, but;1 was not 
very successful. W. all began shoullng at 
once and repeating the instructions that 
the Headmaster had told 1,15 so frequently 
'Get dressed qulc:kfy: 
'leave the dormitory quielly lind 1'IS fast 
liS possible: 
'Don't panie: 
'Assemble on \h. fool ball lield: 
'Close all the windows bt.fore you 
le:llve_' 
,. 'Get everyone out of bed.' 
As well .5 8111he l'Iolse, there W:lS chaos 
It suddl:tnly occurred to me what was 
wrono. There was ;;J fire somewher. end 
the bell was a warning to us. 
"11'5 a lir.," I cried urgently_ ''The beUl 
It'& t;titt ringing. II must be thO Fire Boll. 
Come on All 01 you. We must get out of 
here." 
ThiJ palllc 111 my VOIce SOOI1 sproad 
round tne dormitory "nd boys; jumped out 
Of bed, now futlV " Ierl and worried. 
"The Fire Dnill" cried ,.omllone elso. 
"The Fire Drill." 
and confUSIon everywhere. Sarno boys 
couldn't find their shoes, others were 100 
frightened to dress properly and they 
struggled OUI 01 the dormitory. dragging 
on their trousers as lheywent, losinQ thai r 
balance and linallv falling over in the rUih 
for the door. In the end we all Inilnaged to 
get out safely with one exceptIon. 
Mandl. $h8balald had a repU!Dl lon lor 
sleeping longer than anyone el'e and $$ 
we scrambled through the door. he took 
no nOllce 01 u, aU. He IIfY there. l<tst 
asleep. Now we had ignorCld /III Ihe in · 
structi()~ in the Fire Drill. 
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,\XSWCR fHE FOLl.OWHW; QU£STlO,\S: 
I. What \leoke J05<..,h up? (2) 
~ Wh.tlime\\asit\\henhelOQktdllthiswatch~ (2) 
3 Wbat time did the~ lIonDall)' ha\c 10 gel up?(2) 
4. What did ~ome oflile. olher boys do \\h ~!\ they heard the bell? 
~Iention three things.) (6) 
S. How do you think Joseph realised what was wrong? Choose the l1e~ 
answer. 
a) Everyone complained aboullhc ~IJ. 
b) The bell did IIOt SlOp ringing. (I) 
c) ft was fiyt thirty 
6. What did the boys Iry 10 do? (2) 
7. W'hllthappened 10 the boys \\ho dId not dr~ss properly? 
& Who did nOt gel OUI (Jf b~d? Why? (3) 
9 Ho\\ did the boys leave the dorinirmy'l (2) 
1 O.MenUOll one instruction of the J~ dIlU? (\) 
II. Whicll "15 the final insbtlction in the lire drill IIhich they ignored? 
(1) 
(l) 
ITOTAL-lli 
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1a;J 
III 6nb~(rQScd 
1:2. '\ok::,('\iW wel l c.£1 
<!(..,.-y.,.. 'L''"'' (' cd,,,,,, wit~ 
\feel b 0<'; GOoVl 
"(' ./ 
ih~ ,(<:''''i.l~nrf , Eec.o<...,V<::liUS 
o .. ·d he w(';}rt~ w- hid? ~ >lci 10 
~ ""T\->e'1 toot: \;k.e 0. d "\) t --..iO l.o.) 
irct Son--ecr(; (Q.,e 0..--01 It.;1\.)es -the m . 
~J\, .~c.eu~-(' 1-<. v...,..s ~GfFO~eoI ~ 
!o,-pl h"€ d\~)<ir <.J...:or"i1 Tb be. ir1+ru<:-tC'oI ... 
. N: ~t$ ,> k ,<s 8 qoool 1M"''1'~1 he o.W- ~,d ....... 
hi i"'s1va~tcol l;""k..e q '-1,,;)\..1"'-) bo---1 cy 
~. 'ics \1.,) hdp -j~l P~"~I~ 10 , ~V~]n'le:h~ Th cA<.J 
;r~ 1--.oQ...:\: 'S."C,fl"Ieju'"'l 10:0;:: IIO,.-,.,1a.\ pecpl( c,bf"'..~r -ru ,1-(.(A 
'~.ljltfed 0,«>1 11--,(q t.,);l\ inj.; .. .i::, " '-' -->'"'1!. Ic..:)t'.:t o,-,.::.\. th6..-1 
~jll 9 i f':t ~ \:J("i'i b..".r. .. 
./ 
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.~ {' I r IV [.."pEflIFJ'Ic.£ 
- -
Commuuity ServiI:' j(work helpin g people in ihel()tf!j commull1ryJ 
I W3.S r~lua.anl to So iliere on that first day, and as J v.'aited ol,;t~!de the dire<:lor J oille:, my 
an;(lcty only i.ocI?md My leg; felt like lead- -rbere"~ a rchabrhtatlOD Ns.idtllce!.Jt 
~, .. "I.I ~ ~,.;l ;-h>i .. ~.l\v ill "l'f\~le Mv dad. a doctor, hac! insilted on. my Vl)lJ.uJleetltti:/ at th~ 
r(:sldcooe. He wanted Illy bigh ,~I comrnuniry service requirement ttl be mled l:\l 
productive way. 1 felt the same. l'be pte\'ious summer I had gardened and ;>ichd up truh, 
aClm\ltS that didn't really sum to me the Tl)('aningful diffe:t:'ncc mat I moughr J v>~cd to 
mlike. Still, I WIS scaJ'ed lluag!lllng Whal the reahlle! of worting at the re5ldenu 9fOIIld be 
'!1Le directur was brief She lolJ me abwl the need to embluh emotional roOlJ:CCtiQtli w!!h the 
resideutl, thenroshed 10 introduce me to I gmllp or!~, their '-ges mging fmm R to '2!, th~l l 
1l,'<IS as'k!d 10 SU~(S~ My cMrgef Mkmned m~ graCloUily. Some tried to dap bur couldn't 
bring both bands toaclhet; $Omc tne:d to uy h::!lo, t>l:r thcir!pttCh \illS so impa;ud that I rW!y 
only guCSJM at whet 1hty said MoSt conspituous among them was Young-il He \\'J~ alder 
tb~1l t, and he was the only one who spok.e c1tarly eoough for nre 10 understand fully Ymmg-ii 
had the (ace of a 10 ytar,old, hm he was barely follJ' feet tall He took me in ace It fL-.,1 1nd, 
stumbling os be walk.:d, sbo\\o-ed me IJOUGd and laughl me ~ b&3LCS offhe restdtnts' roulL;]e 1 
~'aIi embarrassed when he told me whit tn do; 10 be frnnk, I felt as iff were being iD~tr'JCled b/' 
child, Laler, thinkin& back on my ~nde$Cens ion IOWlird thiitlcind, in\ellig\:fl\ mllll, I felt a ill<il,;h 
d~cpu emhll't'M,menl 
The yOW'lgest wu Sung·:>hn He Wiu eight yean old, only three fed !all, and QiI; linge!) \\ert 
$.lI odd shapes wd ~Iles. t\ tcadlel' told tnt tb!1 Sung-Min's fingel" u$tld to be. fused, bllt ht h,1d 
rCGcut)y h~d ~l OpG'!al1Qn. SUl:.l,S-Min now bfld fi ve diSCrete digiti 011 etch bind, but Ihm 
irrerular fornu still nude it vetylwd fer biro 10 amp thinp, In spite of his phySical SL'USg/H. 
SUDg.:-'IUI. W!.\i the bri&hr~ aM most energetIc pmoIl at the reSIdence, On m} S.:GOIlJ eli)' of 
work,.he Wl$ the fll11 to erect m!, some-thmg I was anteful fN, sinee not aU oftbe ft.i:ldemf 
rementbeTtd my face. 
Helpillg 31 luuch was InY molt .ttflicuJl task. /I reqcil ~d coosidenbJe paticuce, S()Jnc res.idenu 
had trouOle focusing on eating and would ontn Star\' $naking tMir beAd5 viole;rtly u I tried to 
feed them. But whatever tbcirpb)~cal chaUt'll3es end discolUfotU were ~nJ huwevtr 
tWlppealing (he fOOd was, none of the r~sideu\.l ever C(lfuplained, I couldn't b~lp I;OIltnl5tng 4'le 
residents' belu!\ ior with nunc, 1 ","'lIS agrUn embarrassed to think aboul my regular pkldness. fl1)' 
~Ito eilllhi, or thaI or if al~ my demands for particular foocb; and I bcglll to hope thaI tire 
road [0 ,\'isdom ',YaS pa\'ed WIth such small cmharmsmeul!. 
After OlY rust lunch Itt the residence, a teacher took over tht group. E~uYOlle m the room ,aid 
goodbye in his OWD Wty, ~nd Sung·Mill, the little guy with the mis!nlll(.t\:;d fUli,cn, accomFanl~'; 
me ((I the door ilOO hugged my knees I wailctd home, my kgs much l:;tler mill they had heen 
that morning My reus 81ld wome3 bad dJupptared; In their plat;e were the rurpl'Uing 
beginmnils of an emotional eolll'J~ction Wt , had tbOl.!gbl wu beyood me. 1 was looking for.va.!' 
I{) <I''';I\~ 'hI" ~~irlmtYIl\P'l'lin. ttl heloiTlR them. I oo!)l!d, and having them help me 
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ANSWER TilE FOLLOWINC QUESTlO~S : 
1. Jun-Min Kim's tather is a doctor? (rru~IFnlse) (1) 
2. The TCsidefils of lhe rtltabilita\ion home were mostlymen (TrueIFalse) (I) 
3_ Did the director of me residence think it was necessary thaI Jun-Min Kim Jearn sign 
language or esw.blish 1111 emolional conncction to work: with the res idence? (2) 
4. Who was the youngest resident at home? (1) 
5_ Wbal was Jon-Min Kim's most difficult assignment? (2) 
6. Vihy did JIU1-Min Kim'i father want him \0 work at the residence? (2) 
7. The institution that JWl-tv!in Kim worked was: 
.) A hospital 
b) A ",bool 
c) A rdlIbi.fuation residence 
d) Ajobtrainingcerure (I) 
8. How did mO$1 the residcnre C{)tnmunieate with Jun? (2) 
9. Sung-Min hugged Iun's leg: 
0) Because they were pl.ying II game 
b) l3ecau-St he wanted 10 be fed 
c) To help him WldcrstAnd Ute resident's daily routine 
d) Asbiswayofsayinggoodbye (I) 
10. Did the T<'.sidents only play or did they also ,rudy? (2) 
11. Why did Jun feel 13 ifwns being instructed bY:l child when Youna:·ij (alight him nbouc 
the tnidence? (3) 
12.l.tnJgine that next summer Illn is offered the opportllnity 10 ei1hcr return to his volunteer 
wurk at the residence or 10 participate in a foreign-language mdyprogram 3broad. 
Which do )'01.1 lhink he II.'OUld choose and why? (3) 
13. While feeding tbe reiidents, Jun is embarrassed r~membcring his own behavior Ilt 
mealtimes. Do you think that lUll will change the w~y he bclm'cs lind why? (3) 
14. How do you feel aboulJun? Do)W lilmhim? (3) 
15. Would you !ik~ 10 or be willing to volunteet' at the residence? Why? (3) 
Glossary: 
Assigllmtnt - t:lsk 
Abroad- O\'CrScas 
Conspicuous- noticeable 
Discreet- sepanlle 
Graciously- kindly 
Unappealing- unanracti \'c 
Reluctant - hcsi l311t 
Rehabilitation- rttondilioD 
ITOT AL-301 
Residellt - house 
Appendix 3 (e): A copy of learners photo in a classroom 
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 Appendix 4: Transcripts for focus group interviews of learners  
Appendix 4 (a): 1st Interview (in IsiXhosa) 
(Educator      : Educ.) 
(Learner         : Lrnr) 
Thina senze izifundo ezininzi ezibonisa ukusetyenziswa kwe comprehension strategies xa 
sisenza i Comprehension. Into ebangela ukuba ndinifundise nge comprehension strategies, 
ndizama ukuphucula indlela yenu yokufunda nokuba nikwazi ukufunda intoeniyiqondayo. 
Ngoku ke ndizakunibuza imibuzo malunga nezifundo ezi sizenzileyo. Ndicela nithethe ngoku 
khululekileyo, umntu athethele phezulu. Ndicela ukuva kuni ukuba ndinibuze ngoluphi 
ulwimi - ngesixhosa okanye ngesiNgesi? (Abafundi bonke:- N 
Educ: Umfundi ngamnye ndicela atsho igam lakhe, neminyaka yakhe. Mandiqale 
ngawe wena uhleli ecaleni kwa, xa ugqiba omnye alandele. 
Lrnr: Ndingu ................. ndineminyaka eyi 13. 
Lrnr: Ndingu ................. ndineminyaka eyi 13. 
Lrnr: Ndingu ................. ndineminyaka eyi 14. 
Lrnr: Ndingu ................. ndineminyaka eyi 13. 
Lrnr: Ndingu ................. ndineminyaka eyi 14. 
Lrnr: Ndingu ................. ndineminyaka eyi 13. 
Educ: Singekabheki phambili makhe siqale apha. Ingaba niyasithanda na isiNgesi? 
Niyakuthanda ukufundiswa ngaso okanye nisifunda kuba ninyanzelekile? 
Lrnr: Andisithandi tu isiNgesi ndisifunda kuba kunyanzelekile. Mna ndithanda 
isiXhosa ngoba ukupasa kuxhomekeke kuso. 
Lrnr: Mna ndiyasithanda kuba siza kundinceda ndikwazi ukuthetha nezinye 
intlanga. 
Lrnr: Ndiyasithanda kuba zonke iLearning Areas zifundiswa ngaso. 
Educ: Ingaba niyaqala ukuva ngestrategies zokufunda isicatshulwa? Makuphendule 
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abe mnye ngexesha. 
Lrnr: Mna bendikhe ndafunda ngesummary (abanye bonke bayaqala ukuva 
ngecomprehension strategies). 
Educ: Ukuqala kwethu ukufunda nge comprehension strategies - ingaba 
benizilandela okanye beningaqondi kakuhle? 
Lrnr: Bendilahleke mpela ndingazi nokuba kuqhubeka ntoni kuba ndiyaqala 
ukuva 
ngezi Strategies. 
Lrnr: Nam bendingaqondi kuba andinalwazi ngezi strategies of reading 
comprehension. 
Lrnr: Nangona ndiqala ukuva ngazo kodwa bendi excited ukuva into entsha so 
ndaqonda ukuba ndizakumamela kakuhle. 
Educ: Ukuba nindivile naziqonda ezindlela zokufunda icomprehesion, sesiphi 
okanye zeziphi izitrategies eniziqondayo? 
Lrnr: Mna ndithanda isummary 
Lrnr: Ndithanda ivocabulary knowledge. Xa ungalazi igama uske ulijonge 
kwidictionary. Hula ke lonto. 
Lrnr: Mna ndithanda isurvey, ilula kakhulu kum kuba ufunda nje iparagraph 
yokuqala neyo kugqibela ufumane i-idea yokuba kuqhubeka ntoni 
kwisicatshulwa. 
Lrnr: Mna ndithanda ivocabulary yenza kube lula ukufunda isicatshulwa ndisive. 
Amagama endingawaziyo ndiyawafumana kwi-dictionary inkcazelo yawo. 
Lrnr: Kusenzima kum andikaqondi ncam, akukho strategy ndingathi silula kuba 
akululanga nokufuna imeaning yegama kuba ziba ninzi. 
Educ: Alright, qho xa ndigqiba kufundisa ndiya buza ukuba nindivile na, 
niyalandela 
na? kodwa wonke umntu athi "yes". Xa ndibuza imibuzo bathi cwaka 
abafundi, kutheni? 
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Lrnr: Uxolo Miss, xa ubuza ukuba sivile na, akho mntu ufuna ukuthi akevanga 
ngokuba uzakube umbuza imibuzo, ngoku sikhethe ukuthi sivile soyika 
ukushawutwa. Ngamanye amaxesha siyahlekana, uba uthe awuva 
kuzothiwa usisidenge. 
Lrnr: Abanye manyani abeva tu isiNgesi babenentloni zokutsho. 
Lrnr: Ngamanye amaxesha uyayazi impendulo qha woyika abanye abafundi kuba 
bazakukugxeka xa emkile utitshala bathi uzenza bhetele. 
Educ: Ndithini, ndenze njani ukuze wonke umntu ave, azi? 
Lrnr: Xa ugqiba kutitsha sinike iclasswork. 
Lrnr: Xa ufundisa mix isiXhosa nesiNgesi. Cacisa ngesiXhosa kakhulu sakuva 
sonke. 
Lrnr: Buza umntu ngamnye ngamnye ukuba uve ntoni - atsho lento ayivileyo. 
Lrnr: Mna ndicimba ungabuza aba ubaqondayo uba abazi. Babuze uba yeyiphi 
indawo umntu angeva kuyo, uyiphinda phinde de bazi. 
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Appendix 4 (b): English Translation 
We had many lessons on comprehension strategies, showing how to use them when reading 
English text. The purpose of such lessons was to help you to read comprehension with 
understanding. 
Now, I am going to ask you questions concerning what we did in the classroom (i.e. 
comprehension strategies). One, I would like you to speak freely, without any fear. Secondly, 
I would like you to speak loud and clear during the interview. Thirdly, which language do 
you prefer to be interviewed on - isiXhosa or English? [Chorus - isiXhosa] 
Educ: Firstly, tell me what is your name and how old are you? Let me start with the 
one sitting next to me - when you finish, the next learner must follow. 
Lrnr: I am ............. I am 13 yrs old. 
Lrnr: My name is ........... I am 13 yrs old. 
Lrnr: I am ............. I am 14 yrs old. 
Lrnr: I am .............  I am 13 yrs old. 
Lrnr: My name is ............. I am 14 yrs old. 
Lrnr: I am .............  I am 13 yrs old. 
Educ: Before we go any further, I would like to know whether you like English or 
not. Do you like to be taught in English or you learn it because you have no 
choice? 
Lrnr: I don't like English. I learn it because I have no choice. The language I like is 
isiXhosa because in order to pass to the next grade you need to pass it. 
Lrnr: I like English because it will help me to communicate with people who are 
foreigners. 
Lrnr: I like English because all Learning Areas are taught in English. 
Educ: Did you ever learn about Comprehension Strategies in your previous schools? 
Chorus: N... N... No Mam (showing uncertainty). 
Educ: Ok, let's give each other chance to answer for himself/herself 
Lrnr: Yes, I was taught how to summarize. 
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[Others said it was the first time they were taught about comprehension strategies] 
Educ: When I started teaching strategies for reading comprehension - did you 
understand or not; or you were confused? 
Lrnr: I was lost because it was for the first time being taught these strategies. 
Lrnr: I was confused; I had no knowledge of strategies of reading comprehension. I 
did not understand at all. 
Lrnr: I was excited to learn something new so I listened very well. 
Educ: If you understood, which strategy or strategies you know well? 
Lrnr: I like summary writing. 
Lrnr: I like doing vocabulary - when you don't know a word, you check it from a 
dictionary. It's simple. 
Lrnr: I like survey because you only read the first and the last paragraph and you get 
an idea of what is happening in the text. 
Lrnr: All strategies to me are still difficult, even vocabulary that seems simple it's 
not to me because it's not easy to find the exact meaning of a word. There are 
many meanings of one word in a dictionary. 
Educ: Alright, whenever I finish teaching each strategy I ask, "Did you understand 
what I taught?" All of you say- Yes but when I ask questions no one answers -
why? 
Lrnr: Sorry Miss, when you ask if we understand - no one want to be seen or known 
by other students that he/she doesn't understand, if we can say we don't - you 
would ask us many questions. We are afraid of being shouted at. 
Lrnr: Others keep quite because they don't understand English and they are shy. 
Lrnr: Sometimes you know the answer but you are afraid of other learners because 
when a teacher leaves the classroom they come to you and say you think you 
are better than us. 
Educ: Ok. What must I do or how should I teach in order for all learners to 
understand? 
Lrnr: When you finish teaching, give us a class work. 
Lrnr: Use both English and isiXhosa. Explain more in isiXhosa we will understand. 
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Lrnr: Ask each learner, what did you understand? 
Lrnr: I think you can ask only those you know that they don't understand. Ask them 
what they understood, if they don't talk - then explain it many times until they 
understand. 
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Appendix 4(c): 2nd interview 
Educ- educator Q- Question L- Learner 
Educ: This is our last interview on the whole programme of teaching comprehension 
strategies! have few questions to ask this time. Again I would like you to be open and tell the 
truth. Your comments will help me a lot. 
Q: At the beginning you worked as groups, but at the end you worked as an individual. Did 
you cope with the activities when you worked alone? 
L: It was easy to me, no one to argue with whether you are wrong or right. 
L: It was difficult at first when you separated us. It was not easy but i got used to that. 
L: I liked my group. I did not like it when you said; you are going to work alone now. 
Educ: I asked you to work as individuals because I wanted to find out if you understood what 
we were doing. 
Q: which strategy/ strategies you found difficult? 
Chorus: Summary (yhuu). (Yhu is an exclamation) 
Q: What was so difficult about it? 
L: When summarizing you think and think. 
L: There were many points in a paragraph. It was not easy to select one and I ended up not 
knowing what to do. 
L: it is not nice. It makes me angry it is difficult. 
[I used extracts from NS and HSS to show learners a table form method of summarizing] Q: 
When I introduced you to a table form method of summarizing, did you understand it? L: I 
liked it, it is better than writing those sentences. L: Those columns made it a bit easier to see 
where each point fits. L: I did not like table form I like writing sentences. Q: Do you use 
these strategies when you study other learning areas? Chorus: Yes, they help us. 
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L: Yes, I use summary when I study EMS. It has many notes then I summarize each 
paragraph and it becomes easy to me. 
Q: What about other strategies we used? 
L: Vocabulary development was better when we had dictionaries. 
L: To me surveying is like summarizing so I do not like it. 
L: I did not like surveying at first but I like it now. 
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Appendix 5: Interview transcripts for non-participant observer  
Appendix 5 (a): 1st interview for non-participant observer 
R- Researcher NPO- Non-Participant Observer 
I take this opportunity to thank you for availing yourself firstly observing the lessons I taught 
in grade 8 and looking at everything happened in the classroom. Secondly, thank you for 
accepting my request to interview you. Your views and comments on what you observed will 
first additional teacher and to help rural learners to read comprehension with understanding. 
Our interview is guided by questions; feel free to talk because I need your contribution. 
R: What was the lesson/s about? 
NPO: Firstly I observed a lesson on comprehension strategies namely; surveying (skimming 
strategy) you introduced to learners. It was a good lesson because it gave them the easiest 
way of learning - to get an idea about the text they read. Also teaching vocabulary was 
important so that the learners may acquire more English words. I liked more the teaching of 
summary writing because it provokes thinking. 
R: What made the lesson successful/ unsuccessful? 
NPO: The learners are seated in groups and that is what OBE stresses so that learners could 
help each other. Also the fact that in each group you placed those hard working learners made 
most of the groups to be active. Those who were not partaking were immediately exposed. I 
saw that they were able to delegate tasks among themselves. Learners were hands on to their 
activity and you were moving from group to group helping them. 
As you teach remember that you are dealing with grade 8 learners fresh from the primary 
schools, your English must be on their level. As I observed I saw that they do not understand 
and as they said that it was their first time to hear about skimming a text. That is why when 
you asked a question there was total silence. 
The lesson on vocabulary development was exciting when you firstly taught them dictionary 
skills and gave them copies of a dictionary page for reference but when you asked them to do 
an activity that needed dictionaries yet they had no dictionaries; I knew that there'll be a 
problem. There can't be vocabulary enrichment without consulting a dictionary. You are 
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heading for a big problem; the task will never be finished on one day. There will be hiccups/ 
upheavals. Few learners had dictionaries. As it is you have a big challenge, these learners 
won't have dictionaries. You have to tell the principal about this situation, you may not 
achieve what you wanted to achieve. Did you notice how they flocked on one dictionary, 
pushing each other? No, no, no, something must be done to save the situation. 
Although most learners have no dictionaries, they showed interest to what they were doing 
because they grouped around the ones who had dictionaries to look for the meaning of words 
themselves. 
I was impressed seeing that you made a glossary for learners. This is a brilliant idea, continue 
with it as long as they don't have dictionaries and the school hasn't bought the dictionaries. 
I liked the fact that you used the same comprehension text so that learners get to know and 
understand the text. If the learners were good in English language it would have been easy to 
do summary. It was not easy for them to summarize. They lacked understanding on what was 
happening in the text. They took a long time reading the passage and they could not finish 
their task. Few groups that managed to come up with facts, the rest is unable to see facts from 
the passage. 
R: What need to be improved? 
NPO: Use simple English as you can when you teach these learners, come down to their 
level. You used words like 'predict and brainstorm' and grade 8's are not familiar with such 
words. Learn to translate what you say in isiXhosa if you want them to understand what you 
say. As an English teacher take an initiative to request the committee responsible for learning 
support material to purchase a number of dictionaries that could be affordable. 
When teaching summary, read the passage aloud first, explain certain words and phrases that 
helps them to understand. 
There were learners who did not participate who were difficult, ask them more questions until 
they develop a good attitude that a question can be posed to them and an answer is expected. 
Teach one strategy at a time for weeks so that your learners may understand. 
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Appendix 5 (b): 2nd interview - Non-Participant Observer 
Sir, this is the last time I conduct interview with you. You observed me at the initial stages of 
the programme, in the middle and on the last lesson. I would like you to compare and 
comment about everything. We still use the same questions. 
R: What was the lesson about? 
NPO: Before I get to your question I want to congratulate you because I have seen an 
improvement to your learners. I observed all three strategies again. Some learners seem to 
understand or have an idea of what was happening. Few whom you can see that they still 
struggle. The lesson on vocabulary was good and most learners were actively involved. They 
seemed to like the new method you used for summary writing and most of them finished on 
time. 
R: What made the lesson/s successful/unsuccessful? 
NPO: I want to comment more on vocabulary. The fact that dictionaries were bought 
minimized the problem. I could see that you used different methods of teaching vocabulary: 
match words - that was the best. I think you used a good approach because it stimulates 
thinking. Also the vocabulary cards you used were a good idea, training the learners to retain 
information. The approaches you used I will also use them when teaching vocabulary in 
isiXhosa. I have also gained. 
I think it was a good idea to teach learners summary writing at an early stage. This will cause 
them to be able to take notes in all learning areas. The fact that you used other Learning 
Areas when teaching summary, that will also make them aware that English is vital to all 
Learning Areas. It will help them to be able to select important information. 
R: What needed to be improved? 
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NPO: Again take one strategy for example surveying, for about a week or so, drill it until 
you are determined that all the learners have grasped the lesson and the vitality of it.  
Secondly, when dealing with vocabulary, do different kinds of vocabulary development for 
weeks, and ascertain how the development proceed and give them challenging tasks 
sometimes based on word puzzles. 
It is a pity that you are working on a programme that must be finished on due time, otherwise you 
should drill your learners over a period of time, using all different types of writing summaries. 
Definitely there could be a great improvement. The learners are keen to learn, they are interested. 
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Appendix 6: Learner questionnaires 
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QUESTIONAIRE 
I. Al home, do you have access to tbe following? 
Majazine. novel, shon $"loneR p<!Oh"'V<¥,,"soauer) 
2, Which language do you like to flUId most? 
3. DQ you like reading comprehension? 
4. We~ you taught n:ad.illJeam:pI"<b=ion slI":llegies ftOm your 
previous school? 
No 
S. If Yes. wbatlntbey':' 
V;;C;;.,.\;;;;..\;;~: ........................ ...... ..::::::: .......... . 
.. S\J\"~~-c.-~ ........................ . 
8. What do you think the leacher should do in order for you to understand those 
It~o,..Ij, ... ~~"'''''' ... ~::m:.~'''' .. ,~". ~~~~C'~~~~;i'~~~r~ ..... :::, ..... : ... ~:::::: : :: . 
.................. .. ............. ... .......... " ..................................... .... . 
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QUEsrtONAlRE 
1. At home, do you have aeccss to the (allowing? 
Magazine.. m:we.l. shon storiC$. DOctrV@"'soaoe0 
2. Which language do you like to read mosl? 
3. Do )"IU like reading compreheusion? 
4. Wen;: you taught reading ~=ion str:1teg;«$ (torn your 
previous school? 
No 
5. If Yes. what aretbey? 
:\l~i~~~.~~~~~···:: .......... ................................................... . 
.• SV>.~\ot"::"~ ...................................................... .. 
8. Whaf do you think the leacher lihould do in order for you to understand those 
ii:"'" \ \ \ . .. .. • .. . \"~D . ......,.d, .•. :-\:.e,c;.c:\.-;, ... e.\'\(! ... :,~\"\:.v:-~"'t>ot'r" ~ ... .:o:-.'C..'I'!\.-t.. \VVJC:;. .. . tl1\e.. .... ~~~_~\.,-O~ ... V:.~r.'I.~ ... ~""......... . 
.o?\"'\ .. ~c ... "Q..~ .. ~x.~~ .. ~ .................................... . 
................ . ................... . 
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QU[STIONAIRE 
1. At home, do )'QU have access to the fOUowing? 
MaL!azine~~~trv. I1ewsonoer. 
2. Which language do you fu to read most? 
xhi Engl;,h 
l. Do you like rwIin& ~l 
YesV No 
4. Were you taught readi:oa comprtbension strmegies from your 
previous Kboo17 
Yes 
5. If Yes, what are they? 
.......................... , ...................... , ................................................ . 
...................... ... ," ............. .......... .......... '. , .............. .. .... ........... , 
6. BClng introduced to those three strategies of reading compn:hension. bow did you 
c.ope with them 1 
-:u ........ C<4Jo:;r. ·· · ·~""·,,~OO' ··· ··f\\'011~(J\.rt,!~ .. ·"·· .. 
. Ii{> .... ,~ ~I' " y,..",1i ".  ... ::r.. r;,.ffi.\ .... Jw.\~~hb:l .... " 
.~\ ....... :Jl!l.., , ..................................................... ' ...................... . 
. ,............................ , .",,, ...................................... " ............. , .... .. 
..... " ............ .......................... " .... ... ......... , .......................... " .... .. 
8. What do you think thc tcacher should do in order for you to undCfSllDd those 
,J!!i<e~es? .l\ . to. H 
»'_'v,\::l,. Qed ..... Q""" .... k . . ifof .. ,J",,, ':f\ .. ~. .j\;. . .ID~~ ........ \rt':::r.~ .. \,;).l.il............... .. . .:.l ' 
. b.:I".r<L~ .. !;tk.f. . :<!1~J.d" .. >.»'"'cl..m... ., .. 
. ~'W ..... .:I::cl' .. ~ hl. .0 k <1\.;>JI' . 
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QUF~TlONAIRE 
1. At 11O!ru; do you hilve acce:;s to the following? 
E~5Jnovel. ~~o~~J>oerry, newspaper. 
2. Wbich llUlguagc do you like to read most? 
English 
. 
l Do you like reading comprehension? 
4. Were YOlll!lught rending comprehension Strategies from your 
previous ~chool? 
Yes G:-' 
5. If Yes, what arc they?' 
6. Being introduced to those three sttlllcgics of reading comprehension, how did you 
cope with them ? 
'V' ",,, ............... ,""', •. . .. \ .... . .....•..••..• ".,.,', .... , .................... . •..•.. .. 
~-P.\ ~;;t; . . t!;,- I "n" ,. .,.{, , -! • . • , .,;.;.; .... ~.i't !" .,~. ~.;'" •. ;"1;, .. .... '~ .. w.'> ... '> .. . .. ~ . ....... , .. , ., ..... .... " .". 
· .1.~, ... ~ .. .. f.I)i . ",: ".1:' "h\·.':':\ ••• y.~j:-r .. , .. t/.) •.. M,\.\ .b ....... . 
· .•. . ~.! ........ "' .... . . " ....................... " ....... , .......... .!, .......... , 
7. \\lhichs!rategyJstrategies you uru::icrsund bett.er1 
iJ.;;::~"I\1 • ..... ••••• : •......•••••.••••••••••. 
" ........ ..... .......... ~:<., ' .. ' .................................... , .... ..................... .. 
S. What do you think- the teacher shculd do in order for you to understand those 
strategic!)'! 
."' ..................... , · .. :·w ...... .. .... c·· .. "rr" .. .. ..... .. 
• ::;Jt;:: . .),:,). .... ";..\'\.) .. "r:{; .. K)filJ/;:A .. 1. .. t:~.~~!I(W,:., ...................... , . 
.......... , ................................. , .. . (1 ........................ , ..... , .... ... . 
· .. .... , ......... ........................ ..... . ", ....... .. ,." .. , ... , .. ", ...................... . 
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9. Did the teaehing' of the strategies of rrading comprchcnsion help you? In whal 
way" CQmrnent. 
;:e·· ····· .... ·· .. · .. .. .. · ... ·· .. T· ........................ .. .. , .. · ....... · .... ·· ...... .... . .. .. • .. . .'ta ... "" .. "" ~" ..... :'tI-,JJ." .. . "*""" c ., .... .. , ."L"' ... ...... . 
. < . .. . o. · .. p ..... , .. j". ... " .... V .............. w.,._ ..... ~ .. d .. .!!.~ .• _ . 
. AA.(\oQ.~oJ"~;";>. ~'~.I.~ I .. . ................... ... . ... . . .. ..... . .. .... .. ............. . './ • ••• 
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QUESTIONAIRE 
I. At home, do you have access to the following? 
~ -Magazine. novel. short s tories, poctry~ new.spaper. 
2. Which language d o you like to read most? 
---
Xhosa English 
3. Do you like reading comprehension? 
Yes 
4. Were you taught reading comprehensiou strnteg:ies froln your 
previous school? 
Yes No 
5. If Yes, what arc they? 
. S'-'.<v')0'''~~ ... ... ...... .. ................ . 
6. Bcing. irtt.rOd~ to \has;;: dutt~ strntes;cs o f reading c01uprchcn.9io n , how did you 
cope with thent ? 
. . :b .. '~ ....... ~~ ..... .. . = ... ~.'\!,>~"'- .. "'.\"-..... :>=i-~ ...... . 
·~· .. ~·~Y:-·">- ····~)~- ·· ··-·()..~··· ·· r}:O;:~···· ··~··~'-····- ··. _~~~····~Y·~···~ '9~~_··· y···~ ;}"· ·· ···~~d':;;;';\·····~····· 
. . ~:.d . .. : ..  . .c...-.\;;;. ;:, ..... •.. =:". \" . .. .... ""y  ................. . 
1. Whicb s ln~ tcgyJstrategies you understand bener? 
S. \Alhat -do YQU- think ~he teacher s h ou ld do in onIer for you to understand those 
Stnlteglcs? 
---r::~ ""~~~~J. . .. ":'~.~~ ......... :'::..~~ ... ~S~ ... . ·~~:·:··~~·?~~.~0::~::::.:~;~~:!3;~~ · 
~~'-::..v==~~d L.-J~ ~ .~ ~~ --.\\--Sh 
~ I f~<:..'-. .., 
; 
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QUESTIONAIRE 
I. AI home., do you hl1\c acc~'Ss t() th~ following':' 
~gazin~ no\,tl, shQrt stories, poetry'~:~'~j 
2. Which language do you lila: to read most? 
Xho~a ~h ' 
3. Do )()U like rt3ding cOmprehension? 
No 
4. Wen:: you l&Upt rtadinl! comprehension stl'lltt:gies from your 
previ('lus M:hoQI? 
N~ 
5_ If YC$, what'nnhey'! 
... ~ ..... 
............................................................................................. 
6. Bcing ItItrodll.COO to those thret strategies ofrtadjng comprehension. bow did )'()u 
cope wilh them 1 
-- '\ \ ' \ 
.. J} .... ,~ . k l ... ~'.C'h ..... ,'.hl .• )':.,;~. ~ ............... :: .......... :.~: .... ...... \.\ : .•. ~ .... .. 
.. ~L. J' .. ::.L .. . ~;'ir.. .. .. ~. ' ..... ~ •• " r. L .\.:r~" 'v ... . \-..... ... ~.~ . ... ~ ................ ~ .. . 
.. t-:hi ... 'C .... , .. , .... b ....... u .C':>h •. ¥ .... : .. , .•.. .r.¥w.):."'\f,\()J). •• ~ •. : . ... .. : .... .. 
.. . d.1. r.lY. ........... ' .. :h .... ~ .. ~ .. N.\ . ... f. .~ ... ;;'.~ ' ... ;-.. ... 1: .. , .% .. \ .... ; ;" .' ... L ....... . 
'.,)0li0, -... i''''. r' 
7. Which stralegy/stralqies you wu:ielitlmd beuer1 
• :-.'.c .... ~ •• )\;;:-.1: t~ ..... n:·,-~. ,.~\'1.'.-i:. ...... ~ ..... ~ •. }; ....... _ •• ~I.-... ,. ... ,. ' .-t.. .... rJ ..... !; .. t-
.. \ .'() .... I ..... )...., .. :".l~;.,C\ .~ ..... :v;'O • .l.;.r;cL. ........................ , ........... , ... .. 
8. What do )IOu think the It:acher should do in Qrder for you 10 undtntand those 
strategies? 
.1.;;..-; .. ;.):-,. , ... \.'.i.. lX\ .. :~.h ...... ~ .. I.' ... ,</ ............ 1.:;. r: ....... " .. l .... ,." ', .. .. d,\.; . 
. . r:~ ... :1. .. :....... ..!." ... 1::'l,'>. ~. -.N • ..-J ..... '. ! ..... ~.~\ .... ! ... -' .... , ........... '. _ .. 
.. ~ .... J<............... ............... ............... ............... . 
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QUEST I ONAlRE 
! . At home, do )'OU have access to the follow ing,? 
,/ ../ 
Mag,ulne, nuve.1. ~hQn stones, poc::try. newsPQPCr. 
Z. Which laO"'UDgc: do you like to read most? 
Xhosa Engli~ 
3. 
4. 
Do /ike reading compr¢.htm.Sion'? 
Yes No 
\Vere you rnuabt n:::ading cOlllpreben.sion !>tnlt:l:'Iiec from your 
previoul'< tiChool'? 
No 
S. If y~. what an: !.hey'! 
..... } ....... .. . . 
6. Being in1nxIuced to those. three s.tnltcgi~ of reading eomp~ion. how did you 
cope wiTh lhem '? .5,~'M'~~ .. ,,~:.'Jc~· .. .... ~? .. I:,"'A._ ..L'- .... m:? •.... :(!:.r..'*( ... L,,'rl .,.t.~ . ...... .l- .. . . .. ~M .,. - <;; .... 9M.ln!!1.'t-n l.e ··V'.T'!} .. ·P.·<!·'Q. . f:::/f>.Z':"'r~"'" .Uj;J.'I.~.. "CL""~' .. t.c """' ...... "'''''''':" ... I=c'''~ . ... wrl .U.<\ .. .. .-·~,J.~l~ ... Q.j-(.~:-..ul.o;..( ...... J;,;N'. b1.t. ... f.0'~-: lK1 ........... ... . ... . ................. . 
8. What do you think: the tellcber Bbould do in otda' for you to understand those 
~:;~,\JI:~];.r;;J~\;r.;~~~tjxr:~<ifi:;.~t<~ ,;.:g~;':.J~ • 
.. J .. J...... ..... 1 ............ .................... .. .. .... . '. L .. · ...... ... . . 
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9. Did the: teaching of the strategies of reading comprehension help yt>u: In whal 
~~y':~~~f.i~ .. :l'!.!d,;"~J..:.k .• ·~,~~.I,"···J:11: <rd..th ... i.!l\' 
.. U ..... '" ~."Z£ .... e".t" .... I·~·t:A~''''·<f' p..... ""'J." ... I:,.,ol,,,,,-,,,( ··.r.'!R~· ~~IA~ ...... v.d:~ ..... e.o.sh 'of\oC • ()Y'V' .'j.-i. ...... .'.Jt":.(;.,C 
.. l"j.Q ...... ~:rr. """.1; ... j"'IJ............... ............ ...... . ........... .. 
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QUESTIONAlRE 
1. AI bome, do you have access to the following? 
Magazine, novel. short $tories, ooco;vE3 
2. Which language do you like to rend mOSl? 
Bnglish 
3. Do ylJU tike reading comprehension? 
Yos 
4, Were you lau¥bt readiujJ oomprdJcnsion slrategies from your 
previous school? 
No 
5. If Yes,whataretbey? 
IJ;;C;;"\;;;:"\~~;:·· · ..... ........................... . 
.. Sv\'V:V:\~I.(;":~ ............ . 
Appendix 7: Research Journals 
Appendix 7 (a): learners’ Journals 
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Appendix 7: Research journals 
Appendix 7a: Learners' journals 
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Appendix 7b: Researcher's journal 
 
Reflection: Pre-intervention assessment   31 January2011 
I told the learners on the previous day that they will write a test the following day. When I 
gave them the test they looked surprised. I gave them a comprehension text which I thought it 
was simple and it had pictures that could help them understand the story. They took a long 
time reading the story. I had to remind them to start writing and I was panicking about time. 
Some were unable to finish during my period which was 50 minutes and I requested 10 
minutes more from the teacher that was after me. 
After marking their test I saw that the learners really needed a serious attention because the 
text and its questions were not difficult. Their scores were so low; they could hardly get 50%. 
Although their results were disappointing, I was able to identify the strong learners, average 
learners and weak learners. 
Researcher's daily journal 
Lesson 1- day 1 vocabulary development 01 February 2011 
I re-arranged the learners taking strong learners to be leaders in each group, and then we 
started the lesson. 
For prior knowledge the learners were asked questions based on dictionary skills. The 
majority of learners did not have knowledge of dictionary skills, few answered the questions. 
I had to start teaching dictionary skills preparing them for vocabulary development as they 
would use dictionaries a lot. Copies of dictionaries were distributed to learners using their 
leaders so that they could see what they were taught. During the lesson, the learners were 
tense. It was not easy for them. When I asked a question, few learners raised their hands. I 
gave them two sentences with difficult words on the chalkboard so that they use the skill. As 
I moved around each group I noticed that they picked any meaning that did not fit in the 
sentences. I scaffolded each group correcting the mistakes some did. We quickly did 
feedback on the board to emphasise what I said in the groups. 
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In the key task, the English text was given to learners to identify words they did not 
understand and they were asked to take out their dictionaries as they were requested to bring 
them. I had my greatest shock to find only four learners with dictionaries. I had to leave the 
classroom to check for dictionaries I could get in the office. The learners were noisy as they 
were grouping around those who had dictionaries. As I was moving from group to group 
monitoring them I noticed that they picked any word. There was one learner who picked 
'their' as the word he did not understand. I saw that I was dealing with a serious problem. 
Learners could not finish their task. I was frustrated but the situation was beyond control at 
that stage. The situation left me with a huge task, thinking on what do to make the next lesson 
on vocabulary successful. The lesson was not be finished, I had to continue with it tomorrow 
so that all learners could finish their task. 
Lesson 1-Day 2 Vocabulary development 02 February 2011 
Learners had to continue with the task to finish up. I did a glossary of words I thought they 
would not understand. Also, I wanted them to work quickly because their pace was too slow 
yesterday. 
Lesson 1-Day 3 Surveying 03 February 2011 
On this day we started marking the work done. During feedback the strong learners were 
active giving their words and meanings. Some were hiding, they were afraid to be asked. It 
was clear that learners were still unable to use dictionaries. 
I introduced the learners to a second strategy - surveying (skimming and scanning). Learners 
practiced surveying using the same comprehension. The learners were struggling to get an 
idea of what the first and the last paragraph meant. They were confused. In their groups, the 
learners discussed in isiXhosa. Some were not contributing in the groups. As some learners 
were not contributing in the groups, the group leaders mandated other learners to write their 
own sentences and read them to the group. Such a skill surprised me 
During presentation one could see that some did not understand at all despite being helped. 
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Lesson 1 - Day 4 Summarizing 04 February 2011 
I told the learners to use the skill that was used by other groups so that each member of the 
group contributes. I introduced them to summary writing. As I taught them they seemed to 
understand. It was their time to practice the strategy. Learners were stuck and I had to 
scaffold them. They told me that summary writing was not easy. The learners were not used 
in this strategy. The activity on extracting facts from the passage seemed too difficult for 
them. I had to probe them with questions in order to talk. Although I used the same passage 
some learners did not cope. I felt pity for them because they wanted to learn and understand 
but English was the problem. I had to think on what to do in order to for them to understand. 
Lesson 2 - Day 1 Vocabulary development 14 February 2011 
I used the same text as in lesson 1 for all the activities in lesson 2. The learners who had no 
dictionaries were given glossaries. 
Learners worked individually within a group and shared their sentences in their groups. 
Some learners' sentences were still of poor quality. They lacked basic language skills. Their 
pace had improved, maybe it was because we dealt with same text. 
I liked to see that they were tolerant of each other in their groups. 
Lesson 2 - Day 2 Surveying     15 February 2011 
A brief revision of surveying was done. I modelled how to survey using the title of the text. 
The learners were asked to do surveying again on the first and the last paragraph of the text. 
Learners were actively involved. The average learners contributed a lot. They seemed to have 
gained confidence. 
I had a group of boys who were slow and not improving. During presentation I saw that 
some groups had improved, their sentences had meaning. More assistance was needed to the 
slow group. 
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Lesson2 - Day 3 Summarizing 16 February 2011 
I started by re-arranging the group of boys only, mixing them with girls. 
I think using the same passage had a positive impact to the learners. They were free to share 
their ideas. In some groups, learners were able to identify facts in the text although they still 
struggled to use their own words when writing their sentences. Their pace had improved. 
Lesson 3 - Day 1 Vocabulary development 01 March 2011 
I used the group leaders to hand out the text with glossaries to their group members. I asked 
them to read the passage first before doing vocabulary development. 
Their pace today was slow again; most of them were slow readers and were not conscious of 
time. I noticed that when they had a first encounter with the passage they took time to relate 
with it. Also it was not easy for them to write their own sentences using the given words. I 
had to be patient with them and help them build their sentences. Apart from that there were 
groups with good sentences. During feedback I asked the groups with good sentences to read 
them for the class so that the other groups might know what was expected. 
As most learners had a low level of understanding English and I learnt not rush them 
otherwise I would miss the point. I had to give the weaker learners English story books to try 
and alleviate the problem. 
Lesson3 - Day 2 Surveying 02 March 2011 
I did not give them a chance to waste time today. After giving them instructions I started 
monitoring them. I allowed them to discuss in their home language although that posed a 
problem in terms of developing learners' in English language. The strong learners were of 
good help to me. They kept on reminding others what I said and exposed those who were not 
cooperative. Groups managed to present their ideas even if they were not that good. 
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Lesson3 - Day 3 Summarizing 03 March 2011 
Some learners summarized the text using guiding questions. Some responded positively. 
They understood the questions and they were free to talk in their discussions. The weaker 
learners were still struggling with summary writing. 
Lesson 4 - Day 1 Surveying 04 April 2011 
On this day I asked learners to work individually to see if there was any personal 
development in the programme we engaged in. I used a new text during the lesson on 
surveying. It had a difficult title for their level and I had to explain the meaning of the title 
before they embark on the activity. Learners found the text interesting. The majority of 
learners finished on time while the weaker learners were slow. 
During report back the learners showed understanding of the first and the last paragraph. I 
could see that many learners gained understanding of what we were doing. The programme 
had started to make meaning to them. 
Lesson 4 - Day 2 Vocabulary development 05 April 2011 
On this day the learners were still working individually on vocabulary development. I gave 
them the instruction that they won't use dictionaries at that moment, but they would use them 
later on, I saw that they were surprised. I modelled what I wanted them to do and they 
continued with the activity. As I checked their work I found out that some were matching 
words without giving any thought. Some were serious about their work. They were clever 
enough to go back to the comprehension passage and read the sentences where the words 
were taken from in order to understand/guess their meanings. 
Learners were asked to exchange their books for marking after they finished their activity. 
After finishing marking, I asked the group leaders to take dictionaries and give their members 
to do corrections. I had never seen such an excitement to my learners. They all had 
dictionaries. They did their corrections with excitement and they finished quickly. 
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Lesson 4 - Day 3 Summarizing 06 April 2011 
Some learners grasped the summary writing although their sentences were still long. I had to 
show them on the chalkboard how to get rid of unnecessary words. 
I was happy to see that what I wished for had started to take shape. Most learners were 
accustomed with the programme. They summarized the passage using the guiding questions. 
What I noticed was that the strong and average learners were confident. I think they had a 
good training when they worked as groups although some had long sentences. 
I saw that the weaker learners were struggling with text. I think they relied too much to their 
groups. 
Many learners were asked to read what they have written and I wrote the best answers on the 
chalkboard. 
Lesson 5 - Day 1 Surveying 18 July 2011 
In this activity the learners were also working individually. I gave them a text from Natural 
Science. I noticed that they were not crazy about the text. It was dull for them. The leading 
questions helped them in thinking constructively. There were able to survey the text. 
Looking at the weaker learners' work I noticed that some words were not completed and that 
caused what they had written to be meaningless. I told them to double check words when 
writing. 
Lesson 5-Day 2 Vocabulary development 19 July 2011 
Learners were used in this approach they were no longer surprised. They did the activity 
individually. After they finished their work, they exchanged the books for peer marking. At 
least most learners scored better. I noticed that if I repeat the method in any lesson, the 
learners work freely and with confidence because they are used to the approach. I still have a 
problem with the weaker learners. 
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Lesson 5 - Day 3 Summarizing 20 July 2011 
I introduced the learners to tabulating. I modelled how to use the method of summarizing. 
Surprisingly, learners found tabulating much easier than summarizing suing sentences. They 
liked it. They managed to finish on time when doing their activity. During marking, I and the 
learners worked together filling in the information in the correct columns. 
Lesson 6 - Day 1 Surveying 01 August 2011 
Again learners were asked to work individually. Dictionaries were issued to learners to check 
the meaning of'development' and 'NAZI'. 
I was impressed by their quietness when they were doing their work. The majority of learners 
finished on time and they understood what they read regardless of their sentences but as a 
teacher I understood what they tried to say. Seemingly they enjoyed the HSS text more than 
NS text. Also I was encouraged when I saw that many wanted to share their ideas with the 
class despite their language problem. 
I made them aware that I had already made arrangements with the principal to use study time 
to prepare vocabulary cards. For their homework they had to read those words. 
Lesson 6 - Day 2 Vocabulary development 02 August 2011 
Learners were asked to read their cards to remind themselves for 5 minutes. They were 
instructed to work in pairs asking each other those words and their meaning. Learners were 
cooperative and they had fun. They were relaxed, laughing at each other during the activity; 
and what was exciting was to see them speaking English. Even the weaker ones were trying 
their best although they seemed to forget the meaning of other words. 
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Lesson6 - Day 3 Summarizing 03 August 2011 
 
 
Learners were summarizing still using tabulating which they found easy and interesting. The 
learners worked individually and I modelled as usual what to do. During the activity learners 
were calm and were no longer fearful when dealing with summary writing. They were also 
familiar with tabulating. The majority of learners finished on time and they had to wait for 
those who were slow so that we made corrections together. 
We marked the activity and corrections were written on the chalkboard. We reached the end 
of the programme on a satisfactory note when learners were showing positive response. Even 
the weaker learners managed to identify the few events and the year they happened. 
Those learners inspired me. As a result I want to continue with the programme, I saw that it 
could yield to good results in the long run. But there were few who really had a hard time. 
Reflection: Post-intervention assessment 08 August 2011 
Firstly most learners improved their pace. They were able to finish on time. Also their scores 
showed improvement. The strong learners scored high marks. There was a huge difference 
between the pre-intervention assessment scores and the post- intervention assessment scores. 
That could means they understood the text with its questions. I think the strong and average 
learners benefitted a lot in this programme. 
Although the weak learners improved from 0% to 16.6%, they still lack understanding of the 
language or the questions. 
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